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“Fully Protected” Species  

California statutes also accord “fully protected” status to a number of specifically 

identified birds, mammals, reptiles, and amphibians. Section 3505 of the CDFGC makes 

it unlawful to “take” “any aigrette or egret, osprey, bird of paradise, goura, numidi, or 

any part of such a bird.” Section 3511 protects from “take” the following “fully 

protected bird” that was observed foraging at the proposed Project Area: white-tailed 

kite.  

“Special Concern” Species  

According to Section 15380 of the CEQA Guidelines, species of special concern should be 

included in an analysis of project impacts. Project-level impacts to listed species (rare, 

threatened, or endangered) are generally considered significant, thus requiring lead 

agencies to prepare an Environmental Impact Report to fully analyze and evaluate the 

impacts. In assigning “impact significance” to populations of non-listed species, an 

analysis may consider factors such as population-level effects, proportion of the taxon’s 

range affected by a project, regional effects, and impacts to habitat features.  

Water Pollution Affecting Species 

According to CDFGC Section 5650, “it is unlawful to deposit in, permit to pass into, or 

place where it can pass into the waters of the state” any substance or material 

deleterious to fish, plant life, or bird life, including non-native species. This provision 

includes application of herbicides that could result in pollution of “Waters or the State” 

impacting fish and wildlife resources (CDFW, 2015, p. 3).  

Local Regulations  

Solano County General Plan 

The Solano County General Plan contains policies to protect and improve water quality, 

preserve wetlands, protect watersheds and aquifer recharge areas, and conserve 

riparian vegetation (County of Solano, 2008a, pp. RS-2 to RS-3). The General Plan also 

discusses special-status species within the County (County of Solano, 2008a, pp. RS-9 to 

RS-3).  

 

The following goals and policies from the Resources Element of the Solano County 

General Plan are relevant to biological impacts: 
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Policy RS.P-1: Protect and enhance the county’s natural habitats and diverse plant 

and animal communities, particularly occurrences of special-status species, 

wetlands, sensitive natural communities, and habitat connections. 

 

Policy RS.P-2: Manage the habitat found in natural areas and ensure its ecological 

health and ability to sustain diverse flora and fauna. 

 

Policy RS.P-3: Focus conservation and protection efforts on high-priority habitat 

areas depicted in Figure RS-1. 

 

Policy RS.P-4: Together with property owners and federal and state agencies, 

identify feasible and economically viable methods of protecting and enhancing 

natural habitats and biological resources. 

 

Policy RS.P-5: Protect and enhance wildlife movement corridors to ensure the health 

and long-term survival of local animal and plant populations. Preserve contiguous 

habitat areas to increase habitat value and to lower land management costs. 

 

Policy RS.P-6: Protect oak woodlands and heritage trees and encourage the planting 

of native tree species in new developments and along road rights-of-way.  

(County of Solano 2008a, pp. pp. RS-11 and RS-12)  

Solano County General Plan Priority Habitat Areas  

Solano County Priority Habitat Areas map lists the western end of creek (approximately 

8.1 miles upstream of the Project Area) as California Red-legged Frog Core Recovery 

Area. This recovery area is in the extreme northwestern corner of the county (County of 

Solano, 2008a, p. RS-9). Approximately 4.96 miles of the Project (between the fork of 

Putah Creek near Davis, California and Mace Boulevard) is defined as Giant Garter Snake 

Priority Conservation Area. These snakes use dense aquatic vegetation in freshwater 

marshes, oxbows, and backwaters of creeks as their primary habitat, though they can 

also be found in and adjacent to irrigation canals that support cattails and bulrushes 

(County of Solano, 2008a, p. RS-10). High Value Vernal Pool Conservation Areas are 

located approximately 18 miles south of the Project Area between the English Hills and 

I-505 (County of Solano, 2008a, p. RS-10). 

 

These habitat areas are mapped in Figure RS-1 of the Solano County General Plan. The 

priority habitat areas were used to create the Resource Conservation Overlay shown in 

Figure RS-2 of the Solano County General Plan and discussed in the Land Use chapter of 
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the General Plan. The overlay indicates general locations of priority habitat and provides 

both opportunities and restrictions regarding the use of the underlying properties 

(County of Solano, 2008b, p. RS-11). 

Yolo County General Plan 

The Yolo County General Plan contains policies to protect enhance biological resources 

through the conservation, maintenance, and restoration of key habitat areas and 

corresponding connections that represent the diverse geography, topography, biological 

communities, and ecological integrity of the landscape (County of Yolo, 2009, p. CO-34). 

 

The following goals and policies from the Resources Element of the Yolo County General 

Plan are relevant to biological impacts: 

 

Policy CO-2.1: Consider and maintain the ecological function of landscapes, 

connecting features, watersheds, and wildlife movement corridors. 

 

Policy CO-2.2: Focus conservation efforts on high priority conservation areas (core 

reserves) that consider and promote the protection and enhancement of species 

diversity and habitat values, and that contribute to sustainable landscapes 

connected to each other and to regional resources. 

 

Policy CO-2.3: Preserve and enhance those biological communities that contribute to 

the county’s rich biodiversity including blue oak and mixed oak woodlands, native 

grassland prairies, wetlands, riparian areas, aquatic habitat, agricultural lands, 

heritage Valley oak trees, remnant Valley oak groves, and roadside tree rows. 

 

Policy CO-2.4: Coordinate with other regional efforts (e.g., Yolo County HCP/NCCP) 

to sustain or recover special-status species populations by preserving and enhancing 

habitats for special-status species. 

 

Policy CO-2.5: Protect, restore and enhance habitat for sensitive fish species, so long 

as it does not result in the large-scale conversion of existing agricultural resources. 

 

Policy CO-2.6: Cooperate with the Department of Fish and Wildlife in inventorying 

streams with spawning and rearing habitat, evaluating those streams' existing and 

potential habitat value, and determining current and potential fish population levels. 
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Policy CO-2.7: Encourage streamside property owners and appropriate public 

agencies to participate in fishery enhancement projects. 

 

Policy CO-2.8: Encourage all public land management agencies to protect, restore, 

and enhance the fish habitat within their jurisdiction.  

 

Policy CO-2.9: Protect riparian areas to maintain and balance wildlife values. 

 

Policy CO-2.10: Encourage the restoration of native habitat. 

 

Policy CO-2.11: Ensure that open space buffers are provided between sensitive 

habitat and planned development. 

 

Policy CO-2.14: Ensure no net loss of oak woodlands, alkali sinks, rare soils, vernal 

pools or geological substrates that support rare endemic species, with the following 

exception. The limited loss of blue oak woodland and grasslands may be acceptable, 

where the fragmentation of large forests exceeding 10 acres is avoided, and where 

losses are mitigated.  

 

Policy CO-2.23: Support efforts to coordinate the removal of non-native, invasive 

vegetation within watersheds and replacement with native plants.  

 

Policy CO-2.24: Promote floodplain management techniques that increase the area 

of naturally inundated floodplains and the frequency of inundated floodplain 

habitat, restore some natural flooding processes, 

 

Policy CO-2.25: Support efforts to reduce water temperatures in streams for fish via 

habitat restoration (e.g., increase shading vegetation) and water management (e.g., 

control of flows) that are compatible with the Integrated Regional Water 

Management Plan. 

 

Policy CO-2.26: Coordinate with local watershed stewardship groups to identify 

opportunities for restoring or enhancing watershed, instream, and riparian 

biodiversity. 

 

Policy CO-2.28: Balance the needs of aquatic and riparian ecosystem enhancement 

efforts with flood management objectives. 
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Policy CO-2.30: Protect and enhance streams, channels, seasonal and permanent 

marshland, wetlands, sloughs, riparian habitat and vernal pools in land planning and 

community design. 

 

Policy CO-2.31: Protect wetland ecosystems by minimizing erosion and pollution 

from grading, especially during grading and construction projects. 

 

Policy CO-2.34: Recognize, protect and enhance the habitat value and role of wildlife 

migration corridors for the Sacramento River, Putah Creek, Willow Slough, the Blue 

Ridge, the Capay Hills, the Dunnigan Hills and Cache Creek. 

 

Policy CO-2.35: Consider potential effects of climate change on the locations and 

connections between wildlife migration routes. 

 

Policy CO-2.37: Where applicable in riparian areas, ensure that required state and 

federal permits/approvals are secured prior to development of approved projects.  

 

Policy CO-2.38: Avoid adverse impacts to wildlife movement corridors and nursery 

sites (e.g., nest sites, dens, spawning areas, breeding ponds). Preserve the functional 

value of movement corridors to ensure that essential habitat areas do not become 

isolated from one another due to the placement of either temporary or permanent 

barriers within the corridors. Encourage avoidance of nursery sites (e.g., nest sites, 

dens, spawning areas, breeding ponds) during periods when the sites are actively 

used and that nursery sites which are used repeatedly over time are preserved to 

the greatest feasible extent or fully mitigated if they cannot be avoided.  

 

Policy CO-2.41: Require that impacts to species listed under the State or federal 

Endangered Species Acts, or species identified as special-status by the resource 

agencies, be avoided to the greatest feasible extent. If avoidance is not possible, 

fully mitigate impacts consistent with applicable local, State, and Federal 

requirements.  

 

Policy CO-2.42: Projects that would impact Swainson’s hawk foraging habitat shall 

participate in the Agreement Regarding Mitigation for Impacts to Swainson’s Hawk 

Foraging Habitat in Yolo County entered into by the CDFG and the Yolo County 

HIP/NCCP Joint Powers Agency, or satisfy other subsequent adopted mitigation 

requirements consistent with applicable local, State, and federal requirements. 

(County of Yolo, 2009, p. CO-34 to CO-40)  
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Yolo County General Plan Priority Habitat Area Goals and Policies  

GOAL CO-2: Biological Resources. Protect and enhance biological resources through 

the conservation, maintenance, and restoration of key habitat areas and 

corresponding connections that represent the diverse geography, topography, 

biological communities, and ecological integrity of the landscape.  

 

Policy CO-2.2: Focus conservation efforts on high priority conservation areas (core 

reserves) that consider and promote the protection and enhancement of species 

diversity and habitat values, and that contribute to sustainable landscapes 

connected to each other and to regional resources.(County of Yolo, 2009, p. C-34 to 

CO-35) 

3.4.2 Significance Criteria 

The following thresholds for measuring a project’s environmental impacts are based on 

CEQA Guidelines Appendix G (OPR, 2013). For the purposes of this PEIR, impacts are 

considered significant if implementation of the proposed Project may result in any of 

the following: 

 Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat modifications, 

on any species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local 

or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by the CDFW or USFWS. 

 Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural 

community identified in local or regional plans, policies, regulations, or by the CDFW 

or USFWS. 

 Have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected wetlands as defined by 

Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (including, but not limited to, marsh, vernal pool, 

coastal, etc.) through direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or other 

means. 

 Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory fish or 

wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or 

impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites. 

 Conflict with any local polices or ordinances protecting biological resources, such as 

a tree preservation policy or ordinance. 

 

An evaluation of the significance of potential impacts on biological resources must 

consider both direct effects to the resource, as well as indirect effects in a local or 

regional context. The loss of a biological resource or an obvious conflict with local, state, 
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or federal agency conservation plans, goals, policies, or regulations would generally be 

considered potentially significant impacts.  

3.4.3 Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

Impacts and mitigation measures are described below both generally and by reach. 

Applicable impacts and mitigation measures for each reach are summarized in Table 

3.4-3, at the end of this section. 

General Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

Impact 3.4-1: General Impacts on Special-Status Species and Habitats. 

The Project would reduce invasive plants and promote the growth of native wetland and 

riparian plants that would provide improved habitat for native plants and wildlife within 

the Project Area. However, Project construction could create general short-term 

adverse impacts to special-status species and habitats by directly disturbing special-

status species or temporarily removing habitat during restoration activities within the 

Project Area. Mitigation Measure 3.4-1, along with the other mitigation measures listed 

below, would reduce this impact to less than significant. 

Mitigation Measure 3.4-1: Worker Environmental Awareness Program (WEAP).  

During construction of the Project, before any work occurs on the Project site, including 

grading, vegetation removal and equipment staging, all construction personnel shall 

participate in an environmental awareness training regarding special-status species and 

sensitive habitats present on the Project site. Any additional construction personnel that 

are employed following the initial start of construction shall receive the mandatory 

training before starting work. As part of the training, an environmental awareness 

handout shall be provided to all personnel that describes and illustrates sensitive 

resources (i.e., special-status species and habitat, nesting birds/raptors) to be avoided 

during proposed Project construction and lists measures to be followed by personal for 

the protection of biological resources. Such measures shall include, but are not limited 

to:  

 Procedures to follow if a special-status species is found within the work area.  

 Checking under equipment and staging areas for wildlife species each morning prior 

to work. 

 Staying within designated work areas. 

 Maintaining exclusion/silt fencing.  
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 Reduced Project speed limits.  

 No pets or firearms on-site. 

 Contain trash/food waste and remove daily to avoid encouraging predators onto the 

Project site. 

 Following Project Best Management Practices (BMPs). 

Impact 3.4-2: Impacts on Western Pond Turtle.  

The Project would benefit the western pond turtle by reducing invasive plants and 

promoting the growth of vegetated banks with log or rock basking sites that would 

provide increased and improved turtle habitat the Project Area. However, Project 

construction could create short-term adverse impacts to the western pond turtle by 

accidentally crushing them or otherwise directly harming them, and temporarily 

removing habitat during restoration activities within the Project Area. Mitigation 

Measure 3.4-2 would reduce this impact to less than significant. 

Mitigation Measure 3.4-2: Western Pond Turtle Avoidance. 

The western pond turtle shall be protected from Project Area staging and operations 

areas through monitoring by a qualified biologist. The Project Area shall be inspected 

daily for the presence of turtles. If necessary, with consultation with CDFW, barriers 

shall be used when needed to direct the turtles and move them to an area of suitable 

habitat outside of the construction activity. 

Impact 3.4-3: Impacts on Giant Garter Snake. 

Project implementation may result in long-term benefits to potential Giant Garter snake 

habitat by improving habitat quality through the restoration of degraded stream 

reaches and widening of the associated floodplain within the lower reaches of the 

Project Area. However, short-term direct (crushing) and indirect (temporary habitat 

loss) impacts from construction may occur to Giant Garter Snake in areas where there is 

potential habitat for this species. Mitigation Measure 3.4-3 would reduce potential 

construction-related impacts to less than significant. 

Mitigation Measure 3.4-3: Giant Garter Snake Avoidance.  

In areas that provide suitable habitat for giant garter snake, construction shall only 

occur during the active period for the snake, between May 1 and October 1. During the 

active period for giant garter snake direct mortality is lessened because snakes are 
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expected to actively move and avoid danger. Preconstruction surveys for the giant 

garter snake shall occur within 24 hours prior to ground disturbing activities. A survey of 

the Project Area should be repeated if a lapse in construction activity of two weeks or 

greater has occurred.  

 

If a snake is encountered during construction, work shall stop within the vicinity of the 

snake and the USFWS will be contacted immediately. Only following receipt of USFWS 

approval shall giant garter snake be collected and transferred to the nearest suitable 

habitat outside the work area. Work shall not re-commence until a qualified biologist 

has either removed the snake from the construction area or, after thorough inspection, 

determined that the snake has vacated the construction area.  

 

Any dewatering or vegetation clearing within 200 feet of potential aquatic habitat for 

giant garter snake shall be limited to the minimum amount necessary. 

Impact 3.4-4: Impacts on Valley Elderberry Longhorn Beetle. 

Project construction activities could adversely impact the Valley Elderberry Longhorn 

Beetle (VELB) by inadvertently harming or killing the VELB’s host plant blue elderberry 

(Sambucus nigra ssp. caerulea) (BSK, 2015, p. 20). Project design proposes to avoid 

areas where elderberry shrubs naturally occur and Project Area-specific activities would 

include elderberry avoidance and protection in their design (BSK, 2015, p. 20). Biological 

clearances for Project activities would adhere to the applicable USFWS VELB guidance 

(USFWS, 1999). To provide additional protection for VELB habitat, Mitigation Measure 

3.4-4 would require the Project to adhere to USFWS VELB guidance, thereby reducing 

the potential impact to less than significant. 

Mitigation Measure 3.4-4: Valley Elderberry Longhorn Beetle (VELB) Avoidance).  

Blue elderberry plants (with stems greater than 1-inch diameter at ground level) 

occurring within the Project Area shall be avoided and, if avoidance is not possible, 

relocated to a designated location. Where Project impacts to elderberry shrubs cannot 

be avoided, or where shrubs are located within 30.5 meters (100 feet) of Project Area-

specific activities, activities shall be conducted according to USFWS Conservation 

Guidelines for VELB (1999), or other VELB guidance as updated by the USFWS.  

 

VELB habitat shall be considered directly affected if Project construction requires the 

removal of the shrub or if ground-disturbing activities would occur within 6.1 meters (20 

feet) of the dripline of the shrub. The species would be considered indirectly affected if 
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Project construction would disturb the ground between 6.1 and 30.5 meters (20 and 

100 feet) from the dripline of the shrub (USFWS, 1999). Transplantation or temporary 

removal of the affected shrubs may be necessary as prescribed by the guidelines, but 

plants that are extremely difficult to remove may be exempted. Planting of additional 

seedlings or cuttings may be required under the Project or program USFWS Biological 

Opinion, depending on the number of elderberry shrubs with emergence holes present 

in the Project Area. 

 

A monitoring plan of any mitigation measures in the Project Area shall be implemented 

as required under the Biological Opinion, including monitoring the general condition of 

the mitigation Project Area and the condition of the elderberry plantings for up to ten 

consecutive years. The plan shall describe monitoring responsibilities, intervals, 

intensity, and success rates. The monitoring plan shall further include requirements for 

reporting observations and findings to the applicable agency, for example, for VELB 

observations, to USFWS.  

Impact 3.4-5: Impacts on Swainson’s Hawk. 

The Project would support a transition from habitat that favors invasive plant species to 

one that favors native species and self-maintaining habitat. This would reduce invasive 

plants and promote the growth of native and shelterbelt vegetation that could provide 

habitat for Swainson’s hawk. However, the Project could adversely impact Swainson’s 

hawk if construction activities occurred during the breeding and nesting season, both 

directly (by physically disrupting breeding and nesting), and indirectly (if the noise and 

activity of construction discourages birds from utilizing otherwise suitable breeding and 

nesting habitat). Mitigation Measure 3.4-4 would reduce this impact to less than 

significant. 

Mitigation Measure 3.4-5: Swainson’s Hawk Avoidance. 

For any construction activities initiated between March 15 and September 1, surveys for 

nesting Swainson’s hawk shall be conducted within 0.5-mile of areas of disturbance for 

this species as described in the Recommended Timing and Methodology for Swainson’s 

Hawk Nesting Surveys in the California’s Central Valley (Swainson’s Hawk Technical 

Advisory Committee, 2000). The recommended minimum survey protocol is completion 

of surveys for at least the two survey periods immediately prior to a project’s initiation. 

Survey periods correspond to typical migration, courtship, and nesting behavior and 

defined as follows: 
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Survey Period Survey Dates Survey Time 
Number  

of Surveys 

1 Recommend optional January 1 to March 20 All day 1 

2  March 20 to April 5 
Sunrise to 1000 or 1600 to 
sunset 

3 

3  April 5 to April 20 
Sunrise to 1200 or 1630 to 
sunset 

3 

4  
Initiating surveys is 
not recommended 

April 21 to June 10 
All day; Monitoring known 
nests only 

Ongoing 

5  June 10 to July 30 
Sunrise to 1200 or 1630 to 
sunset 

3 

 

If surveys determine that the species is present and nesting within this area, a buffer 

zone of 0.5-mile shall be established and coordination with CDFW shall be required prior 

to any work in this buffer zone during the nesting season. Work within 0.5-mile may be 

permitted with CDFW approval if a qualified biologist monitors the nest when Project 

disturbance activities occur within 0.5-mile of the nest. If the monitor determines that 

construction may result in abandonment of the nest, all construction activities within 

0.5-mile shall be halted until the nest is abandoned or all young have fledged. The 

monitor shall continue monitoring the nest until construction within 0.5-mile of the nest 

is completed, or until all chicks have completely fledged and are no longer dependent 

on the nest.  

Impact 3.4-6: Impacts on Nesting Bird Species. 

The Project would support an overall transition from habitat that favors invasive plant 

species to one that favors native species and self-maintaining habitat. This would reduce 

invasive plants and promote the growth of native and overhanging vegetation that 

could provide improved cover, foraging and nesting habitat for the song sparrow 

(Modesto population), western yellow-billed cuckoo, tricolored blackbird, white-tailed 

kite, and other migratory bird species. However, the Project could adversely impact bird 

species if construction activities occurred during the breeding season, both directly by 

physically disrupting breeding and nesting, and indirectly if the noise and activity of 

construction discourages birds from utilizing otherwise suitable breeding and nesting 

habitat. Mitigation Measure 3.4-6 would reduce this impact to less than significant. 
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Mitigation Measure 3.4-6: Nesting Bird Avoidance. 

A pre-construction survey by a qualified biologist for nesting birds shall be required if 

construction activities are scheduled to occur during the breeding season (February 1 to 

August 31) for raptors and other migratory birds, including special-status bird species. 

The survey shall be conducted 15 days prior to ground disturbing activities and shall 

cover 500-foot radius surrounding the construction zone.  

 

If active nests are found, actions typically include, but are not limited to, monitoring by 

agency-approved biologists, establishment or refinement of species-specific buffers, 

reduction or elimination of the use of loud equipment, reducing foot traffic and 

remaining in the vehicles, and the maintenance of visual screens. Migratory birds shall 

be protected from Project Area staging and operations through the use of a buffer 

established based on the birds sensitivity and response to the potential activity. Baseline 

behavior of the bird should be established to inform the buffer size. The qualified 

biologist may start with a 100-foot nest buffer or a 250-foot nest buffer for raptors, but 

may adjust the buffer size based of the reaction of the bird to the activity. If there is a 

potential for nest abandonment due to intrusion into the buffer zone, as established by 

the qualified biologist, then CDFW and the USFWS shall be consulted. If a lapse in 

Project-related work of 15 days or longer occurs, another focused survey, and if 

required, consultation with CDFW and the USFWS shall be performed before Project 

work can resume. 

Impact 3.4-7: Impacts on Special-Status Bats. 

Project construction has the potential to impact special-status bat species through the 

removal of large trees or snags that may be used as roosting habitat. Additionally, 

construction or demolition has the potential to disturb roosting individuals in the vicinity 

of the Project Area. Mitigation Measure 3.4-7 would reduce this impact to less than 

significant.  

Mitigation Measure 3.4-7: Avoid and Minimize Impacts to Special-Status Bats. 

In areas where suitable habitat occurs and there is potential for special-status bat 

species to be present, specific mitigation measure(s) will be developed in consultation 

with CDFW.  
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Impact 3.4-8: Impacts on Rare Plants. 

The quality and extent of native riparian vegetation would increase through Project 

implementation. However, construction activities would involve large amounts of 

ground clearing and vegetation removal. In the long-term this would provide the benefit 

of increased habitat availability for rare and other native plant species, but could 

potential impact current populations. Mitigation Measure 3.4-8 would reduce these 

impacts to less than significant. 

Mitigation Measure 3.4-8: Avoid and Minimize Impacts to Rare Plants. 

Before the initiation of any vegetation removal or ground-disturbing activities, in areas 

that provide suitable habitat for special-status plants, the following measures shall be 

implemented: 

 A qualified botanist shall conduct appropriately timed surveys for special-status 

plant species, in all suitable habitat that would be potentially disturbed by the 

Project. 

 Surveys shall be conducted following CDFW- or other approved protocol. 

 If no special-status plants are found during focused surveys, the botanist shall 

document the findings in a letter to the lead agency, and other appropriate agencies 

as needed, and no further mitigation will be required. 

 If special-status plants are found during focused surveys, the following measures 

shall be implemented: 

 Information regarding the special-status plant population shall be reported to 

the CNDDB. 

 If the populations can be avoided during Project implementation, they shall be 

clearly marked in the field by a qualified botanist and avoided during 

construction activities. Before ground clearing or ground disturbance, all on-site 

construction personnel shall be instructed as to the species’ presence and the 

importance of avoiding impacts to this species and its habitat. 

 If special-status plant populations cannot be avoided, consultations with CDFW 

and/or USFWS would be required. If allowed under the appropriate regulations, 

the plants shall be mapped, photographed, and then transplanted to a suitable 

location by a qualified botanist. If required by the relevant agency, a plan to 

compensate for the loss of special-status plant species, detailing appropriate 

replacement ratios, methods for implementation, success criteria, monitoring 

and reporting protocols, and contingency measures that would be implemented 
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if the initial mitigation fails; the plan would be developed in consultation with 

the appropriate agencies prior to the start of local construction activities. 

 If mitigation is required, the Project proponent shall maintain and monitor the 

mitigation area for 5 years following the completion of construction and 

restoration activities. Monitoring reports shall be submitted to the resource 

agencies at the completion of restoration and for 5 years following restoration 

implementation. Monitoring reports shall include photo-documentation, 

planting specifications, a site layout map, descriptions of materials used, and 

justification for any deviations from the mitigation plan. Additional mitigation, 

monitoring may be required or modified by the administering agency, and those 

requirements would supersede this section. 

Impact 3.4-9: Impacts on Riparian Habitat. 

Project activities would, in the long-term, improve the quality and extent of riparian 

habitat and wildlife access to habitat by removing invasive vegetation and substantially 

increasing the total riparian area.  

 

Since the primary habitat within the proposed Project Area is riparian habitat, and 

equipment would be operated within the riparian zone, short-term adverse impacts to 

riparian habitat would occur. These short-term impacts include removing, moving, or 

altering vegetation and the channel to enhance riparian habitat throughout the Project 

Area. Through the Project’s conversion of pools to riffles, the habitat suitable for fish 

species should significantly increase as a result of channel improvements. The impacts 

to habitat from the restoration would be temporary, until new native vegetation 

establishes itself. Temporary loss of riparian habitat would last 1 to 3 years in the lower 

understory and 5 to 10 years for trees and shrubs.  

 

Based on field observations by the Putah Creek streamkeeper, the temporary impacts 

would affect less acreage on an annual basis than the existing condition pattern of 

stream bank failures (which results in riparian vegetation disturbance) and loss of native 

riparian habitat due to invasive species. The Project’s construction limits on individual 

Project reaches and lengths specifically address the need to minimize short-term 

riparian forest impacts from the Project. In the long term, the Project would enhance 

riparian habitat, resulting in a beneficial impact. However, impacts due to removal of 

vegetation during construction could result in a minor temporal loss of functions and 

values of riparian habitat. Mitigation Measure 3.4-9 would reduce these impacts to less 

than significant. 
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Mitigation Measure 3.4-9: Monitor Riparian Habitat. 

In advance of construction, a Riparian Revegetation and Monitoring Plan shall be 

prepared for riparian areas which will describe the thresholds of revegetation success, 

monitoring and reporting requirements, and a description of the site-specific planting 

plan. The long-term ecological monitoring program described in the Plan will provide 

the basis for gauging the achievement of minimum performance standards. The Plan will 

describe a three-year riparian monitoring program that assesses the survival and health 

of on-site plantings. Appropriate performance standards may include, but are not 

limited to: an 80 percent survival rate of restoration tree and shrub plantings; absence 

of invasive plant species in restored areas; and self-sustaining conditions (i.e., plant 

viability without supplemental water) at the end of three years. The Plan will be 

submitted to the appropriate regulatory agencies for review and approval. 

Impact 3.4-10: Impacts on Fish. 

Project construction would temporarily increase erosion and sedimentation as 

described in Impact 3.1-1, in the Section 3.1, Hydrology, of this report. This could have 

adverse impacts to fish habitat, however these impacts would be mitigated to a less-

than-significant level by implementation of Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plans 

(SWPPPs) and, where SWPPPs are not required, implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.1-1 in Section 3.1, Hydrology. In the long-term, the Project would likely decrease 

sediment levels in the creek by stabilizing unstable, sloughing banks. Improved sediment 

transport is one of the goals of the Project. 

 

The Project is not expected to increase any current effects from existing mercury or 

boron on fish habitat. The Project is unlikely to have any effect on the concentration of 

boron, because the Project would not influence the creek’s boron dynamics. The 

proposed Project actions are not expected to increase exposure of mercury to fish 

through grading or soil manipulation. 

 

In the long term, the Project would improve habitat for native fish through the 

conversion of large, deep pools to smaller, shallower pools and riffles. This conversion 

would decrease water temperatures and increase dissolved oxygen, thus providing 

better habitat for native fish species. The proposed Project also would improve 

salmonid habitat through planting of native trees, which also would decrease water 

temperatures by increasing shading along Putah Creek. The cooler water temperatures 

and increased dissolved oxygen levels would increase habitat for salmonids and 

decrease habitat for invasive species such as largemouth bass.  
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Aquatic habitat would be temporarily impacted from construction activities, which could 

increase sedimentation and remove segments of habitat from availability to aquatic 

species, including special-status fish species during construction period (e.g., when 

channel is bypassed or piped). Construction impacts to salmonids would be avoided due 

to the summer work window for in-water work, when water temperatures would be too 

high for them to be present. Measure 3.4-10 would reduce construction impacts on 

aquatic habitat to a less-than-significant level. 

 

In the long-term, the Project would convert open water habitat, primarily pools, to 

transitional floodplain and riparian habitat. Converting these pools would reduce the 

habitat available for warm-water aquatic species and likely also reduce algal mats. These 

changes would reduce habitat for non-native aquatic species and improve habitat for 

native species. 

 

Additionally, the Project could remove the seasonal earthen barrier between the Mace 

to Road 106A Reach and the Road 106A to Yolo Bypass Wildlife Area Reach and replace 

it with a non-sediment-based barrier, such as operable gates and a bridge. This would 

improve fish passage through the Project Area. In the long term, the Project would 

result in improved aquatic habitat for special-status fish species.  

Mitigation Measure 3.4-10: Implement Aquatic Habitat Protection. 

Aquatic habitat shall be protected during Project Activities by limiting the amount of in-

channel work and acquiring proper permits for work done within aquatic habitats. A 

fence shall be installed to the extent necessary to prevent the unintended discharge of 

excavated material and turbid water. The fencing shall be checked regularly and 

maintained until construction is complete. If needed, fish salvage shall be performed 

under the direct supervision of an approved biologist to avoid incidental take from 

Project activities. Following installation of any water diversion structures, and prior to 

placement of fill, the approved biologist shall perform surveys for any fish in the Project 

Area, collect, and transfer native fish, including Pacific lamprey, to the nearest suitable 

habitat to the work area. During holding and transportation, fish would be held in 

stream water collected from the Project reach. 

 Before removal and relocation begins, the approved biologist, in consultation with 

the appropriate agencies, shall identify the most appropriate release location(s). 

Release locations should offer ample habitat for Pacific lamprey and other native 

fish and should be selected to minimize the likelihood of reentering the work area.  
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 Relocation activities shall be performed during the morning when temperatures are 

coolest. Air and water temperatures would be periodically measured during 

dewatering activities to ensure native fish that may be present are protected. 

 If Pacific lamprey are relocated, the following procedure shall be used: 

1. Handling of fish would be minimized. However, when handling is necessary, 

hands and nets would be wetted prior to handling. 

2. Any handled fish would be immediately placed in an aerated container with a lid 

in cool, shaded water. Aeration would be provided with a battery powered 

external bubbler. Fish would not be held more than 30 minutes. 

3. All handled fish would be moved directly to the nearest suitable habitat in the 

creek, as identified above. 

Impact 3.4-11: Impacts on Wetland Habitats. 

A wetland delineation report was prepared to determine the wetland boundaries within 

the Project Area (BSK, 2015a). Project construction activities would have direct and 

indirect impacts to wetlands, including potential disturbance to existing vegetation and 

soils. 

 

Over the long term, impacts to wetlands would be mitigated through the conversion of 

low-quality and function wetlands to high-quality and function wetlands. In other 

words, although there would be a loss in Project Area total acres of low-value wetland, 

consisting of small wetland features within the channel, the Project would increase the 

acreage of high-value wetlands. Approximately 20 to 25 percent of current open-water 

river (pool) area would be converted to high-quality riverine emergent wetland. Low-

value wetlands that are now overrun with invasive non-native plant species such as 

arundo and Himalayan blackberry would be converted to high- value wetlands occupied 

by primarily native wetland plant species. Therefore, the Project would have a less-

than-significant impact on wetland habitats and no mitigation is required.  

Impact 3.4-12: Impacts on Wildlife Corridors and Movement in the Project Area. 

The proposed Project would restore and enhance habitat for native or migratory 

corridor species. Project construction could result in short-term disturbance and habitat 

removal. Resident and migratory species such as North American beaver and North 

American river otter may be present within the Project Area. These species are 

protected under the CDFGC (CDFW, 2014). Beaver can only be taken under license 

(CDFGC, Section 463), all take is prohibited for river otter (CDFGC, Section 460). 
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The Project could temporarily disturb and reduce wildlife migration and movement. 

However, the impact to these species would be temporary and reduced to less than 

significant with the implementation of Mitigation Measures 3.4-1 through 3.4-11.  

Mitigation Measure 3.4-11: Native or Migratory Fish or Wildlife Species Avoidance. 

The Native or Migratory Fish and Wildlife Species, such as North American beaver, North 

American otter, and other protected species shall be protected from Project staging and 

operations impacts through monitoring by a qualified biologist. Prior to construction, 

the Project Area shall be inspected for the presence of these species. If necessary, with 

consultation with CDFW, appropriate measures shall be taken to avoid and minimize 

Project impacts to these species. Additional specific measures to protect native or 

migratory wildlife species, may be required by CDFW under the 1600 series permit for 

the Project and shall be adhered to by the Project proponent.  

Impact 3.4-13: Impacts on Biological Resources from Herbicide Use. 

As described in Chapter 2, Project Description, herbicides approved by the California 

Department of Pesticide Regulation may be used in accordance with their labels as part 

of Project activities to reduce invasive weed species. As described in Section 3.2, Water 

Quality, herbicides that may be used include glyphosate, triclopyr, imazapyr, 

aminopyralid, chlorsulfuron, dithiopyr, and isoxaben. Some form of chemical weed 

control would be used in every Project reach for maintenance (see Chapter 2, Project 

Description, Table 2-1, Invasive Weed Control). 

 

Following the recommendations of the CDFW, this section includes a discussion of 

environmental chemistry of herbicides that may be used as part of Project activities and 

their potential effects (CDFW, 2015, p. 3). Potential Project herbicide impacts specifically 

related to water quality are discussed in Section 3.2, Water Quality. 

Glyphosate  

This herbicide is among the most widely used in the U.S. and is of relatively low oral and 

dermal acute toxicity and has not been found to cause mutations (NPIC, 2015). 

Glyphosate residue in plants and animals has been well studied, and studies indicate 

that plant uptake of glyphosate from soil is limited (NPIC, 2015).  
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Environmental Fate and Ecological Risks  

Glyphosate is not expected to move vertically below the 6-inch soil layer and residues 

are expected to be immobile in soil. Glyphosate accidentally over-sprayed on the water 

may contaminate surface waters because it would not be broken down readily by water 

or sunlight. US EPA has determined that the effects of glyphosate on birds, mammals, 

fish and invertebrates are minimal, but glyphosate may cause adverse effects to non-

target terrestrial plants (US EPA, 1993, p. 4.). Thus, Project use of glyphosate would not 

be expected to significantly affect birds, mammals, fish, and invertebrates in the Project 

Area, but would be expected to harm any plants sprayed, including those sprayed 

inadvertently. Consequently, Project use of glyphosate could adversely impact 

elderberry plants. 

 

For Project purposes, target plants would include arundo, eucalyptus, fennel 

(Foeniculum vulgare), Himalayan blackberry, pampas grass (Cortaderia spp.), milk 

thistle, perennial pepperweed, tree-of-heaven, tree tobacco (Nicotiana glauca), vinca 

(Vinca major), Virginia creeper (Parthinocissus quincifolia), and yellow starthistle. 

Glyphosate would also be used in Project activities as a pre-emergent control for winter 

annual weeds (see Chapter 2, Project Description, Table 2-1, Invasive Weed Control).  

 

Mitigation Measure 3.4-12, below, would require all Project use of glyphosate to be 

applied only to target plants by a licensed applicator in accordance with label directions 

and US EPA recommendations (US EPA, 1993). Licensed applicators are required by law 

to avoid applying herbicides to non-target organisms. Additionally Mitigation Measure 

3.4-11 forbids herbicide use within 100 feet of blue elderberry plants and specifies that 

herbicides shall be applied only to target plants.  

 

No mitigation is needed for organisms other than plants given that glyphosate’s toxicity 

to birds, mammals, fish and invertebrates is minimal (US EPA, 1993, p. 4). Therefore, 

after mitigation, potential Project impacts related to use of glyphosate would be 

reduced to less than significant. 

Triclopyr  

Triclopyr is used as a selective herbicide to control broad leaf weeds on a variety of sites 

(US EPA, 1998, p. 1). Environmental risks are discussed below.  

Environmental Fate and Ecological Risks 

Triclopyr is somewhat persistent and is mobile in the environment. In water, triclopyr 

primarily breaks down through exposure to light (photodegradation). In soil, triclopyr 
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primarily breaks down through microbial processes. Triclopyr is practically non-toxic to 

mammals and insects. Different triclopyr products have varying levels of toxicity to bird 

and fish species. Triclopyr TEA is practically non-toxic to slightly toxic to birds and 

estuarine/marine invertebrates and practically non-toxic to freshwater fish, freshwater 

invertebrates, and estuarine/marine fish. Testing of triclopyr BEE indicates it is slightly 

toxic to birds, moderately toxic to highly toxic to freshwater fish and estuarine/marine 

invertebrates, slightly to moderately toxic to freshwater invertebrates, and highly toxic 

to estuarine/marine fish. US EPA notes that flowing water systems would result in rapid 

dissipation of triclopyr (US EPA, 1998, pp. 4-5.) Thus, Project use of triclopyr would be 

expected to not significantly affect birds and mammals, and invertebrates in the Project 

Area, but would be expected to harm any plants or freshwater fish sprayed, including 

those sprayed accidentally. Consequently, Project use of triclopyr could adversely 

impact elderberry plants and freshwater fish. 

 

For Project purposes, target plants would include almond (Prunus dulcis), black locust 

(Robinia pseudoacacia), catalpa (Catalpa bignoniodes), edible fig (Ficus carica), English 

ivy (Hedera helix), pepper tree (Shinus molle), tamarisk, tree-of-heaven, and tree 

tobacco (Nicotiana glauca) (see Chapter 2, Project Description, Table 2-1, Invasive Weed 

Control). 

 

Mitigation Measure 3.4-12, below, would require all Project use of triclopyr to be 

applied only to target plants by a licensed applicator in accordance with label directions 

and US EPA recommendations to avoid spray drift to prevent toxicity to non-target 

organisms (US EPA, 1998). Licensed applicators are required by law to avoid applying 

herbicides to non-target organisms. Additionally Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 forbids 

herbicide use within 100 feet of blue elderberry plants and specifies that herbicides shall 

be applied only to target plants. The measure also forbids use of triclopyr in open water 

and wetland areas.  

 

Because on triclopyr’s low toxicity to mammals, birds, and insects, no mitigation is 

needed for these organisms. Therefore, after mitigation, potential Project impacts 

related to use of triclopyr would be reduced to less than significant. 

Imazapyr  

Environmental Fate and Ecological Risks  

Imazapyr is non-volatile, persistent, mobile in soil, and can move via runoff to surface 

water and to leach to groundwater. Imazapyr breaks down in the environment only 
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through photolysis (breakdown by photons, including visible light, ultraviolet light, 

x-rays and gamma rays). Imazapyr is not expected to bioaccumulate in aquatic 

organisms (US EPA, 2006, p. 17). 

 

US EPA does not consider imazapyr a risk to terrestrial birds, mammals, bees, fish, 

aquatic invertebrates, and aquatic non-vascular plants. US EPA is uncertain regarding 

imazapyr risks to estuarine/marine fish and invertebrates, due to an absence of toxicity 

data to observe long-term effects, but US EPA assumes that these organisms face no 

risk, similar to freshwater fish and invertebrates. However, US EPA does consider 

imazapyr a risk to non-target terrestrial plants and aquatic vascular plants, and a 

potential risk to federally listed threatened and endangered species, including aquatic 

vascular plants, terrestrial and semi-aquatic monocots and dicots (US EPA, 2006, pp. 1, 

18).  

 

Imazapyr is mainly used in aquatic and semi-aquatic weed control is to control nuisance 

and non-native weed species along shoreline areas of lakes, streams, or canals. Because 

imazapyr has no effect on submerged aquatic vegetation (SAV), it can be used in margin 

or shoreline areas to control weeds without the risk of damaging desirable SAV (US EPA, 

2006, p. 33.) Thus, Project use of imazapyr would be expected to not significantly affect 

birds, mammals, bees, fish, aquatic invertebrates, and aquatic non-vascular plants in the 

Project Area, but would be expected to harm any terrestrial plants sprayed, including 

those sprayed accidentally. Consequently, Project use of imazapyr could adversely 

impact elderberry plants. 

 

For Project purposes, target plants include almond, black locust, catalpa, English ivy, 

pepper tree, and tree-of-heaven (see Chapter 2, Project Description, Table 2-1, Invasive 

Weed Control).  

 

Mitigation Measure 3.4-12, below, requires all Project use of imazapyr to be applied 

only to target plants by a licensed applicator in accordance with label directions and 

US EPA recommended methods to minimize potential risk to non-target organisms 

(US EPA, 2006). Licensed applicators are required by law to avoid applying herbicides to 

non-target organisms. Additionally, Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 forbids herbicide use 

within 100 feet of blue elderberry plants.  

 

Because of imazapyr’s low toxicity to birds, mammals, bees, fish, aquatic invertebrates, 

and aquatic non-vascular plants, no mitigation is needed for these organisms. Therefore, 
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after mitigation, potential Project impacts related to use of imazapyr would be reduced 

to less-than-significant. 

Aminopyralid  

This herbicide could be used for control of milk thistle and yellow starthistle (see 

Chapter 2, Project Description, Table 2-1, Invasive Weed Control). It is particularly 

effective for yellow starthistle control (US EPA, 2005a, p. 20).  

Environmental Fate and Ecological Risks  

The primary way aminopyralid breaks down is by photolysis. Aminopyralid photolyzes 

moderately slowly in soils and is likely to be non-persistent and relatively immobile in 

the field (US EPA, 2005a, p. 6). Aminopyralid has been shown to be practically non-toxic 

to birds, fish, honeybees, earthworms, and aquatic invertebrates, but is slightly toxic to 

eastern oyster, algae, and aquatic vascular plants. Aminopyralid is not expected to 

bioaccumulate in fish tissue. The herbicide poses no acute or chronic risks to non-target 

endangered or non-endangered fish, birds, wild mammals, terrestrial and aquatic 

invertebrates, algae, or aquatic plants (US EPA, 2005a, p. 7). US EPA notes that 

compared to alternative herbicides, aminopyralid is less likely to impact terrestrial and 

aquatic plants (US EPA, 2005a, p. 20). Thus, Project use of aminopyralid would be 

expected to not significantly affect fish, birds, mammals, honeybees, earthworms, and 

aquatic invertebrates in the Project Area. Project use of aminopyralid could adversely 

impact elderberry plants if they were inadvertently sprayed. 

 

For Project purposes, target plants include milk thistle and yellow starthistle (see 

Chapter 2, Project Description, Table 2-1, Invasive Weed Control).  

 

Mitigation Measure 3.4-12, below, requires all Project use of aminopyralid to be applied 

only to target plants by a licensed applicator in accordance with label directions and 

with US EPA recommendations to apply aminopyralid using hand-spray and spot 

treatments only (US EPA, 2005a, p. 19). Licensed applicators are required by law to 

avoid applying herbicides to non-target organisms. Additionally Mitigation Measure 

3.4-12 forbids herbicide use within 100 feet of blue elderberry plants.  

 

Because of aminopyralid’s low toxicity to fish, birds, mammals, honeybees, earthworms, 

and aquatic invertebrates, no mitigation is needed for these organisms. Therefore, after 

mitigation, potential Project impacts related to use of aminopyralid would be reduced to 

less-than-significant. 
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Chlorsulfuron  

This herbicide would be used for control target species, such as perennial pepperweed 

(see Chapter 2, Project Description, Table 2-1, Invasive Weed Control). 

Environmental Fate and Ecological Risks  

US EPA conducted a screening level ecological risk assessment to determine the 

potential impact of chlorsulfuron use on non-target terrestrial and aquatic organisms. 

The assessment concluded that ecological risks are below the level of concern, with the 

exception of non-target plants. To minimize potential risk to non-target plants, US EPA 

requires that chlorsulfuron be applied to minimize spray drift. Adherence to the strict 

use restrictions on the labels for all chlorsulfuron products would substantially reduce, 

though not completely eliminate, risks to non-target plants (US EPA, 2005b, p. 5). Thus, 

Project use of chlorsulfuron would not be expected to significantly affect terrestrial and 

aquatic organisms in the Project Area, but would be expected to harm any terrestrial 

plants sprayed, including those sprayed accidentally. Consequently, Project use of 

chlorsulfuron could adversely impact elderberry plants. 

 

Mitigation Measure 3.4-12, below, requires all Project use of chlorsulfuron to be applied 

only to target plants by a licensed applicator in accordance with label directions and to 

minimize spray drift. Licensed applicators are required by law to avoid applying 

herbicides to non-target organisms. Additionally, Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 forbids 

herbicide use within 100 feet of blue elderberry plants and specifies that herbicides shall 

be applied only to target plants.  

 

Because of chlorsulfuron’s low toxicity to terrestrial and aquatic organisms, no 

mitigation is needed for these organisms. Therefore, after mitigation, potential Project 

impacts related to use of chlorsulfuron would be reduced to less-than-significant. 

Dithiopyr  

This herbicide could be used as a pre-emergent control for winter annual weeds (see 

Chapter 2, Project Description, Table 2-1, Invasive Weed Control).  

Environmental Fate and Ecological Risks  

Toxicological data indicates that dithiopyr is of low acute toxicity to mammals and has 

little to no potential for groundwater contamination. It is non-mutagenic and does not 

appear to be a developmental toxicant (US EPA, 1991, p. 2). In water, dithiopyr appears 

to break down through photodegradation, but dithiopyr does not photodegrade in soil 

(US EPA, 1991, p. 2). Dithiopyr is not very mobile in soil and residues do not persist 
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beyond the growing season. Surface water contamination from soil containing the 

herbicide is to be expected. Dithiopyr has low toxicity to mammals and is practically 

non-toxic to birds, but is highly toxic to freshwater fish and aquatic invertebrates 

(US EPA, 1991, pp. 7-8). US EPA has concluded that use of dithiopyr according to its 

registered use pattern is unlikely to pose a hazard to endangered aquatic and avian 

species, but may pose a hazard to endangered plant species from runoff and movement 

from treated areas (US EPA, 1991, p. 8). Thus, Project use of dithiopyr would not be 

expected to significantly affect mammals, birds in the Project Area, but would be 

expected to harm any terrestrial plants sprayed, including those sprayed accidentally. 

Consequently, Project use of chlorsulfuron could adversely impact elderberry plants. If 

dithiopyr were allowed to runoff and migrate from treated areas, Project use of 

dithiopyr would also be expected to significantly affect freshwater fish and aquatic 

invertebrates in the Project Area.  

 

Dithiopyr would be used in Project activities as a pre-emergent control for winter annual 

weeds (see Chapter 2, Project Description, Table 2-1, Invasive Weed Control). Mitigation 

Measure 3.4-12, below, requires all Project use of dithiopyr to be applied only to target 

plants by a licensed applicator in accordance with label directions and US EPA 

recommendations to minimize potential harm to non-target organisms (US EPA, 1991). 

Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 also forbids herbicide use within 100 feet of blue elderberry 

plants, and specifies that herbicides shall be applied only to target plants.  

 

Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 also forbids use of dithiopyr in or near water due to its 

toxicity to fish. Additionally, licensed applicators are required by law to avoid applying 

herbicides to non-target organisms, therefore Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 would avoid 

herbicide application to non-target organisms during Project activities. Therefore, after 

mitigation, potential Project impacts related to use of dithiopyr would be reduced to 

less-than-significant. 

Isoxaben 

This herbicide is classified as low toxicity; it causes eye irritation and is harmful if inhaled 

(WSDOT, 2006, p. 1). It is considered practically non-toxic to mammals and birds, but its 

toxicity to fish and aquatic invertebrates has not been identified (WSDOT, 2006, p. 2).  

Environmental Fate and Ecological Risks 

Microbes and sunlight break down isoxaben, and the herbicide has a low potential to 

leach to groundwater. The herbicide is highly persistent in soil but breaks down quickly 
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in water. Isoxaben does not bioconcentrate (build up) through the food chain (WSDOT, 

2006, pp. 2-3).  

 

Mammals and birds can be directly exposed to isoxaben herbicide residues through 

their skin or eyes or when they inhale vapors or particulates. They can be indirectly 

exposed by eating contaminated prey or vegetation. However, at typical application 

rates of 1.0 pound per acre per year as a broadcast treatment, isoxaben is considered to 

pose an insignificant risk to mammals. (WSDOT, 2006, pp. 1, 3.) Thus, Project use of 

isoxaben is not considered likely to result in significant impacts to mammals and birds in 

the Project Area, including to song sparrow, Swainson’s hawk, white-tailed kite, and 

western pond turtle. 

 

Fish and aquatic insect exposure to isoxaben occurs primarily through direct contact 

with contaminated surface waters and sediment, and extra precautions are taken when 

using isoxaben near open water, wetlands, and wellhead protection zones. 

Contamination could result from application drift, rainfall runoff, or residue leaching 

through the soil into groundwater. Because isoxaben breaks down quickly in water, it is 

expected that exposure to fish and aquatic invertebrates would be limited (WSDOT, 

2006, pp. 3-4). Because isoxaben’s toxicity to fish and aquatic invertebrates has not 

been identified, it could pose a risk of impacts to fish and aquatic invertebrates in the 

Project Area. 

 

Isoxaben would be used in Project activities as a pre-emergent control for winter annual 

weeds (see Chapter 2, Project Description, Table 2-1, Invasive Weed Control). To 

minimize exposure to fish and aquatic invertebrates, Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 forbids 

application of isoxaben to water, to areas where surface water is present, to wetlands, 

or to intertidal areas below the mean high water mark. Additionally, licensed applicators 

are required by law to avoid applying herbicides to non-target organisms.  

 

Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 below would require all Project use of isoxaben to be applied 

only by a licensed applicator in accordance with label directions and regulatory agency 

recommendations to control spray drift and minimize potential harm to non-target 

organisms (WSDOT, 2006). Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 forbids herbicide use within 100 

feet of blue elderberry plants.  

 

Because isoxaben is non-toxic to mammals and birds, no mitigation is needed for these 

organisms. Therefore, after mitigation, potential Project impacts related to use of 

isoxaben would be reduced to less-than-significant. 
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Mitigation Measure 3.4-12: Implement Herbicide Protective Actions. 

During all Project activities, herbicides shall only be used by a licensed applicator and 

shall be applied only to target plants. Herbicides shall not be used within 100 feet of 

blue elderberry plants. 

 

In order to avoid and minimize impacts related to herbicide use, use any herbicides 

during Project activities in accordance with all directions and protective actions listed on 

the product label of the herbicide being applied.  

 

In addition, take the following actions to ensure protection of fish, plant, and bird life 

during use of the herbicides listed below: 

Glyphosate:  

a. Implement the following US EPA recommendations during Project activities 

(US EPA, 1993):  

i. For non-aquatic uses, do not apply directly to water, to areas where surface 

water is present, or to intertidal areas below the mean high water mark. Do 

not contaminate water when disposing of equipment washwaters and 

rinsate. 

ii. For aquatic uses, only end-use products that are registered for aquatic uses. 

Do not contaminate water when disposing of equipment washwaters and 

rinsate. Treatment of aquatic weeds can result in oxygen loss from 

decomposition for dead plants. This loss can cause fish kills. 

Triclopyr:  

a. As recommended by US EPA, avoid spray drift to prevent toxicity to non-target 

plants during Project activities (US EPA, 1998). 

b. Do not apply to open water or wetland areas to prevent toxicity to freshwater 

fish. 

Imazapyr:  

a. Implement the following US EPA recommendations during Project activities 

(US EPA, 2006):  
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i. If groundborne application is performed, take the following precautions to 

minimize potential risk to non-target terrestrial plants, aquatic vascular 

plants, and threatened and endangered species (US EPA, 2006, p. 33):  

 Use a nozzle height below 4 feet above the ground or plant canopy and 

coarse or coarser droplet size. (ASABE S572) or, if specifically using a 

spinning atomizer nozzle, use a volume mean diameter (VMD) of 385 

microns or greater. 

 Do not apply with wind speeds greater than 10 mph. 

 Do not apply into temperature inversions. 

b. To minimize potential risk to aquatic vascular plants, do not apply to bodies of 

water or portions of bodies of water where emergent and/or floating weeds do 

not exist (US EPA, 2006, p. 32-33).  

Aminopyralid:  

a. In addition to following all directions and protective actions listed on the product 

label, apply aminopyralid using hand-spray and spot treatments only (US EPA, 

2005a, p. 19).  

Chlorsulfuron:  

a. To minimize potential harm to non-target plants, implement the following 

US EPA recommendations during Project activities (US EPA, 2005b, p. 6):  

i. Employ measures to control spray drift.  

ii. Restrict use to only one application per growing season.  

Dithiopyr: 

a. Do not apply dithiopyr in or near water due to its toxicity to fish.  

b. To minimize potential harm to non-target plants, implement the following 

US EPA recommendations during Project activities (US EPA, 1991, p. 8):  

i. Do not apply dithiopyr aerially.  

Isoxaben:  

a. To minimize exposure to fish and aquatic invertebrates, implement the following 

actions (WSDOT, 2006, p. 3):  
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i. Do not apply directly to water, to areas where surface water is present, to 

wetlands, or to intertidal areas below the mean high water mark.  

ii. Employ measures to control spray drift.  

iii. Do not contaminate water when disposing of equipment washwaters and 

rinsate.  

Project Area-Specific Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

NAWCA/Mariani  

Special-Status Species 

As described in Impacts 3.4-1 through 3.4-13, development of the proposed Project 

would result in temporary disturbance of the Project Area that could support special-

status wildlife species, such as federal and California threatened or endangered species 

of special concern, including the valley elderberry longhorn beetle, Swainson’s hawk, 

and the western pond turtle. Herbicide use during Project activities could impact 

elderberry plants that may be present within the Project Area. Implementation of 

Mitigation Measures 3.4-1 through 3.4-12 would reduce this impact to a less-than-

significant level. 

Riparian Habitat 

As described in Impact 3.4-9, in the long-term, riparian habitat within the Project Area 

would be enhanced and restored as part of the Project. Short-term Project construction 

activities would occur, through removing, moving, or altering the vegetation and the 

channel to enhance riparian habitat throughout the Project Area. This impact would be 

reduced to a less-than-significant level by Mitigation Measure 3.4-9.  

Fish Habitat 

As described in Impact 3.4-10, in the long-term, aquatic habitat within the Project Area 

would be converted from open water habitat, to transitional floodplain and riparian 

habitat as part of the Project. Short-term Project construction activities could have 

direct and indirect impacts to aquatic habitat, through potential disturbance to existing 

vegetation, soils, and species. Short-term impacts would be less than significant with 

the implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-10. In the long term, these impacts to 

aquatic habitat would be self-mitigated through the conversion of low quality open 

water aquatic habitat to high quality and high function riparian habitat.  
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Wetlands 

As described in Impact 3.4-11, in the long-term, riverine wetlands within the Project 

Area would be enhanced and restored as part of the Project. Short-term Project 

construction activities could have direct and indirect impacts to wetlands, through 

potential disturbance to existing vegetation and soils. Over the long term, impacts to 

wetlands would be self-mitigated through the conversion of low quality wetlands to 

high quality and high function wetlands. Therefore, there would be a less-than-

significant impact to wetlands. 

Species Movement 

As described in Impact 3.4-12, the Project may temporarily interfere with the movement 

of species within the Project Area, including Song sparrow (Modesto population), 

Swainson’s hawk, Valley elderberry longhorn beetle, western pond turtle, and white-

tailed kite. Resident species such as the North American beaver, North American river 

otter, and fish species such as hardhead and others’ movement may also be temporarily 

interfered, due to Project activities. This impact would only occur during Project 

construction activities. Once construction is completed, species movement would be 

improved. Mitigation Measure 3.4-11 would prevent any significant impacts on species 

movement during Project activities. This potentially significant impact would be reduced 

to a less-than-significant level with mitigation. 

Herbicides 

Herbicide use in the Project Area could adversely impact freshwater fish and non-target 

plants, including elderberry. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 would 

reduce potentially significant impacts from herbicide use to a less-than-significant level. 

Duncan-Giovannoni 

Special-Status Species 

As described in Impacts 3.4-1 through 3.4-13, development of the proposed Project 

would result in temporary disturbance of the Project Area that could support special-

status wildlife species, such as federal and California threatened or endangered species 

of special concern, including the Valley elderberry longhorn beetle, Swainson’s hawk, 

and the western pond turtle. Herbicide use during Project activities could impact 

elderberry plants that may be present within the Project Area. Implementation of 

Mitigation Measures 3.4-1 through and 3.4-12 would reduce this impact to a less-than-

significant level. 
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Riparian Habitat 

As described in Impact 3.4-9, in the long-term, riparian habitat within the Project Area 

would be enhanced and restored as part of the Project. Short-term Project construction 

activities would occur, through removing, moving, or altering the vegetation and the 

channel to enhance riparian habitat throughout the Project Area. This impact would be 

reduced to a less-than-significant level by Mitigation Measure 3.4-9.  

Fish Habitat 

As described in Impact 3.4-10, in the long-term, aquatic habitat within the Project Area 

would be converted from open water habitat, to transitional floodplain and riparian 

habitat as part of the Project. Short-term Project construction activities could have 

direct and indirect impacts to aquatic habitat, through potential disturbance to existing 

vegetation, soils, and species. Short-term impacts would be less than significant with 

the implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-10. In the long term, these impacts to 

aquatic habitat would be self-mitigated through the conversion of low quality open 

water aquatic habitat to high quality and high function riparian habitat.  

Wetlands 

As described in Impact 3.4-11, in the long-term, riverine wetlands within the Project 

Area would be enhanced and restored as part of the Project. Short-term Project 

construction activities could have direct and indirect impacts to wetlands, through 

potential disturbance to existing vegetation and soils. Over the long term, impacts to 

wetlands would be self-mitigated through the conversion of low quality wetlands to 

high quality and high function wetlands. Therefore, there would be a less-than-

significant impact to wetlands. 

Species Movement 

As described in Impact 3.4-12, the Project may temporarily interfere with the movement 

of species within the Project Area, including Song sparrow (Modesto population), 

Swainson’s hawk, valley elderberry longhorn beetle, western pond turtle, and white-

tailed kite. Resident species such as the North American beaver, North American river 

otter, and fish species such as hardhead and others’ movement may also be temporarily 

interfered, due to Project activities. This impact would only occur during Project 

construction activities. Once construction is completed, species movement would be 

improved. Mitigation Measure 3.4-11 would prevent any significant impacts on species 

movement during Project activities. This potentially significant impact would be reduced 

to a less-than-significant level with mitigation. 
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Herbicides 

Herbicide use in the Project Area could adversely impact freshwater fish and non-target 

plants, including elderberry. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 would 

reduce potentially significant impacts from herbicide use to a less-than-significant level. 

Winters Putah Creek Nature Park 

Special-Status Species 

As described in Impacts 3.4-1 through 3.4-13, development of the proposed Project 

would result in temporary disturbance of the Project Area that could support special-

status wildlife species, such as federal and California threatened or endangered species 

of special concern, including the valley elderberry longhorn beetle, Swainson’s hawk, 

and the western pond turtle. Herbicide use during Project activities could impact 

elderberry plants that may be present within the Project Area. Implementation of 

Mitigation Measures 3.4-1 through 3.4-12 would reduce this impact to a less-than-

significant level. 

Riparian Habitat 

As described in Impact 3.4-9, in the long-term, riparian habitat within the Project Area 

would be enhanced and restored as part of the Project. Short-term Project construction 

activities would occur, through removing, moving, or altering the vegetation and the 

channel to enhance riparian habitat throughout the Project Area. This impact would be 

reduced to a less-than-significant level by Mitigation Measure 3.4-9.  

Fish Habitat 

As described in Impact 3.4-10, in the long-term, aquatic habitat within the Project Area 

would be converted from open water habitat, to transitional floodplain and riparian 

habitat as part of the Project. Short-term Project construction activities could have 

direct and indirect impacts to aquatic habitat, through potential disturbance to existing 

vegetation, soils, and species. Short-term impacts would be less than significant with 

the implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-10. In the long term, these impacts to 

aquatic habitat would be self-mitigated through the conversion of low quality open 

water aquatic habitat to high quality and high function riparian habitat.  

Wetlands 

As described in Impact 3.4-11, in the long-term, riverine wetlands within the Project 

Area would be enhanced and restored as part of the Project. Short-term Project 

construction activities could have direct and indirect impacts to wetlands, through 
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potential disturbance to existing vegetation and soils. Over the long term, impacts to 

wetlands would be self-mitigated through the conversion of low quality wetlands to 

high quality and high function wetlands. Therefore, there would be a less-than-

significant impact to wetlands. 

Species Movement 

As described in Impact 3.4-12, the Project may temporarily interfere with the movement 

of species within the Project Area, including song sparrow (Modesto population), 

Swainson’s hawk, valley elderberry longhorn beetle, western pond turtle, and white-

tailed kite. Resident species such as the North American beaver, North American river 

otter, and fish species such as hardhead and others’ movement may also be temporarily 

interfered, due to Project activities. This impact would only occur during Project 

construction activities. Once construction is completed, species movement would be 

improved.  

 

Mitigation Measure 3.4-11 would prevent any significant impacts on species movement 

during Project activities. This potentially significant impact would be reduced to a less-

than-significant level with mitigation. 

Herbicides 

Herbicide use in the Project Area could adversely impact freshwater fish and non-target 

plants, including elderberry. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 would 

reduce potentially significant impacts from herbicide use to a less-than-significant level. 

East of 505 

Special-Status Species 

As described in Impacts 3.4-1 through 3.4-13, development of the proposed Project 

would result in temporary disturbance of the Project Area that could support special-

status wildlife species, such as federal and California threatened or endangered species 

of special concern, including the valley elderberry longhorn beetle, Swainson’s hawk, 

and the western pond turtle. Herbicide use during Project activities could impact 

elderberry plants that may be present within the Project Area. Implementation of 

Mitigation Measures 3.4-1 through 3.4-12 would reduce this impact to a less-than-

significant level. 
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Riparian Habitat 

As described in Impact 3.4-9, in the long-term, riparian habitat within the Project Area 

would be enhanced and restored as part of the Project. Short-term Project construction 

activities would occur, through removing, moving, or altering the vegetation and the 

channel to enhance riparian habitat throughout the Project Area. This impact would be 

reduced to a less-than-significant level by Mitigation Measure 3.4-9.  

Fish Habitat 

As described in Impact 3.4-10, in the long-term, aquatic habitat within the Project Area 

would be converted from open water habitat, to transitional floodplain and riparian 

habitat as part of the Project. Short-term Project construction activities could have 

direct and indirect impacts to aquatic habitat, through potential disturbance to existing 

vegetation, soils, and species. Short-term impacts would be less than significant with 

the implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-10. In the long term, these impacts to 

aquatic habitat would be self-mitigated through the conversion of low quality open 

water aquatic habitat to high quality and high function riparian habitat.  

Wetlands 

As described in Impact 3.4-11, in the long-term, riverine wetlands within the Project 

Area would be enhanced and restored as part of the Project. Short-term Project 

construction activities could have direct and indirect impacts to wetlands, through 

potential disturbance to existing vegetation and soils. Over the long-term, impacts to 

wetlands would be self-mitigated through the conversion of low quality wetlands to 

high quality and high function wetlands. Therefore, there would be a less-than-

significant impact to wetlands. 

Species Movement 

As described in Impact 3.4-12, the Project may temporarily interfere with the movement 

of species within the Project Area, including Song sparrow (Modesto population), 

Swainson’s hawk, valley elderberry longhorn beetle, western pond turtle, and white-

tailed kite. Resident species such as the North American beaver, North American river 

otter, and fish species such as hardhead and others’ movement may also be temporarily 

interfered, due to Project activities. This impact would only occur during Project 

construction activities. Once construction is completed, species movement would be 

improved.  
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Mitigation Measure 3.4-11 would prevent any significant impacts on species movement 

during Project activities. This potentially significant impact would be reduced to a less-

than-significant level with mitigation. 

Herbicides 

Herbicide use in the Project Area could adversely impact freshwater fish and non-target 

plants, including elderberry. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 would 

reduce potentially significant impacts from herbicide use to a less-than-significant level. 

Warren, Upper McNamara, Lower McNamara 

Special-Status Species 

As described in Impacts 3.4-1 through 3.4-13, development of the proposed Project 

would result in temporary disturbance of the Project Area that could support special-

status wildlife species, such as federal and California threatened or endangered species 

of special concern, including the valley elderberry longhorn beetle, Swainson’s hawk, 

and the western pond turtle. Herbicide use during Project activities could impact 

elderberry plants that may be present within the Project Area. Implementation of 

Mitigation Measures 3.4-1 and 3.4-12 would reduce this impact to a less-than-

significant level. 

Riparian Habitat 

As described in Impact 3.4-9, in the long-term, riparian habitat within the Project Area 

would be enhanced and restored as part of the Project. Short-term Project construction 

activities would occur, through removing, moving, or altering the vegetation and the 

channel to enhance riparian habitat throughout the Project Area. This impact would be 

reduced to a less-than-significant level by Mitigation Measure 3.4-9.  

Fish Habitat 

As described in Impact 3.4-10, in the long-term, aquatic habitat within the Project Area 

would be converted from open water habitat, to transitional floodplain and riparian 

habitat as part of the Project. Short-term Project construction activities could have 

direct and indirect impacts to aquatic habitat, through potential disturbance to existing 

vegetation, soils, and species. Short-term impacts would be less than significant with 

the implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-10. In the long term, these impacts to 

aquatic habitat would be self-mitigated through the conversion of low quality open 

water aquatic habitat to high quality and high function riparian habitat.  
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Wetlands 

As described in Impact 3.4-11, in the long-term, riverine wetlands within the Project 

Area would be enhanced and restored as part of the Project. Short-term Project 

construction activities could have direct and indirect impacts to wetlands, through 

potential disturbance to existing vegetation and soils. Over the long term, impacts to 

wetlands would be self-mitigated through the conversion of low quality wetlands to 

high quality and high function wetlands. Therefore, there would be a less-than-

significant impact to wetlands. 

Species Movement 

As described in Impact 3.4-12, the Project may temporarily interfere with the movement 

of species within the Project Area, including Song sparrow (Modesto population), 

Swainson’s hawk, valley elderberry longhorn beetle, western pond turtle, and white-

tailed kite. Resident species such as the North American beaver, North American river 

otter, and fish species such as hardhead and others’ movement may also be temporarily 

interfered, due to Project activities. This impact would only occur during Project 

construction activities. Once construction is completed, species movement would be 

improved. Mitigation Measure 3.4-11 would prevent any significant impacts on species 

movement during Project activities. This potentially significant impact would be reduced 

to a less-than-significant level with mitigation. 

Herbicides 

Herbicide use in the Project Area could adversely impact freshwater fish and non-target 

plants, including elderberry. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 would 

reduce potentially significant impacts from herbicide use to a less-than-significant level. 

MacQuiddy (Lester) 

Special-Status Species 

As described in Impacts 3.4-1 through 3.4-13, development of the proposed Project 

would result in temporary disturbance of the Project Area that could support special-

status wildlife species, such as federal and California threatened or endangered species 

of special concern, including the valley elderberry longhorn beetle, Swainson’s hawk, 

and the western pond turtle. Herbicide use during Project activities could impact 

elderberry plants that may be present within the Project Area. Implementation of 

Mitigation Measures 3.4-1 through 3.4-12 would reduce this impact to a less-than-

significant level. 
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Riparian Habitat 

As described in Impact 3.4-9, in the long-term, riparian habitat within the Project Area 

would be enhanced and restored as part of the Project. Short-term Project construction 

activities would occur, through removing, moving, or altering the vegetation and the 

channel to enhance riparian habitat throughout the Project Area. This impact would be 

reduced to a less-than-significant level by Mitigation Measure 3.4-9.  

Fish Habitat 

As described in Impact 3.4-10, in the long-term, aquatic habitat within the Project Area 

would be converted from open water habitat, to transitional floodplain and riparian 

habitat as part of the Project. Short-term Project construction activities could have 

direct and indirect impacts to aquatic habitat, through potential disturbance to existing 

vegetation, soils, and species. Short-term impacts would be less-than-significant with 

the implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-10. In the long term, these impacts to 

aquatic habitat would be self-mitigated through the conversion of low quality open 

water aquatic habitat to high quality and high function riparian habitat.  

Wetlands 

As described in Impact 3.4-11, in the long-term, riverine wetlands within the Project 

Area would be enhanced and restored as part of the Project. Short-term Project 

construction activities could have direct and indirect impacts to wetlands, through 

potential disturbance to existing vegetation and soils. Over the long term, impacts to 

wetlands would be self-mitigated through the conversion of low quality wetlands to 

high quality and high function wetlands. Therefore, there would be a less–than-

significant impact to wetlands. 

Species Movement 

As described in Impact 3.4-12, the Project may temporarily interfere with the movement 

of species within the Project Area, including Song sparrow (Modesto population), 

Swainson’s hawk, valley elderberry longhorn beetle, western pond turtle, and white-

tailed kite. Resident species such as the North American beaver, North American river 

otter, and fish species such as hardhead and others’ movement may also be temporarily 

interfered, due to Project activities. This impact would only occur during Project 

construction activities. Once construction is completed, species movement would be 

improved. Mitigation Measure 3.4-11 would prevent any significant impacts on species 

movement during Project activities. This potentially significant impact would be reduced 

to a less-than-significant level with mitigation. 
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Herbicides 

Herbicide use in the Project Area could adversely impact freshwater fish and non-target 

plants, including elderberry. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 would 

reduce potentially significant impacts from herbicide use to a less-than-significant level. 

Russell Ranch 

Special-Status Species 

As described in Impacts 3.4-1 through 3.4-13, development of the proposed Project 

would result in temporary disturbance of the Project Area that could support special-

status wildlife species, such as federal and California threatened or endangered species 

of special concern, including the valley elderberry longhorn beetle, Swainson’s hawk, 

and the western pond turtle. Herbicide use during Project activities could impact 

elderberry plants that may be present within the Project Area. Implementation of 

Mitigation Measures 3.4-1 through 3.4-12 would reduce this impact to a less-than-

significant level. 

Riparian Habitat 

As described in Impact 3.4-9, in the long-term, riparian habitat within the Project Area 

would be enhanced and restored as part of the Project. Short-term Project construction 

activities would occur, through removing, moving, or altering the vegetation and the 

channel to enhance riparian habitat throughout the Project Area. This impact would be 

reduced to a less-than-significant level by Mitigation Measure 3.4-9.  

Fish Habitat 

As described in Impact 3.4-10, in the long-term, aquatic habitat within the Project Area 

would be converted from open water habitat, to transitional floodplain and riparian 

habitat as part of the Project. Short-term Project construction activities could have 

direct and indirect impacts to aquatic habitat, through potential disturbance to existing 

vegetation, soils, and species. Short-term impacts would be less than significant with 

the implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-10. In the long term, these impacts to 

aquatic habitat would be self-mitigated through the conversion of low quality open 

water aquatic habitat to high quality and high function riparian habitat.  

Wetlands 

As described in Impact 3.4-11, in the long-term, riverine wetlands within the Project 

Area would be enhanced and restored as part of the Project. Short-term Project 

construction activities could have direct and indirect impacts to wetlands, through 
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potential disturbance to existing vegetation and soils. Over the long term, impacts to 

wetlands would be self-mitigated through the conversion of low quality wetlands to 

high quality and high function wetlands. Therefore, there would be a less-than-

significant impact to wetlands. 

Species Movement 

As described in Impact 3.4-12, the Project may temporarily interfere with the movement 

of species within the Project Area, including Song sparrow (Modesto population), 

Swainson’s hawk, valley elderberry longhorn beetle, western pond turtle, and white-

tailed kite. Resident species such as the North American beaver, North American river 

otter, and fish species such as hardhead and others’ movement may also be temporarily 

interfered, due to Project activities. This impact would only occur during Project 

construction activities. Once construction is completed, species movement would be 

improved. Mitigation Measure 3.4-11 would prevent any significant impacts on species 

movement during Project activities. This potentially significant impact would be reduced 

to a less-than-significant level with mitigation. 

Herbicides 

Herbicide use in the Project Area could adversely impact freshwater fish and non-target 

plants, including elderberry. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 would 

reduce potentially significant impacts from herbicide use to a less-than-significant level. 

Stevenson Bridge 

Special-Status Species 

As described in Impacts 3.4-1 through 3.4-13, development of the proposed Project 

would result in temporary disturbance of the Project Area that could support special-

status wildlife species, such as federal and California threatened or endangered species 

of special concern, including the valley elderberry longhorn beetle, Swainson’s hawk, 

and the western pond turtle. Herbicide use during Project activities could impact 

elderberry plants that may be present within the Project Area. Implementation of 

Mitigation Measures 3.4-1 through 3.4-12 would reduce this impact to a less-than-

significant level. 

Riparian Habitat 

As described in Impact 3.4-9, in the long-term, riparian habitat within the Project Area 

would be enhanced and restored as part of the Project. Short-term Project construction 

activities would occur, through removing, moving, or altering the vegetation and the 
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channel to enhance riparian habitat throughout the Project Area. This impact would be 

reduced to a less-than-significant level by Mitigation Measure 3.4-9.  

Fish Habitat 

As described in Impact 3.4-10, in the long-term, aquatic habitat within the Project Area 

would be converted from open water habitat, to transitional floodplain and riparian 

habitat as part of the Project. Short-term Project construction activities could have 

direct and indirect impacts to aquatic habitat, through potential disturbance to existing 

vegetation, soils, and species. Short-term impacts would be less than significant with 

the implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-10. In the long term, these impacts to 

aquatic habitat would be self-mitigated through the conversion of low quality open 

water aquatic habitat to high quality and high function riparian habitat.  

Wetlands 

As described in Impact 3.4-11, in the long-term, riverine wetlands within the Project 

Area would be enhanced and restored as part of the Project. Short-term Project 

construction activities could have direct and indirect impacts to wetlands, through 

potential disturbance to existing vegetation and soils. Over the long term, impacts to 

wetlands would be self-mitigated through the conversion of low quality wetlands to 

high quality and high function wetlands. Therefore, there would be a less-than-

significant impact to wetlands. 

Species Movement 

As described in Impact 3.4-12, the Project may temporarily interfere with the movement 

of species within the Project Area, including Song sparrow (Modesto population), 

Swainson’s hawk, valley elderberry longhorn beetle, western pond turtle, and white-

tailed kite. Resident species such as the North American beaver, North American river 

otter, and fish species such as hardhead and others’ movement may also be temporarily 

interfered, due to Project activities. This impact would only occur during Project 

construction activities. Once construction is completed, species movement would be 

improved. Mitigation Measure 3.4-11 would prevent any significant impacts on species 

movement during Project activities. This potentially significant impact would be reduced 

to a less-than-significant level with mitigation. 

Herbicides 

Herbicide use in the Project Area could adversely impact freshwater fish and non-target 

plants, including elderberry. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 would 

reduce potentially significant impacts from herbicide use to a less-than-significant level. 
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Glide Ranch, Nishikawa 

Special-Status Species 

As described in Impacts 3.4-1 through 3.4-13, development of the proposed Project 

would result in temporary disturbance of the Project Area that could support special-

status wildlife species, such as federal and California threatened or endangered species 

of special concern, including the valley elderberry longhorn beetle, Swainson’s hawk, 

and the western pond turtle. Herbicide use during Project activities could impact 

elderberry plants that may be present within the Project Area. Implementation of 

Mitigation Measures 3.4-1 through 3.4-12 would reduce this impact to a less-than-

significant level. 

Riparian Habitat 

As described in Impact 3.4-9, in the long-term, riparian habitat within the Project Area 

would be enhanced and restored as part of the Project. Short-term Project construction 

activities would occur, through removing, moving, or altering the vegetation and the 

channel to enhance riparian habitat throughout the Project Area. This impact would be 

reduced to a less-than-significant level by Mitigation Measure 3.4-9.  

Fish Habitat 

As described in Impact 3.4-10, in the long-term, aquatic habitat within the Project Area 

would be converted from open water habitat, to transitional floodplain and riparian 

habitat as part of the Project. Short-term Project construction activities could have 

direct and indirect impacts to aquatic habitat, through potential disturbance to existing 

vegetation, soils, and species. Short-term impacts would be less-than-significant with 

the implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-10. In the long term, these impacts to 

aquatic habitat would be self-mitigated through the conversion of low quality open 

water aquatic habitat to high quality and high function riparian habitat.  

Wetlands 

As described in Impact 3.4-11, in the long-term, riverine wetlands within the Project 

Area would be enhanced and restored as part of the Project. Short-term Project 

construction activities could have direct and indirect impacts to wetlands, through 

potential disturbance to existing vegetation and soils. Over the long term, impacts to 

wetlands would be self-mitigated through the conversion of low quality wetlands to 

high quality and high function wetlands. Therefore, there would be a less-than-

significant impact to wetlands. 
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Species Movement 

As described in Impact 3.4-12, the Project may temporarily interfere with the movement 

of species within the Project Area, including Song sparrow (Modesto population), 

Swainson’s hawk, valley elderberry longhorn beetle, western pond turtle, and white-

tailed kite. Resident species such as the North American beaver, North American river 

otter, and fish species such as hardhead and others’ movement may also be temporarily 

interfered, due to Project activities. This impact would only occur during Project 

construction activities. Once Project construction is completed, species movement 

would be improved. Mitigation Measure 3.4-11 would prevent any significant impacts 

on species movement during Project activities. This potentially significant impact would 

be reduced to a less-than-significant level with mitigation. 

Herbicides 

Herbicide use in the Project Area could adversely impact freshwater fish and non-target 

plants, including elderberry. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 would 

reduce potentially significant impacts from herbicide use to a less-than-significant level. 

Olmo-Hammond-UCD 

Special-Status Species 

As described in Impacts 3.4-1 through 3.4-13, development of the proposed Project 

would result in temporary disturbance of the Project Area that could support special-

status wildlife species, such as federal and California threatened or endangered species 

of special concern, including the valley elderberry longhorn beetle, Swainson’s hawk, 

and the western pond turtle. Herbicide use during Project activities could impact 

elderberry plants that may be present within the Project Area. Implementation of 

Mitigation Measures 3.4-1 through 3.4-12 would reduce this impact to a less-than-

significant level. 

Riparian Habitat 

As described in Impact 3.4-9, in the long-term, riparian habitat within the Project Area 

would be enhanced and restored as part of the Project. Short-term Project construction 

activities would occur, through removing, moving, or altering the vegetation and the 

channel to enhance riparian habitat throughout the Project Area. This impact would be 

reduced to a less-than-significant level by Mitigation Measure 3.4-9.  
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Fish Habitat 

As described in Impact 3.4-10, in the long-term, aquatic habitat within the Project Area 

would be converted from open water habitat, to transitional floodplain and riparian 

habitat as part of the Project. Short-term Project construction activities could have 

direct and indirect impacts to aquatic habitat, through potential disturbance to existing 

vegetation, soils, and species. Short-term impacts would be less than significant with 

the implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-10. In the long term, these impacts to 

aquatic habitat would be self-mitigated through the conversion of low quality open 

water aquatic habitat to high quality and high function riparian habitat.  

Wetlands 

As described in Impact 3.4-11, in the long-term, riverine wetlands within the Project 

Area would be enhanced and restored as part of the Project. Short-term Project 

construction activities could have direct and indirect impacts to wetlands, through 

potential disturbance to existing vegetation and soils. Over the long term, impacts to 

wetlands would be self-mitigated through the conversion of low quality wetlands to 

high quality and high function wetlands. Therefore, there would be a less-than-

significant impact to wetlands. 

Species Movement 

As described in Impact 3.4-12, the Project may temporarily interfere with the movement 

of species within the Project Area, including Song sparrow (Modesto population), 

Swainson’s hawk, valley elderberry longhorn beetle, western pond turtle, and white-

tailed kite. Resident species such as the North American beaver, North American river 

otter, and fish species such as hardhead and others’ movement may also be temporarily 

interfered, due to Project activities. This impact would only occur during Project 

construction activities. Once construction is completed, species movement would be 

improved. Mitigation Measure 3.4-11 would prevent any significant impacts on species 

movement during Project activities. This potentially significant impact would be reduced 

to a less-than-significant level with mitigation. 

Herbicides 

Herbicide use in the Project Area could adversely impact freshwater fish and non-target 

plants, including elderberry. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 would 

reduce potentially significant impacts from herbicide use to a less-than-significant level. 
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I-80 to Old Davis Road, Old Davis Road to Mace 

Special-Status Species 

As described in Impacts 3.4-1 through 3.4-13, development of the proposed Project 

would result in temporary disturbance of the Project Area that could support special-

status wildlife species, such as federal and California threatened or endangered species 

of special concern, including the valley elderberry longhorn beetle, Swainson’s hawk, 

giant garter snake, and the western pond turtle. Herbicide use during Project activities 

could impact elderberry plants that may be present within the Project Area. 

Implementation of Mitigation Measures 3.4-1 through 3.4-12 would reduce this impact 

to a less-than-significant level. 

Riparian Habitat 

As described in Impact 3.4-9, in the long-term, riparian habitat within the Project Area 

would be enhanced and restored as part of the Project. Short-term Project construction 

activities would occur, through removing, moving, or altering the vegetation and the 

channel to enhance riparian habitat throughout the Project Area. This impact would be 

reduced to a less-than-significant level by Mitigation Measure 3.4-9.  

Fish Habitat 

As described in Impact 3.4-10, in the long-term, aquatic habitat within the Project Area 

would be converted from open water habitat, to transitional floodplain and riparian 

habitat as part of the Project. Short-term Project construction activities could have 

direct and indirect impacts to aquatic habitat, through potential disturbance to existing 

vegetation, soils, and species. Short-term impacts would be less-than-significant with 

the implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-10. In the long term, these impacts to 

aquatic habitat would be self-mitigated through the conversion of low quality open 

water aquatic habitat to high quality and high function riparian habitat.  

Wetlands 

As described in Impact 3.4-11, in the long-term, riverine wetlands within the Project 

Area would be enhanced and restored as part of the Project. Short-term Project 

construction activities could have direct and indirect impacts to wetlands, through 

potential disturbance to existing vegetation and soils. Over the long term, impacts to 

wetlands would be self-mitigated through the conversion of low quality wetlands to 

high quality and high function wetlands. Therefore, there would be a less-than-

significant impact to wetlands. 
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Species Movement 

As described in Impact 3.4-12, the Project may temporarily interfere with the movement 

of species within the Project Area, including Song sparrow (Modesto population), 

Swainson’s hawk, valley elderberry longhorn beetle, western pond turtle, and white-

tailed kite. Resident species such as the North American beaver, North American river 

otter, and fish species such as hardhead and others’ movement may also be temporarily 

interfered, due to Project activities. This impact would only occur during Project 

construction activities. Once construction is completed, species movement would be 

improved. Mitigation Measure 3.4-11 would prevent any significant impacts on species 

movement during Project activities. This potentially significant impact would be reduced 

to a less-than-significant level with mitigation. 

Herbicides 

Herbicide use in the Project Area could adversely impact freshwater fish and non-target 

plants, including elderberry. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 would 

reduce potentially significant impacts from herbicide use to a less-than-significant level. 

Mace to Road 106A 

Special-Status Species 

As described in Impacts 3.4-1 through 3.4-13, development of the proposed Project 

would result in temporary disturbance of the Project Area that could support special-

status wildlife species, such as federal and California threatened or endangered species 

of special concern, including the Valley elderberry longhorn beetle, Swainson’s hawk, 

and the western pond turtle. Herbicide use during Project activities could impact 

elderberry plants that may be present within the Project Area. Implementation of 

Mitigation Measures 3.4-1 through 3.4-12 would reduce this impact to a less-than-

significant level. 

Riparian Habitat 

As described in Impact 3.4-9, in the long-term, riparian habitat within the Project Area 

would be enhanced and restored as part of the Project. Short-term Project construction 

activities would occur, through removing, moving, or altering the vegetation and the 

channel to enhance riparian habitat throughout the Project Area. This impact would be 

reduced to a less-than-significant level by Mitigation Measure 3.4-9.  
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Fish Habitat 

As described in Impact 3.4-10, in the long-term, aquatic habitat within the Project Area 

would be converted from open water habitat, to transitional floodplain and riparian 

habitat as part of the Project. Short-term Project construction activities could have 

direct and indirect impacts to aquatic habitat, through potential disturbance to existing 

vegetation, soils, and species. Short-term impacts would be less-than-significant with 

the implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-10. In the long term, these impacts to 

aquatic habitat would be self-mitigated through the conversion of low quality open 

water aquatic habitat to high quality and high function riparian habitat.  

Wetlands 

As described in Impact 3.4-11, in the long-term, riverine wetlands within the Project 

Area would be enhanced and restored as part of the Project. Short-term Project 

construction activities could have direct and indirect impacts to wetlands, through 

potential disturbance to existing vegetation and soils. Over the long-term, impacts to 

wetlands would be self-mitigated through the conversion of low quality wetlands to 

high quality and high function wetlands. Therefore, there would be a less-than-

significant impact to wetlands. 

Species Movement 

As described in Impact 3.4-12, the Project may temporarily interfere with the movement 

of species within the Project Area, including Song sparrow (Modesto population), 

Swainson’s hawk, valley elderberry longhorn beetle, western pond turtle, and white-

tailed kite. Resident species such as the North American beaver, North American river 

otter, and fish species such as hardhead and others’ movement may also be temporarily 

interfered, due to Project activities. This impact would only occur during Project 

construction activities. Once construction is completed, species movement would be 

improved. Mitigation Measure 3.4-11 would prevent any significant impacts on species 

movement during Project activities. This potentially significant impact would be reduced 

to a less-than-significant level with mitigation. 

Herbicides 

Herbicide use in the Project Area could adversely impact freshwater fish and non-target 

plants, including elderberry. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 would 

reduce potentially significant impacts from herbicide use to a less-than-significant level. 
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Road 106A to Yolo Bypass Wildlife Area 

Special-Status Species 

As described in Impacts 3.4-1 through 3.4-13, development of the proposed Project 

would result in temporary disturbance of the Project Area that could support special-

status wildlife species, such as federal and California threatened or endangered species 

of special concern, including the valley elderberry longhorn beetle, Swainson’s hawk, 

and the western pond turtle. Herbicide use during Project activities could impact 

elderberry plants that may be present within the Project Area. Implementation of 

Mitigation Measures 3.4-1 through 3.4-12 would reduce this impact to a less-than-

significant level. 

Riparian Habitat 

As described in Impact 3.4-9, in the long-term, riparian habitat within the Project Area 

would be enhanced and restored as part of the Project. Short-term Project construction 

activities would occur, through removing, moving, or altering the vegetation and the 

channel to enhance riparian habitat throughout the Project Area. This impact would be 

reduced to a less-than-significant level by Mitigation Measure 3.4-9.  

Fish Habitat 

As described in Impact 3.4-10, in the long-term, aquatic habitat within the Project Area 

would be converted from open water habitat, to transitional floodplain and riparian 

habitat as part of the Project. Short-term Project construction activities could have 

direct and indirect impacts to aquatic habitat, through potential disturbance to existing 

vegetation, soils, and species. Short-term impacts would be less than significant with 

the implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-10. In the long term, these impacts to 

aquatic habitat would be self-mitigated through the conversion of low quality open 

water aquatic habitat to high quality and high function riparian habitat.  

Wetlands 

As described in Impact 3.4-11, in the long-term, riverine wetlands within the Project 

Area would be enhanced and restored as part of the Project. Short-term Project 

construction activities could have direct and indirect impacts to wetlands, through 

potential disturbance to existing vegetation and soils. Over the long term, impacts to 

wetlands would be self-mitigated through the conversion of low quality wetlands to 

high quality and high function wetlands. Therefore, there would be a less-than-

significant impact to wetlands. 
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Species Movement 

As described in Impact 3.4-12, the Project may temporarily interfere with the movement 

of species within the Project Area, including Song sparrow (Modesto population), 

Swainson’s hawk, valley elderberry longhorn beetle, western pond turtle, and white-

tailed kite. Resident species such as the North American beaver, North American river 

otter, and fish species such as hardhead and others’ movement may also be temporarily 

interfered, due to Project activities. This impact would only occur during Project 

construction activities. Once construction is completed, species movement would be 

improved. Mitigation Measure 3.4-11 would prevent any significant impacts on species 

movement during Project activities. This potentially significant impact would be reduced 

to a less-than-significant level with mitigation. 

Herbicides 

Herbicide use in the Project Area could adversely impact freshwater fish and non-target 

plants, including elderberry. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 would 

reduce potentially significant impacts from herbicide use to a less-than-significant level. 
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Table 3.4-3  Summary of Biological Resources Impacts and Mitigation Measures 
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Applicable 
Mitigation 
Measures 

NAWCA/Mariani SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM LTS SM SM 
MM 3.4-1 –
3.4-12 

Duncan-Giovannoni SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM LTS SM SM 
MM 3.4-1 – 
3.4-12 

Winters Putah Creek 
Nature Park 

SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM LTS SM SM 
MM 3.4-1 – 
3.4-12 

East of 505 SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM LTS SM SM 
MM 3.4-1 – 
3.4-12 

Warren SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM LTS SM SM 
MM 3.4-1 – 
3.4-11 

Upper McNamara SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM LTS SM SM 
MM 3.4-1 – 
3.4-12 

Lower McNamara SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM LTS SM SM 
MM 3.4-1 – 
3.4-12 

MacQuiddy (Lester) SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM LTS SM SM 
MM 3.4-1 – 
3.4-12 

Russell Ranch SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM LTS SM SM 
MM 3.4-1 – 
3.4-12 
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Table 3.4-3  Summary of Biological Resources Impacts and Mitigation Measures 
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Applicable 
Mitigation 
Measures 

Stevenson Bridge SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM LTS SM SM 
MM 3.4-1 – 
3.4-12 

Glide Ranch SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM LTS SM SM 
MM 3.4-1 – 
3.4-12 

Nishikawa SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM LTS SM SM 
MM 3.4-1 – 
3.4-12 

Olmo-Hammond-UC 
Davis 

SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM LTS SM SM 
MM 3.4-1 – 
3.4-12 

I-80 to Old Davis Road SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM LTS SM SM 
MM 3.4-1 – 
3.4-12 

Old Davis Road to Mace SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM LTS SM SM 
MM 3.4-1 –  
3.4-12 

Mace to Road 106A SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM LTS SM SM 
MM 3.4-1 –  
3.4-12 

Road 106A to YBWA SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM LTS SM SM 
MM 3.4-1 –  
3.4-12 

Notes: NI = No Impact, LS = LTS = Less-than-significant Impact, SM = Significant but Mitigatable to Less-than-significant with measures identified in this section, SU = Significant and Unavoidable, even 
after mitigation.  
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3.5 AIR QUALITY AND GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS 

This section evaluates air quality criteria pollutant emissions and greenhouse gas (GHG) 

emissions that would be generated with the implementation of the proposed project. 

3.5.1 Setting 

Environmental Setting 

Air quality is a function of both the rate and location of pollutant emissions, under the 

influence of meteorological conditions and topographic features that influence pollutant 

movement and dispersal. Atmospheric conditions such as wind speed and direction, 

atmospheric stability, and air temperature gradients interact with the physical features 

of the landscape to determine the movement and dispersal of air pollutants, which 

affect air quality. 

Regional Topography, Meteorology, and Climate 

California is divided geographically into air basins for the purpose of managing air 

resources on a regional basis. The project site is within the Sacramento Valley Air Basin 

(SVAB), which encompasses 11 counties including all of Shasta, Tehama, Glenn, Colusa, 

Butte, Sutter, Yuba, Sacramento, and Yolo counties, the westernmost portion of Placer 

County and the northeastern half of Solano County. Throughout most of the project site, 

Putah Creek forms the border between Solano and Yolo Counties, and a portion of the 

project site is in the cities of Winters and Davis.  

 

The distinctive climate of the SVAB is determined by its terrain and geographic location. 

The SVAB is bounded by the Northern Sierra Nevada Mountains in the east and the 

North Coast Ranges to the west. The SVAB’s Mediterranean climate is characterized by 

hot, dry summers and mild, rainy winters with temperatures ranging from 30 to 115 

degrees Fahrenheit (°F) annually. Average annual rainfall is 15 inches and occurs 

primarily from November through March. The prevailing winds are moderate in 

strength, and consist of dry inland flow from the north and moist marine flow from the 

south (SACOG, 2011). 

 

The surrounding mountains can trap air pollutants by restricting airflow into and out of 

the SVAB. During the fall and early winter, large high-pressure cells collect over the 

Sacramento Valley and reduce surface winds and vertical air flow. These conditions 

restrict the influx of air into the basin and allow air pollutants to become more 
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concentrated. Concentrations of surface air pollutants can also increase under the 

influence of boundary-layer temperature inversions (SACOG, 2011). 

Criteria Air Pollutants 

Regulation of air pollution is achieved through both federal and state ambient air quality 

standards and emission limits for individual sources of air pollutants. As required by the 

federal Clean Air Act, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA) has identified 

criteria pollutants and has established National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) 

to protect public health and welfare. NAAQS have been established for ozone, carbon 

monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), sulfur dioxide (SO2), coarse and fine particulate 

matter (PM10 and PM2.5), and lead (Pb). These pollutants are called “criteria” air 

pollutants because standards have been established for each of them to meet specific 

public health and welfare criteria.  

 

California has adopted more stringent ambient air quality standards called California 

Ambient Air Quality Standards (CAAQS) for most of the criteria air pollutants, along with 

standards for sulfates, hydrogen sulfide, and vinyl chloride. Emissions of these 

pollutants would not occur with project implementation and therefore are not further 

analyzed in this EIR. 

 

The physical characteristics and health effects of the criteria pollutants are summarized 

below: 

 Ozone is a respiratory irritant and an oxidant that increases susceptibility to 

respiratory infections and that can cause substantial damage to vegetation and 

other materials. Ozone is not emitted directly into the atmosphere, but is a 

secondary air pollutant produced through a complex series of photochemical 

reactions involving reactive organic gases (ROG) and nitrogen oxides (NOx). ROG and 

NOx are known as precursor compounds for ozone production. Concentrations tend 

to be higher in the late spring, summer, and fall, when the long sunny days combine 

with regional air subsidence inversions to create conditions conducive to the 

formation and accumulation of secondary photochemical compounds such as ozone. 

 CO is a non-reactive pollutant that is a product of incomplete combustion and is 

mostly associated with motor vehicle traffic. High CO concentrations develop 

primarily during winter, when periods of light winds combine with the formation of 

ground level temperature inversions (typically from the evening through early 

morning). These conditions result in reduced dispersion of vehicle emissions. In high 
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concentrations, it can cause physiological and pathological changes sometimes 

resulting in death by interfering with oxygen transport in the blood. 

 PM10 and PM2.5 represent fractions of particulate matter that can be inhaled, causing 

adverse health effects. PM in the atmosphere results from many kinds of dust and 

fume producing industrial and agricultural operations, fuel combustion, and 

atmospheric photochemical reactions. Some sources of PM, such as demolition and 

construction activities, are more local in nature, while others, such as vehicular 

traffic, have a more regional effect. Very small particles of certain substances (e.g., 

sulfates and nitrates) can cause lung damage directly or can contain adsorbed gases 

(e.g., chlorides or ammonium) that may be injurious to health. Particulates can also 

damage materials and reduce visibility. 

 SO2 is a combustion product of sulfur or sulfur-containing fuels such as coal. Sulfur 

dioxide also is a precursor to the formation of atmospheric sulfate and PM (both 

PM10 and PM2.5) and contributes to potential atmospheric sulfuric acid formation 

that could precipitate downwind as acid rain.  

 Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) form when combustion temperatures are extremely high, as 

in aircraft, truck and automobile engines, and atmospheric nitrogen combines with 

oxygen to form various oxides of nitrogen. Nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide 

(NO2) are the most significant air pollutants generally referred to as NOx. Nitric oxide 

is a colorless and odorless gas that is relatively harmless to humans, quickly converts 

to NO2 and can be measured. Nitrogen dioxide has been found to be a lung irritant 

capable of producing pulmonary edema. Inhaling NO2 can lead to respiratory 

illnesses such as bronchitis and pneumonia. 

 Lead has a range of adverse neurotoxic health effects, and was formerly released 

into the atmosphere primarily via leaded gasoline. The phasing out of leaded 

gasoline in California has resulted in decreasing levels of atmospheric lead. 

Toxic Air Contaminants  

In addition to criteria air pollutants, toxic air contaminants (TACs) are another group of 

pollutants of concern. TACs, termed hazardous air pollutants (HAPs) under federal 

regulations, are air pollutants that may cause or contribute to an increase in mortality or 

serious illness, or may otherwise pose a hazard to human health. There are various 

sources of TACs, including industrial processes, commercial operations such as gasoline 

stations and dry cleaners, as well as motor vehicle exhaust. Nearly 200 substances have 

been designated TACs under California law, including benzene and diesel particulate 

matter (DPM). 
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Existing Air Quality Conditions 

The Yolo-Solano Air Quality Management District (YSAQMD) operates a regional 

monitoring network for ambient concentrations of criteria pollutants. Currently, the 

criteria pollutants of most concern in the SVAB are ozone and PM. The YSAQMD-

operated monitoring stations closest to the project site that represent the rural nature 

of the project area are the Davis station at UC Davis, approximately 2 miles to the north 

of the site, and the Woodland station on Gibson Road, approximately 10 miles to the 

north of the project site. 

 

Table 3.5-1 summarizes the most recent three years of available air monitoring data 

(i.e., 2011 through 2013) published by the California Air Resources Board (CARB) for the 

Davis and Woodland stations. The data show a small number of violations related to 

state and federal ozone standards, and state PM10 standards. No other state or federal 

air quality standards were exceeded during the three-year period. 

 

Table 3.5-1 Air Quality Data Summary for Davis and Woodland, CA, 2011-2013 

Pollutant Standard 

Days Standard Exceeded 

2011 2012 2013 

Davis – UC Davis Campus 

Ozone 

State 1–Hour 0 0 0 

Federal 8–Hour 1 1 0 

State 8–Hour 2 4 0 

Woodland – Gibson Road 

Ozone 

State 1–Hour 1 4 0 

Federal 8–Hour 0 2 0 

State 8–Hour 2 9 0 

PM10 
 

Federal 24–Hour 0 0 0 

State 24–Hour 6 6 23 

PM2.5 Federal 24–Hour NA 0 0 

Note: NA: No data available.  
Source: California Air Resources Board (CARB). 2014. Aerometric Data Analysis and Management (ADAM). Available 
at: http://www.arb.ca.gov/adam/ 

The SVAB is currently designated “nonattainment” for State and federal ozone 
standards, the State PM10 standard, and federal PM2.5 standard. The SVAB is designated 
“attainment” or “unclassified” with respect to the other ambient air quality standards. 
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Sensitive Receptors 

Sensitive receptors represent people who are considered to be more sensitive than 

others to air pollutant impacts. The reasons for greater than average sensitivity include 

preexisting health problems, proximity to emissions sources, or duration of exposure to 

air pollutants. Schools, hospitals, and convalescent homes are considered to be 

relatively sensitive to poor air quality because children, elderly people, and the infirm 

are more susceptible to respiratory distress and other air quality related health 

problems than the general public. Residential areas are considered sensitive to poor air 

quality because people usually stay home for extended periods of time, with associated 

greater exposure to ambient air quality. Recreational land uses are also considered 

sensitive due to the greater exposure to ambient air quality conditions, because 

vigorous exercise associated with some forms of recreation places a high demand on the 

human respiratory system. 

Greenhouse Gases 

GHGs include both naturally occurring and anthropogenic gases that trap heat in the 

earth's atmosphere. GHGs include but are not limited to carbon dioxide (CO2), methane 

(CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), hydro fluorocarbons (HFC), perfluorocarbons (PFC), nitrogen 

trifluroide (NF3), and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6). 

Gases that trap heat in the atmosphere are referred to as GHGs because they capture 

heat radiated from the sun and re-radiated from the Earth’s surface as it is reflected 

back into the atmosphere, roughly analogous to the retention of heat energy in a 

greenhouse. The accumulation of GHGs has been implicated as a driving force for Global 

Climate Change. Definitions of climate change vary between and across regulatory 

authorities and the scientific community, but in general can be described as the 

changing of the earth’s climate caused by natural fluctuations and the impact of human 

activities that alter the composition of the global atmosphere. Both natural processes 

and human activities emit GHGs. 

The accumulation of GHGs in the atmosphere regulates the earth’s temperature; 

however, emissions from human activities such as electricity production and motor 

vehicles have elevated the concentration of GHGs in the atmosphere. 
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Regulatory Setting 

Federal Regulations 

United States Environmental Protection Agency  

The US EPA has established NAAQS for outdoor concentrations of the following 

“criteria” pollutants: CO, NO2, Ozone, SO2, and PM10, PM2.5, and lead. An ambient air 

quality standard establishes the concentration above which the pollutant is known to 

cause adverse health effects to sensitive groups within the population such as children 

and the elderly.  

Clean Air Act  

Under the federal Clean Air Act (CAA), each state must identify non-attainment areas 

that do not meet the NAAQS. For any non-attainment designation, a State 

Implementation Plan (SIP) is developed to define actions to be taken to achieve future 

attainment of the applicable NAAQS. In summary, an attainment area is any area that 

meets the NAAQS; a non-attainment area is any area that does not meet the NAAQS; 

and a maintenance area is any area previously designated non-attainment but is in 

transition back to attainment. The Sacramento Valley Air Basin is currently in “severe” 

non-attainment of the 1-hour and 8-hour ozone NAAQS and “serious” non-attainment 

for PM10. 

State Regulations 

The California Air Resources Board (CARB) is responsible for establishing and reviewing 

the CAAQS, compiling the California State Implementation Plan (SIP), securing approval 

of the SIP from the EPA, conducting research and planning, and identifying TACs. CARB 

also regulates mobile sources of emissions in California, such as construction 

equipment, trucks, and automobiles, and oversees the activities of California’s air 

quality management districts, which are organized at the county or regional level. These 

districts are primarily responsible for regulating stationary sources at industrial and 

commercial facilities within their geographic areas. The Districts are also responsible for 

preparing the air quality plans required under the federal Clean Air Act and the 

California Clean Air Act. 

General Requirements for In-Use Off-Road Diesel Fueled Fleets 

Adopted in July 26, 2007, the In-Use Off-Road Diesel Vehicle Regulation is intended to 

reduce emissions of DPM and NOX from in-use off-road diesel vehicles operating in 

California. CARB estimates the regulation will significantly reduce DPM and NOX 
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emissions from the nearly 180,000 off-road diesel vehicles that operate in California, 

which is necessary to meet state and federal air quality standards. The regulation 

requires fleet owners to accelerate turnover to cleaner engines and install exhaust 

retrofits.1 The regulation also supports the Risk Reduction Plan to Reduce Particulate 

Matter Emissions from Diesel-Fueled Engines and Vehicles, which was adopted by CARB 

on September 30, 2000.  

On-Road Heavy-Duty Diesel Vehicles (In-Use) 

On December 12, 2008, CARB approved a new regulation, the On-Road Heavy-Duty 

Diesel Vehicles (In-Use) Regulation, to substantially reduce emissions from existing on-

road diesel vehicles operating in California. The regulation requires affected trucks to 

meet performance requirements between 2011 and 2023. By January 1, 2023, all 

vehicles must have a 2010 model year engine or equivalent; this includes on-road 

heavy-duty diesel fueled vehicles with a gross vehicle weight rating greater than 14,000 

pounds.2 

Local Regulations  

Yolo Solano Air Quality Management District (YSAQMD) Air Quality Management Plan 

The YSAQMD recently prepared the sixth update of the YSAQMD’s 1992 Air Quality 

Management Plan. The Triennial Assessment and Plan Update, April 2013, emission 

reductions information (2009 to 2011), emission inventory and forecasts, air quality 

trends up to 2011, and proposed commitments for the 2012-2014 period. While the 

                                                      
1
 The regulation establishes fleet average emission rates for PM and NOX that decline over time. Each 

year, the regulation requires each fleet to meet the fleet average emission rate targets for PM or apply 

the highest-level verified diesel emission control system to 20 percent of its horsepower. In addition, large 

and medium fleets are required each year to meet the fleet average emission rate targets for NOX or to 

turn over a certain percent of their horsepower (8 percent in early years, and 10 percent in later years). 

“Turn over” means repowering with a cleaner engine, rebuilding the engine to a more stringent emissions 

configuration, retiring a vehicle, replacing a vehicle with a new or used piece, or designating a dirty 

vehicle as a low-use vehicle. If retrofits that reduce NOX emissions become available, they may be used in 

lieu of turnover, as long as they achieve the same emission benefits. 
2 

In general, the On-Road Heavy-Duty Diesel Vehicles (In-Use) Regulation requires owners to reduce 

emissions in their fleet by upgrading existing vehicles one of three ways. The first option is to install PM 

retrofits and replace vehicles (or engines) according to a prescribed schedule based on the existing engine 

model year. The second option is to retrofit a minimum number of engines each year with a high level PM 

exhaust retrofit and to replace a minimum number of older engines with newer engines meeting the 2010 

new engine standards. The third option is to meet a fleet average. With this option, a fleet operator can 

use PM and NOX emission factors established by the regulation to calculate the average emissions of the 

fleet. Then, by the applicable compliance date each year, the owner can demonstrate that the fleet 

average emissions for PM and NOX do not exceed the PM and NOX fleet average emission rate targets set 

by the regulation. 
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District is not required to prepare an attainment plan for particulate matter measuring 

10 microns and less in diameter (PM10), particulate matter emissions are being reduced 

through numerous District rules affecting sources, the construction industry, and 

agricultural burning programs. 

 

As noted in the YSAQMD CEQA Guidelines, even projects not exceeding district PM 

thresholds should implement Best Management Practices to reduce dust emissions and 

avoid localized health impacts. Those measures are found in Section 6.1 of the 

Guidelines (YSAQMD, 2007). 

Greenhouse Gas Regulations 

Executive Orders 

In 2005, in recognition of California’s vulnerability to the effects of climate change, 

Governor Schwarzenegger established Executive Order S-3-05, which set forth a series 

of target dates by which statewide emissions of GHGs would be progressively reduced, 

as follows: 

 By 2010, reduce GHG emissions to 2000 levels; 

 By 2020, reduce GHG emissions to 1990 levels; and 

 By 2050, reduce GHG emissions to 80 percent below 1990 levels.  

 

In April 2015, Governor Brown issued an executive order to establish a California GHG 

reduction target of 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030.  

Assembly Bill 32 – California Global Warming Solutions Act 

California passed the California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (Assembly Bill 

(AB) 32; California Health and Safety Code Division 25.5, Sections 38500 - 38599). AB 32 

establishes regulatory, reporting, and market mechanisms to achieve quantifiable 

reductions in GHG emissions and establishes a cap on statewide GHG emissions. AB 32 

requires that statewide GHG emissions be reduced to 1990 levels by 2020. This 

reduction will be accomplished by enforcing a statewide cap on GHG emissions that is 

being phased in (starting in 2012). To effectively implement the cap, AB 32 directs CARB 

to develop and implement regulations to reduce statewide GHG emissions from 

stationary sources. AB 32 specifies that regulations adopted in response to AB 1493 

should be used to address GHG emissions from vehicles. However, AB 32 also includes 

language stating that if the AB 1493 regulations cannot be implemented, then CARB 
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should develop new regulations to control vehicle GHG emissions under the 

authorization of AB 32. 

 

AB 32 requires CARB to adopt a quantified cap on GHG emissions representing 1990 

emissions levels and disclose how it arrived at the cap; institute a schedule to meet the 

emissions cap; and develop tracking, reporting, and enforcement mechanisms to ensure 

that the state reduces GHG emissions enough to meet the cap. AB 32 also includes 

guidance on instituting emissions reductions in an economically efficient manner, along 

with conditions to ensure that businesses and consumers are not unfairly affected by 

the reductions. Using these criteria to reduce statewide GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 

2020 would represent an approximate 25 to 30 percent reduction in current emissions 

levels. However, CARB has discretionary authority to seek greater reductions in more 

significant and growing GHG sectors, such as transportation, as compared to other 

sectors that are not anticipated to significantly increase emissions.  

CARB Climate Change Scoping Plan 

In 2008, CARB adopted its Scoping Plan, which functions as a roadmap of CARB’s plans 

to achieve GHG reductions in California required by AB 32 through subsequently 

enacted regulations (CARB 2008). CARB’s Scoping Plan contains the main strategies 

California will implement to reduce carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) emissions by 169 

million metric tons (MMT), or approximately 30 percent, from the State’s projected 

2020 emissions level of 596 MMT of CO2e under a Business as Usual (BAU) scenario (this 

is a reduction of 42 MMT CO2e, or almost 10 percent, from 2002 to 2004 average 

emissions, but requires the reductions in the face of population and economic growth 

through 2020). 

 

CARB’s Scoping Plan also breaks down the amount of GHG emissions reductions CARB 

recommends for each emissions sector of the state’s GHG inventory. CARB’s Scoping 

Plan calls for the largest reductions in GHG emissions to be achieved by implementing 

the following measures and standards: 

 Improved emissions standards for light-duty vehicles (estimated reductions of 31.7 

MMT CO2e); 

 The Low Carbon Fuel Standard (15.0 MMT CO2e); 

 Energy efficiency measures in buildings and appliances, and the widespread 

development of combined heat and power systems (26.3 MMT CO2e); and 

 A renewable portfolio standard for electricity production (21.3 MMT CO2e). 
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The First Update to the Scoping Plan was approved by the CARB in May 2014, and builds 

upon the initial Scoping Plan with new strategies and recommendations. The Update 

highlights California’s progress toward meeting the “near-term” 2020 GHG emission 

reduction goals defined in the initial Scoping Plan. It also evaluates how to align the 

State's "longer-term" GHG reduction strategies with other State policy priorities for 

water, waste, natural resources, clean energy, transportation, and land use. This Update 

identified nine key focus areas (energy, transportation, agriculture, water, waste 

management, and natural and working lands), along with short-lived climate pollutants, 

green buildings, and the cap-and-trade program. 

State CEQA Guidelines 

In 2007, the legislature passed SB97, which required amendment of the State CEQA 

Guidelines to incorporate analysis of, and mitigation for, GHG emissions from projects 

subject to CEQA compliance. These amendments took effect in March 2010. 

 

The Guidelines’ revisions include a new section (Section 15064.4) that specifically 

addresses the significance of GHG emissions. Section 15064.4 calls for a good-faith 

effort to describe, calculate or estimate GHG emissions. Section 15064.4 further states 

that the significance of GHG impacts should include consideration of the extent to which 

the project would increase or reduce GHG emissions; exceed a locally applicable 

threshold of significance; and comply with regulations or requirements adopted to 

implement a statewide, regional, or local plan for the reduction or mitigation of GHG 

emissions. The revisions also state that a project may be found to have a less-than-

significant impact if it complies with an adopted plan that includes specific measures to 

sufficiently reduce GHG emissions (Section 15064(h)(3)). Importantly, the revised 

guidelines provide the lead agency discretion to determine significance thresholds for 

GHG emissions.  

3.5.2 Significance Criteria 

Criteria Air Pollutants 

Criteria for determining significant impacts are based upon the CEQA Guidelines 

(Appendix G) and professional judgment. These guidelines state that the project would 

have a significant impact on visual quality if it would: 

1. Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan; 

2. Violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing or 

projected air quality violation; 
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3. Result in cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for which 

the project region is non-attainment under an applicable federal or state ambient air 

quality standard (including releasing emissions which exceed quantitative thresholds 

for ozone precursors); 

4. Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations; or  

5. Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people. 

 

The YSAQMD has developed CEQA significance thresholds for project construction and 

operation for guidance to lead agencies responsible for determining significant air 

quality impacts for their projects. YSAQMD’s significance thresholds are 80 pounds per 

day of PM10 and 10 tons per year of ROG or NOx (YSAQMD, 2007). 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

State CEQA Guidelines (Appendix G), which indicate that the project would have a 

significant impact on GHG emissions if it would: 

1. Generate GHG emissions, either directly or indirectly, that may have a significant 

impact on the environment; or 

2. Conflict with an applicable plan, policy or regulation adopted for the purpose of 

reducing the emissions of GHGs. 

 

Currently, for GHG evaluations, the methodologies and significance thresholds are 

different in almost every air district. The YSAQMD has not identified a significance 

threshold for GHG emissions for new projects. It is recognized that for most projects 

there is no simple metric available to determine if a single project would help or hinder 

meeting the AB 32 emission goals. The air quality analysis quantifies the GHG emissions 

to provide a perspective on the amount of GHG emissions this project would generate. 

 

Although it is possible to generally estimate a project’s incremental contribution of CO2 

into the atmosphere, it is not possible to determine whether or how a specific project’s 

relatively small incremental contribution might translate into physical effects on the 

environment (e.g., sea level rise, loss of snowpack, severe weather events, etc.). Given 

the complex interactions between various global and regional physical, chemical, 

atmospheric, terrestrial, and aquatic systems that result in the physical expressions of 

global climate change, it is impossible to discern whether the presence or absence of 

CO2 emitted by a specific project would result in any altered conditions.  
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Three types of analyses are used to determine whether the proposed project would 

conflict with the State goals for reducing GHG emissions. The analyses are as follows: 

A. Any potential conflicts with CARB’s 39 recommended actions contained in its 

Climate Change Scoping Plan. 

B. The relative size of the project’s GHG emissions compared to the size of major 

facilities required to report GHG emissions (25,000 metric tons/year of CO2e) to the 

state.  

C. Potential conflict with an applicable plan, policy, or regulation adopted for the 

purpose of reducing the emissions of GHGs. 

3.5.3 Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

Impacts and mitigation measures are described below both generally and by reach. 

Applicable impacts and mitigation measures for each reach are summarized in Table 

3.5-4, at the end of this section. 

General Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

Impact 3.5-1: Conflict with or Obstruct Implementation of the Applicable Air Quality 

Plan Implementation. 

The applicable air quality plan is the YSAQMD’s 1992 AQMP. The YSAQMD recently 

prepared the sixth update of the 1992 Plan in April 2013. A project is deemed 

inconsistent with air quality plans if it would result in population and/or employment 

growth that exceeds growth estimates included in the applicable air quality plan. The 

proposed project would not result in population or employment growth, as it would 

only restore and enhance areas along Putah Creek. Consequently, there would be no 

impacts to the applicable air quality plans, and no mitigation would be required. Thus, 

the air quality impacts related to the air quality plan would be less than significant. 

Impact 3.5-2: Short-Term Construction Emissions of Criteria Pollutants that May 

Contribute to Existing or Projected Air Quality Violation. 

The proposed project’s construction activities would involve hauling of materials and 

equipment, excavation of channels, channel reconfiguration, grading, and stockpiling 

and reuse of channel substrate materials. Construction equipment would include dump 

trucks, rubber tired loaders, off-highway trucks, tractors/loaders/backhoes, an 

excavator and a generator. Maximum daily and annual emissions that would be 

generated from construction activities are presented below. The Roadway Construction 
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Emissions Model Version 7.1.2 was used to estimate the emissions from construction 

equipment, fugitive dust associated with construction, worker commuting vehicles and 

hauling vehicles. The emission estimates assume a maximum of two reaches restored 

over 6 months (April to October) of construction per year. The air quality calculations for 

the construction activities can be found in Appendix F of this EIR. 

 

As shown above in Table 3.5-2 and Table 3.5-3, the proposed project’s construction 

activities would not exceed the YSAQMD CEQA significance thresholds. Even though the 

quantitative estimates in Table 3.5-2 and Table 3.5-3 don’t indicate a violation of the 

thresholds, poor construction practices could result in substantial emissions of dust that 

would be a nuisance and could create localized health impacts (YSAQMD, 2007). 

Without implementation of air quality construction Best Management Practices, air 

quality impacts could be potentially significant. With implementation of Mitigation 

Measure 3.5-1 the impact of air quality emissions from construction would be less than 

significant. 

 

Table 3.5-2 Unmitigated Daily Project Emissions 
(Pounds per Day) 

Condition PM10 

Daily 20.0 

YSAQMD CEQA Threshold 80 

Above CEQA Significant? No 

Note: The Roadway Construction Emissions Model, developed by the SMAQMD, is 
used to assist roadway project and other linear projects with determining the 
emissions impacts of the project. The model utilizes statewide emission factors 
based on CARB’s OFFROAD2011 and EMFAC2011 models as well as fugitive dust 
emission factors from US EPA’s AP-42. 
Source: Roadway Construction Emissions Model, Version 7.1.2. 

Table 3.5-3 Unmitigated Annual Project Emissions  
(Tons per Year) 

Condition ROG NOx 

Annual 0.4 7.0 

YSAQMD CEQA Threshold 10 10 

Above CEQA Significant? No No 

Note: The Roadway Construction Emissions Model, developed by the SMAQMD, is 
used to assist roadway project and other linear projects with determining the 
emissions impacts of the project. The model utilizes statewide emission factors 
based on CARB’s OFFROAD2011 and EMFAC2011 models as well as fugitive dust 
emission factors from US EPA’s AP-42. 
Source: Roadway Construction Emissions Model, Version 7.1.2. 
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Mitigation Measure 3.5-1: Implementation of Construction Best Management Practices. 

Project construction activities should implement as feasible and necessary to control 

dust, the Best Management Practices for construction identified in Section 6.1 of the 

YSAQMD 2007 CEQA Handbook. Best Management Practices identified to reduce dust 

emissions include: 

 Water all active construction sites at least twice daily. Frequency should be based on 

the type of operation, soil, and wind exposure. 

 Haul trucks shall maintain at least 2 feet of freeboard. 

 Cover all trucks hauling dirt, sand, or loose materials. 

 Apply non-toxic binders (e.g., latex acrylic copolymer) to exposed areas after cut and 

fill operations and hydroseed area. 

 Apply chemical soil stabilizers on inactive construction areas (disturbed lands within 

construction projects that are unused for at least four consecutive days). 

 Plant tree windbreaks on the windward perimeter of construction projects if 

adjacent to open land. 

 Plant vegetative ground cover in disturbed areas as soon as possible. 

 Cover inactive storage piles. 

 Sweep streets if visible soil material is carried out from the construction site. 

 Treat accesses to a distance of 100 feet from the paved road with a 6 to 12 inch 

layer of wood chips or mulch. 

 Treat accesses to a distance of 100 feet from the paved road with a 6- inch layer of 

gravel. 

Impact 3.5-3: Short-Term Construction Emissions that May Expose Persons to 

Substantial Levels of Toxic Air Contaminants. 

The proposed project would be located in a predominantly rural agricultural area within 

Yolo and Solano County, and the City of Winters. However, there are several homes 

north of the creek in the City of Winters. Construction activities would entail the use of 

diesel equipment that would generate emissions of diesel particulate matter (DPM), 

which the CARB has categorized as a human carcinogen. Typically, health risks are 

estimated based on a chronic exposure period of 70 years. Because exhaust emissions 

associated with construction activities of the proposed project would be relatively low, 

short-term in nature, move throughout the project vicinity and well below the typical 
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exposure period of 70 years, it is not anticipated that exposure to construction-related 

DPM would result in an elevated health risk. Thus, the impacts from TACs would be less 

than significant 

Impact 3.5-4: Short-Term Objectionable Odors Exposure to Sensitive Receptors. 

Although odors rarely cause physical harm, they can lead to considerable distress to the 

public and can result in citizen complaints to local governments and the YSAQMD. A 

project may be expected to have a substantial adverse odor impact where it “generates 

odorous emissions in such quantities as to cause detriment, nuisance, or annoyance to 

any considerable number of persons or to the public, or which may endanger the 

comfort, repose, health, or safety of any such person or the public, or which may cause, 

or have a natural tendency to cause, injury or damage to business or property” 

(YSAQMD Rule 2.5).  

 

Short-term objectionable odors could occur during project construction with the use of 

diesel-powered heavy equipment. However, these odors would be periodic and 

temporary in nature. Diesel exhaust from construction activities may generate 

temporary odors while project construction is under way. Once construction activities 

have been completed, these odors would cease. There are very few receptors 

throughout most of the project area that could potentially be offended by odors. The 

project would not generate any objectionable odors that would affect a substantial 

number of people. Thus, odor impacts would be less than significant. 

Impact 3.5-5:  Long Term Emissions From Project Maintenance. 

The proposed project is designed to be self-maintaining, however some maintenance 

and adaptive management may be required. This may involve periodic trips for 

inspections of the channel and associated vegetation, and repairs and maintenance as 

needed. Emissions associated with inspections and maintenance would be short-term 

and minimal. If any major projects were needed they would undergo separate CEQA 

review. Thus, long-term emission impacts would be less than significant.  

Impact 3.5-6: Greenhouse Gases and Global Climate Change Contributions 

As noted in Section 3.3.3, Significance Criteria for GHG, there are three GHG analyses 

that have been undertaken with respect to the project. The first analysis was with 

compliance with AB 32 measures (Item A). The project would not conflict with any of 

the 39 recommended actions contained in the Climate Change Scoping Plan. The State’s 

AB 32 Scoping Plan will generally be implemented through mandatory regulations 
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enacted by the CARB. The 39 recommended actions contained in the Climate Change 

Scoping Plan can be found in Appendix F of this EIR. 

 

Next (Item B), the maximum total GHG emissions from the project would be 

approximately 997 metric tons per year of CO2e. The estimated GHG emissions would 

be far less than the threshold of 25,000 metric tons per year. The 25,000 metric ton 

annual limit identifies the large stationary point sources in California that make up 

approximately 94 percent of the stationary emissions. If a project’s total emissions are 

below this limit, its total emissions are equivalent in size to the smaller projects in 

California that as a group only make up 6 percent of all stationary emissions. It is 

assumed that the activities of these smaller projects generally would not conflict with 

state’s ability to reach AB 32 overall goals. In reaching its goals, CARB will focus upon the 

largest emitters of GHG emissions. The estimated project emissions of 997 metric tons 

per year would be less than 4 percent of the 25,000 metric ton limit. This would not be 

considered a major project from the standpoint of GHG emissions.  

 

Lastly (Item C), the project would not be in conflict with the any local plans for Yolo 

County, Solano County, the City of Winters or the YSAQMD AQMP for reducing GHG 

emissions. The local plans do not contain restrictions on minor construction projects. 

The project would help to restore and enhance Putah Creek and any emissions 

associated with the project would be temporary as with all construction projects. 

 

In summary, the estimated GHG emissions during construction are less than the 

4 percent of the threshold of 25,000 metric tons per year and thus, construction of the 

project would result in a less than significant impact of GHG emissions. Also, the 

proposed project would not conflict with the AB 32 Scoping Plan nor adopted local plans 

for reducing GHG emissions. Therefore, impacts regarding GHG emissions would be less 

than significant. 

Site-Specific Impacts and Mitigation 

All Sites 

Construction impacts described in Section 3.5.3 would occur on all of the Project 

reaches that involve earthmoving activities. The impacts were evaluated in Section 3.5.1 

and determined to be less than significant. Small operational emissions would occur. 

Therefore, this impact would be less than significant and no mitigation is required.  
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Table 3.5-4 Summary of Recreation Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

Sites 

Impact 3.5-1: 
Conflict with  
or Obstruct 

Implementation of 
the Applicable Air 

Quality Plan 
Implementation  

Impact 3.5-2: 
Short-Term 

Construction 
Emissions 

Impact 3.5-3: 
Short-Term 

Construction 
Toxic Air 

Contaminants 

Impact 3.5-4: 
Short-Term 

Objectionable 
Odors  

Impact 3.5-5:  
Long Term 

Emissions From 
Project 

Maintenance 

Impact 3.5-6: 
Greenhouse 
Gases and 

Global Climate 
Change 

Contributions 

Applicable 
Mitigation 
Measures 

NAWCA/Mariani NI SM LTS LTS LTS LTS MM 3.5-1 

Duncan-Giovannoni NI SM LTS LTS LTS LTS MM 3.5-1 

Winters Putah Creek 
Nature Park 

NI SM LTS LTS LTS LTS MM 3.5-1 

East of 505 NI SM LTS LTS LTS LTS MM3.5-1 

Warren  NI SM LTS LTS LTS LTS MM 3.5-1 

Upper McNamara NI SM LTS LTS LTS LTS MM 3.5-1 

Lower McNamara NI SM LTS LTS LTS LTS MM 3.5-1 

MacQuiddy (Leste)r NI SM LTS LTS LTS LTS MM 3.5-1 

Russell Ranch NI SM LTS LTS LTS LTS MM 3.5-1 

Stevenson Bridge NI SM LTS LTS LTS LTS MM 3.5-1 

Glide Ranch NI SM LTS LTS LTS LTS MM 3.5-1 

Nishikawa NI SM LTS LTS LTS LTS MM 3.5-1 

Olmo-Hammond-UCD  NI SM LTS LTS LTS LTS MM 3.5-1 

I-80 to Old Davis Road NI SM LTS LTS LTS LTS MM 3.5-1 

Old Davis Road to Mace NI SM LTS LTS LTS LTS MM 3.5-1 

Mace to Road 106A  NI SM LTS LTS LTS LTS MM 3.5-1 

Road 106A to YBWA NI SM LTS LTS LTS LTS MM 3.5-1 
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3.6 NOISE 

This section describes the existing noise environment of the Project Area and evaluates 

potential noise associated with the Project. The applicable noise descriptors, 

significance criteria for any increased noise, and the potential impacts are discussed 

below.  

3.6.1 Setting 

Environmental Setting 

Noise Descriptors 

To describe noise environments and to assess impacts on noise-sensitive areas, a 

frequency weighting measure, which simulates human perception, is commonly used. It 

has been found that A-weighting of sound levels best reflects the human ear’s reduced 

sensitivity to low frequencies, and correlates well with human perceptions of the 

annoying aspects of noise. The A-weighted decibel scale (dBA)1 is cited in most noise 

criteria. Decibels are logarithmic units that conveniently compare the wide range of 

sound intensities to which the human ear is sensitive. Table 3.6-1 identifies typical 

ranges of decibel levels for common sounds heard in the environment. 

 

Several time-averaged scales represent noise environments and consequences of 

human activities. The most commonly used noise descriptors are the equivalent A-

weighted sound level over a given time period (Leq);2 average day-night 24-hour average 

sound level (Ldn)3 with a nighttime increase of 10 dBA to account for sensitivity to noise 

during the nighttime; and community noise equivalent level (CNEL),4 also a 24-hour 

average that includes both an evening and a nighttime weighting.  

  

                                                      
1
 A decibel (dB) is a unit of sound energy intensity. Sound waves, traveling outward from a source, 

exert a sound pressure level (commonly called “sound level”) measured in dB. An A-weighted decibel 

(dBA) is a decibel corrected for the variation in frequency response to the typical human ear at commonly 

encountered noise levels. 
2
 The Equivalent Sound Level (Leq) is a single value of a constant sound level for the same 

measurement period duration, which has sound energy equal to the time–varying sound energy in the 

measurement period. 
3
 Ldn is the day–night average sound level that is equal to the 24–hour A–weighted equivalent sound 

level with a ten–decibel penalty applied to night between 10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. 
4
 CNEL is the average A–weighted noise level during a 24–hour-day, obtained by addition of 7 decibels 

in the evening from 7:00 to 10:00 p.m., and an addition of a 10–decibel penalty in the night between 

10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. 
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Table 3.6-1 Typical Noise Levels 

Noise Level  
(dBA) Outdoor Activity Indoor Activity 

90+ 
Gas lawn mower at 3 feet, jet flyover at 1,000 

feet 
Rock Band 

80-90 Diesel truck at 50 feet Loud television at 3 feet 

 
70-80 

Gas lawn mower at 100 feet, noisy urban area 
Garbage disposal at 3 feet, vacuum 

cleaner at 10 feet 

 
60-70 

Commercial area Normal speech at 3 feet 

 
40-60 

Quiet urban daytime, traffic at 300 feet 
Large business office, dishwasher next 

room 

 
20-40 

Quiet rural, suburban nighttime 
Concert hall (background), library, 

bedroom at night 
 

10-20 
 Broadcast / recording studio 

0 Lowest threshold of human hearing Lowest threshold of human hearing 

Source: Modified from Caltrans Technical Noise Supplement, 1998. 

Existing Noise Environment and Sensitive Receptors 

The creek channel where most of the Project activity would take place is mostly 

undeveloped agricultural open space surrounded primarily by agricultural land. The 

nearest major noise sources are Interstate 80 (I-80) and I-505, both of which cross the 

Project alignment. Other sources of noise include traffic noise from other roads that 

cross and parallel the creek on either side, as well aircraft noise from University Airport, 

and agricultural operations on adjacent properties. Background noise levels for rural 

residential and agricultural cropland typically range from 39 dB Ldn to 44 dB Ldn (EPA, 

1978).  

 

Noise sensitive receptors (land uses associated with indoor and/or outdoor activities 

that may be subject to stress and/or significant interference from noise) typically 

include residential dwellings, hotels, motels, hospitals, nursing homes, educational 

facilities, and libraries. Detailed descriptions of noise-sensitive receptors along the 

Project alignment are presented below, in “Project Area Conditions by Reach.” 

Project Area Conditions by Reach 

NAWCA/Mariani 

This reach contains several houses in Solano County just outside of the Project 

alignment on the southwest side.  
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Duncan – Giovannoni 

Several houses and farm buildings lie just outside of the alignment on the south and 

west sides of the alignment in Solano County. Residential areas of the City of Winters lie 

about 800 feet north of the eastern portion of the alignment.  

Winters Putah Creek Nature Park 

Recreational, residential and commercial land uses in the City of Winters occur along 

this reach. Maintenance activities proposed by the Project would not adversely affect 

recreational activities in this reach. 

East of 505 

The El Rio Villa residential development lies around 1,000 feet northeast of the eastern 

side of this reach in unincorporated Yolo County.  

Warren 

The El Rio Villa residential development lies around 1,000 feet northeast of the reach. 

There are two large houses that lie 300 to 500 feet to the southeast of the eastern end 

of the reach in Solano County.  

Upper McNamara 

There are no sensitive receptors in the vicinity of this reach.  

Lower McNamara 

There are no sensitive receptors in the vicinity of this reach. 

MacQuiddy (Lester) 

There is a residence located approximately 50 feet east from the southeast corner of the 

reach in Solano County. 

Russell Ranch 

There are several homes to the north of this reach, some as close as 150 feet from the 

Project alignment in Yolo County. There is also a residence located 150 feet south of the 

Project alignment in Solano County. 

Stevenson Bridge 

There are rural residences located to the northwest of Stevenson Bridge in Yolo County. 
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Glide Ranch 

Several rural residential complexes lie immediately to the south of this alignment In 

Solano County.  

Nishikawa 

There are no sensitive receptors in the vicinity of this reach.  

Olmo-Hammond-UCD 

There are no sensitive receptors in the vicinity of this reach.  

I-80 to Old Davis Road  

This reach contains one residence 550 feet to the south of creek alignment in Solano 

County.  

Old Davis Road to Mace 

There are no sensitive receptors in the vicinity of this reach.  

Mace to Road 106A 

This reach contains one large residence 425 feet north of the Project alignment in Yolo 

County. 

Road 106A to Yolo Bypass Wildlife Area 

There are no sensitive receptors in the vicinity of this reach.  

Regulatory Setting  

Federal, State, and local agencies regulate different aspects of environmental noise. 

Federal and State agencies generally set noise standards for mobile sources such as 

aircraft and motor vehicles, while regulation of stationary sources is left to local 

agencies. Local regulation of noise involves implementation of general plan policies and 

noise ordinance standards. Local general plans identify general principles intended to 

guide and influence development plans; local noise ordinances establish standards and 

procedures for addressing specific noise sources and activities. 
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Federal Regulations 

Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970  

Federal codes, primarily the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) of 1970, govern 

worker exposure to noise levels. These regulations would be applicable to all phases of 

the Proposed Project and are designed to limit worker exposure to noise levels of 85 dB 

or lower over an 8-hour period (Title 29, Code of Federal Regulations [CFR], Section 

1910.95). 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency  

Federal regulations have established noise limits for medium and heavy trucks (more 

than 4.5 tons, gross vehicle weight rating) under Title 40 Code of Federal Regulations 

(CFR) Part 205, Subpart B. The federal truck pass-by noise standard is 80 dB at 15 meters 

from the centerline of the vehicle pathway. These standards are implemented through 

regulatory controls on truck manufacturers. 

State Regulations 

California Noise Exposure Regulations and Title 8, CCR, Section 5095 

State of California regulations (California Noise Exposure Regulations and Title 8, CCR, 

Section 5095) address worker exposure to noise levels. These regulations limit worker 

exposure to noise levels of 85 dB or lower over an 8-hour period. The State has not 

established noise levels for various non-work-related environments. 

 

The State of California established noise limits for vehicles licensed to operate on public 

roads. The pass-by standard for heavy trucks is consistent with the federal limit of 

80 dB. The pass-by standard for light trucks and passenger cars (less than 4.5 tons, gross 

vehicle rating) is also 80 dB at 15 meters from the centerline. These standards are 

implemented through controls on vehicle manufacturers and by legal sanctions on 

vehicle operators by State and local law enforcement officials. 

Noise Insulation Standards 

Title 24 of the CCR, “Noise Insulation Standards” establishes 45 dBA Ldn as the limit for 

interior community noise level for multi-family dwellings, hotels, motels, dormitories, 

and long-term care facilities. The state’s regulation may be extended by local legislative 

action to include single-family dwellings. 
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Noise Compatibility Guidelines 

The Noise Compatibility Guidelines recommended by the Governor’s Office of Planning 

and Research (OPR) are shown in Table 3.6-2. The guidelines summarize the suggested 

use of CNEL/ Ldn metrics for evaluating land use compatibility. The objective of the Noise 

Compatibility Guidelines is to provide the community with a means of judging the noise 

environment it deems to be generally acceptable. 

Local Regulations  

Solano County Noise Standards 

Solano County does not have a noise ordinance nor any exclusion for construction noise. 

The Noise section of the Public Health and Safety Element of the Solano County General 

Plan contains Land Use Compatibility Guidelines as well as noise performance standards 

for non-transportation noise sources shown in Table 3.6-3. 

Yolo County General Plan 

The Health and Safety Element of the 2009 Yolo County General Plan contains noise 

compatibility guidelines that describe exterior and interior noise standards consistent 

with the OPR Noise Compatibility Guidelines (see Table 3.6-2) and California State Noise 

Insulation Standards. Yolo County does not have a noise ordinance nor any exclusion for 

construction noise. 

City of Winters 

Section 8.20.120 of the City of Winters Noise Ordinance exempts construction and 

demolition noise from the Exterior Noise Standards. 

3.6.2 Significance Criteria 

Criteria for determining significant impacts are based upon the California Environmental 

Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines (Appendix G) and professional judgment. These guidelines 

identify thresholds that may be considered to determine whether an impact is 

significant. Using these thresholds the proposed Project would be considered to have a 

significant noise impacts if it were to: 

 Expose persons to or generate noise levels in excess of standards established in the 

local city or county General Plan or noise ordinance, or applicable standard of other 

agencies; 

 Expose persons to or generate excessive ground-borne vibrations or ground-borne 

noise levels;   
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Table 3.6-2 Noise Compatibility Guidelines 

Land Use Category 

Community Noise Exposure – Ldn or CNEL, dBA 

55       60 65       70      75 80 

Residential – Low Density Single Family, 
Duplex, Mobile Homes 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Residential – Multiple Family 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Transient Lodging – Motels, Hotels 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Schools, Libraries, Churches, Hospitals, 
Nursing Homes 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Auditoriums, Concert Halls, 
Amphitheaters 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Sports Arena, Outdoor Spectator Sports 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Playgrounds, Neighborhood Parks 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Golf Courses, Riding Stables, Water 
Recreation, Cemeteries 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Office Buildings, Businesses, 
Commercial, and Professional 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Industrial, Manufacturing, Utilities, 
Agriculture 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 Normally Acceptable. Specified land use is satisfactory based upon the assumption that any buildings involved are of 
normal conventional construction, without any special noise insulation requirements. 

 
 Conditionally Acceptable. New construction or development should be undertaken only after a detailed analysis of the 

noise reduction requirements is made and needed noise insulation features are included in the design. Conventional 
construction, but with closed windows and fresh air supply systems or air conditioning will normally suffice. Outdoor 
environment will seem noisy.  

 Normally Unacceptable. New construction or development should generally be discouraged. If new construction or 
development does proceed, a detailed analysis of the noise reduction requirements must be made with needed noise 
insulation features included in the design. Outdoor areas must be shielded.  

 Clearly Unacceptable. New construction or development should generally not be undertaken. Construction costs to make 
the indoor environment acceptable would be prohibitive and the outdoor environment would not be usable. 

Source: State of California Governor’s Office of Planning and Research (OPR), 2003 General Plan Guidelines. 
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Table 3.6-3 Non-transportation Noise Standards- Average (dBA Leq)/ 
Maximum (dBA Lmax)

a 

Receiving Land Use 

Outdoor Area Interior
b
 

Notes Daytime Nighttime Day and Night 

All Residential 55/70 50/65 35/55  

Transient Lodging 55/75 - 35/55 
c 

Hospitals and Nursing Homes 55/75 - 35/55 
d,e 

Theaters and Auditoriums - - 30/50 
e 

Churches, Meeting Halls, Schools, Libraries, 
etc. 

55/75 - 35/60 
e 

Office Buildings 60/75 - 45/65 
e 

Commercial Buildings 55/75 - 45/65 
e 

Playgrounds, Parks, etc. 65/75 - - 
e 

Industry 60/80 - 50/70 
e 

Notes: Leq= equivalent or energy-averaged sound level; Lmax= Highest root-mean-square3 sound level measured 
over a given period of time 
a 

The standards shall be reduced by 5 dBA for sounds consisting primarily of speech or music, and for recurring 
impulsive sounds. If the existing ambient noise level exceeds the standards, then the noise level standards shall be 
increased at 5-dBA increments to encompass the ambient.  
b
 Interior-noise-level standards are applied within noise sensitive areas of the various land uses, with windows and 

doors in the closed positions 
c
 Outdoor activity areas of transient lodging facilities are not commonly used during nighttime hours. 

d
 Hospitals are often noise-generating uses. The exterior-noise-level standards for hospitals are applicable only at 

clearly identified areas designated for outdoor relaxation by either hospital staff or patients. 
e
 The outdoor activity areas of these uses (if any), are not typically utilized during nighttime hours. 

Source: Solano County General Plan, Public Health and Safety Element, 2008 

 Result in substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the project 

vicinity above levels existing without the project; 

 Result in a substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise levels in the 

project vicinity above levels existing without the project;  

 Be located within an airport land use plan or, where such plan has been adopted, 

within 2 miles of a public airport and therefore expose people residing or working in 

the project areas to excess noise levels; or 

 Be located within the vicinity of a private airstrip and therefore expose people 

residing or working in the project area to excessive noise levels. 

 

The Project would not involve the use of any heavy equipment or processes that would 

result in significant levels of ground vibration (such as pile drivers), therefore ground-

borne vibration and noise levels are not discussed further in this section. 
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After construction there would not be any long-term noise generating activities, 

therefore there would be no permanent increase in noise levels and permanent 

increases in noise levels are not discussed further in this section. 

3.6.3 Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

Impacts and mitigation measures are described below both generally and by reach. 

Applicable impacts and mitigation measures for each reach are summarized in Table 

3.6-4, at the end of this section. 

General Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

Impact 3.6-1: Temporary Construction Noise Disturbance. 

Project construction would occur Monday through Friday between the hours of 7:00 

a.m. and 7:00 p.m. Noise impacts would occur primarily during reconfiguration and 

realignment activities in which heavy construction equipment would be used. 

Construction equipment used for channel reconfiguration and realignment would 

include front-end loaders, dump trucks, backhoes, bulldozers, and excavators. This 

equipment generates maximum noise levels of 76 to 82 dB at a distance of 50 feet 

(HAW, 2006).  

 

Channel reconfiguration and realignment activities would result in a temporary increase 

in noise levels in the Project vicinity. Noise from construction equipment (76 to 82 dB 

Lmax at 50 feet) would be substantially higher than background ambient noise levels of 

39 to 44 dB Ldn in rural agricultural settings when construction equipment is in 

operation. Temporary construction noise would be significant at residences within 400 

feet of the Project site, because noise levels would be at 60 dB or higher at this distance 

and normal conversation is disturbed at levels above 60 dB (Caltrans, 1998). The 

implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.6-1 would reduce temporary construction 

noise but the increases would still be potentially significant and unavoidable in six of 

the reaches.  

 

Temporary construction noise in the City of Winters would be compliant with the City of 

Winters Municipal Code; therefore, construction noise impacts would be considered less 

than significant at residences in the City of Winters. 

 

Noise from construction equipment would exceed the Solano County daytime non-

transportation noise standards, shown in Table 3.6-3, at residences closest to the 
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Project site in Solano County. This conflict with the Solano County General Plan Noise 

Element would result in a potentially significant impact. 

 

Yolo County does not have a noise ordinance or other noise enforcement code at the 

present time. Therefore, noise levels at residences in Yolo County would not conflict 

with any standards. 

 

With implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.6-1 the potential conflicts of construction 

noise with local noise standards (Solano County) would still be potentially significant and 

unavoidable in three of the reaches, as described below in Site-Specific Impacts and 

Mitigation. 

Mitigation Measure 3.6-1: Noise Reducing Construction Practices. 

The following mitigation measures shall be implemented to reduce noise impacts of 

construction activities within 400 feet of residences: 

 Limit construction activities in all cases to 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. 

 Configure the construction site in a manner that keeps noisier equipment and 

activities as far as possible from noise sensitive locations, including the placement of 

staging areas as far as practicable from nearby residences. 

 Require that all construction equipment powered by gasoline or diesel engines have 

sound-control devices that are at least as effective as those originally provided by 

the manufacturer. 

 Preventing excessive noise by shutting down idle vehicles or equipment. 

 When practical, use noise barriers between major construction activities and noise 

sensitive land uses or take advantage of existing barrier features (e.g., terrain to 

block sound transmission to noise-sensitive land uses). To be effective, the barriers 

shall break the line of sight between the noise-sensitive use and on-site construction 

equipment. 

 Designate an on-site construction complaint and enforcement manager for the 

project and notify neighbors and occupants within 400 feet of the Project 

construction area at least 30 days in advance of extreme noise generating activities 

about the estimated duration of the activity. 
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Site-Specific Impacts and Mitigation Measures  

NAWCA/Mariani 

Project activities in this reach consist of maintenance and weed management. These 

activities do not require the use of heavy equipment, and would not result in a 

substantial amount of noise. Therefore, noise impacts on this reach would be less than 

significant. 

Duncan-Giovannoni 

Construction Impacts 3.6-1 and 3.6-2 could occur on this reach. This reach contains 

several residences on the Solano County side of the Project alignment, which could be 

affected by a substantial temporary increase in ambient noise levels. At these 

residences, the maximum noise levels from heavy equipment could also exceed Solano 

County noise standards. Construction could be within 100 feet of residences and 

maximum noise levels could be as high as 75 dB at the closest location to construction. 

Therefore, temporary construction noise impacts in this reach would be potentially 

significant at these residences. The implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.6-1 would 

reduce temporary construction noise impacts. Because the construction could be very 

close to residences and noise barriers may not be feasible, noise impacts would remain 

significant and unavoidable. 

 

The El Rio Villa development lies 800 feet to the north of this reach in Yolo County. At a 

distance of 800 feet, temporary construction noise would be less than significant at 

these residences. 

Winters Putah Creek Nature Park 

Stream restoration and recreational improvements proposed for this reach have already 

been implemented as part of the Winters Putah Creek project. Maintenance activities 

proposed by the Project would not adversely affect noise levels or sensitive receptors in 

this reach. 

East of 505  

Construction Impact 3.6-2 could occur on this reach. This reach contains the El Rio Villa 

residential development 1,000 feet northeast of the eastern side of the reach in Yolo 

County. Yolo County does not have a noise ordinance or other noise enforcement code 

at this time. At a distance of 1,000 feet, temporary construction noise would be less 

than significant at these residences. 
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Warren 

Construction Impacts 3.6-1 and 3.6-2 could occur on this reach. This reach contains two 

residences about 300 to 500 feet southeast of Project construction in Solano County. At 

these residences, the maximum noise levels from heavy equipment would be 57 to 

63 dB. Noise would not exceed Solano County noise standards, but would result in a 

substantial temporary increase in ambient noise levels at the residence within 400 feet 

of the Project alignment. Temporary construction noise impacts in this reach would be 

potentially significant. The implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.6-1 would reduce 

temporary construction noise impacts. Since construction could be very close to 

residences and noise barriers may not be feasible, noise impacts would remain 

significant and unavoidable. 

 

This reach also contains the El Rio Villa residential development 1,000 feet northeast of 

the eastern side of the reach in Yolo County. At a distance of 1,000 feet, temporary 

construction noise would be less than significant at these residences.  

Upper McNamara 

This reach contains no sensitive receptors in the Project vicinity. Temporary 

construction noise in the reach would be less than significant. 

Lower McNamara 

This reach contains no sensitive receptors in the Project vicinity. Temporary 

construction noise in the reach would be less than significant. 

MacQuiddy (Lester) 

Construction Impacts 3.6-1 and 3.6-2 could occur on this reach. This reach contains a 

residence 50 feet east of the southeast corner in Solano County. At this residence, the 

maximum noise levels from heavy equipment could be as high as 82 dB. Noise from 

construction could exceed Solano County noise standards and result in a substantial 

temporary increase in ambient noise levels. Construction noise in this reach would 

result in a potentially significant impact. The implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.6-1 would reduce temporary construction noise. Since construction could be very 

close to residences and noise barriers may not be feasible, noise impacts would remain 

significant and unavoidable. 
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Russell Ranch 

Construction Impacts 3.6-1 and 3.6-2 could occur on this reach. This reach contains rural 

residences 150 to 200 feet north of the Project alignment in Yolo County, and a 

residence 150 feet south of the alignment in Solano County. At these residences, 

maximum noise from construction equipment could be 67 and 70 dB. Noise levels would 

not exceed Solano County noise standards, but could result in a substantial temporary 

increase in ambient noise levels at the residences within 400 feet of the Project 

alignment. Temporary construction noise impacts in this reach would be potentially 

significant. The implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.6-1 would reduce temporary 

construction noise impacts. Since construction could be very close to residences and 

noise barriers may not be feasible, noise impacts would remain significant and 

unavoidable. 

Stevenson Bridge  

Construction Impact 3.6-2 could occur on this reach. There are rural residences located 

to the northwest of Stevenson Bridge in Yolo County approximately 150 feet from the 

Project alignment. Construction equipment would produce maximum noise levels of 

70 dB when equipment is closest to the residences, which would result in a potentially 

significant impact. The implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.6-1 would reduce 

temporary construction noise impacts. Since construction could be very close to 

residences, and noise barriers may not be feasible, noise impacts would remain 

significant and unavoidable. 

Glide Ranch 

Construction Impacts 3.6-1 and 3.6-2 would occur on this reach. Several rural residential 

complexes lie 50 to 200 feet south of the Project alignment in Solano County. At these 

residences, maximum noise levels from heavy equipment could be 66 to 82 dB when 

used nearest to these homes. Noise levels would exceed Solano County noise standards 

and create a substantial temporary increase in ambient noise levels, resulting in a 

potentially significant impact. The implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.6-1 would 

reduce temporary construction noise impacts. Since construction could be very close to 

residences and noise barriers may not be feasible, noise impacts would remain 

significant and unavoidable. 

Nishikawa 

This reach contains no sensitive receptors in the Project vicinity. The effects of 

temporary construction noise in the reach would be less than significant. 
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Olmo-Hammond-UCD 

This reach contains no sensitive receptors in the Project vicinity. Temporary 

construction noise in the reach would be less than significant. 

I-80 to Old Davis Road 

Construction Impacts 3.6-1 and 3.6-2 would occur on this reach. This reach contains one 

residence 550 feet to the south of Putah Creek alignment in Solano County. At this 

distance, maximum noise levels from heavy equipment would not exceed Solano County 

noise standards or result in a substantial temporary increase in ambient noise levels. 

Therefore, temporary construction noise impacts on this reach would be less than 

significant. 

Old Davis Road to Mace 

This reach contains no sensitive receptors in the Project vicinity. Temporary 

construction noise in the reach would be less than significant. 

Mace to Road 106A 

Construction Impact 3.6-2 could occur on this reach. This reach contains one large 

residence approximately 425 feet north of the Project alignment in Yolo County. Yolo 

County does not have a noise ordinance or other noise enforcement code at this time. 

At a distance of 425 feet, maximum noise from construction equipment would be 59 dB 

at this residence. Therefore, noise impacts in this reach would be less than significant. 

Road 106A to Yolo Bypass Wildlife Area 

This reach contains no sensitive receptors in the Project vicinity. Temporary 

construction noise in the reach would be less than significant. 
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Table 3.6-4 Summary of Noise Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

Sites 

Impact 3.6-1 
Temporary 

Construction Noise  

Applicable 
Mitigation 
Measures 

NAWCA/Mariani LTS n/a 

Duncan-Giovannoni SU MM 3.6-1 

Winters Putah Creek Nature Park LTS n/a 

505 E Channel Restoration LTS n/a 

Warren Weed Control SU MM 3.6-1 

Upper McNamara Pool LTS n/a 

Lower McNamara Pool LTS n/a 

Russell Ranch SU MM 3.6-1 

MacQuiddy Lester SU MM 3.6-1 

Stevenson Bridge SU MM 3.6-1 

Glide Ranch SU MM 3.6-1 

Nishikawa LTS n/a 

Olmo-Hammond-UCD LTS n/a 

I-80 to Old Davis Road LTS n/a 

Old Davis Road to Mace LTS n/a 

Mace to Road 106A  LTS n/a 

Road 106A to YBWA LTS n/a 
Notes: NI = No Impact;  LTS = Less than Significant; SU = Significant and Unavoidable. 
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3.7 HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 

This section discusses the potential presence of hazardous materials and conditions 

within the Project Area and analyzes the potential risk of these conditions to existing 

and proposed receptors. The analysis is based primarily on a screening-level 

environmental assessment, which included site visits by BSK Associates (BSK) technical 

staff, review of aerial photographs and topographic maps and relevant environmental 

documents, and review of regulatory agency databases and web sites.  

 

Thresholds for measuring a project’s environmental impacts in this PEIR are drawn from 

California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Appendix G (OPR, 2013). The 

following Appendix G impact topics are not addressed in this PEIR because the Project 

has no potential to affect them: 

 Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through the routine 

transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials. 

 Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous materials, 

substances, or waste within 0.25-mile of an existing or proposed school. 

 Be located within an airport land use plan, or where such a plan has not been 

adopted, within 2 miles of a public airport or public use airport, and result in a safety 

hazard for people residing or working in the project area. 

 Be located within the vicinity of a private airstrip, and result in a safety hazard for 

people residing or working in the project area. 

 Impair implementation of or physically interfere with an adopted emergency 

response plan or emergency evacuation plan. 

3.7.1 Setting 

Environmental Setting 

Project Area Conditions 

A screening environmental assessment was conducted to evaluate conditions in the 

Project Area and adjacent properties that could represent a potential public health and 

safety hazard (BSK, 2014) (see Appendix G of this EIR). The focus of the screening 

environmental assessment was to determine the presence or likely presence of any 

current conditions that indicate an existing release, a past release, or a material threat 

of a release of hazardous substances and/or petroleum products into the ground, 

groundwater, or surface water.  
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The Project Area was assessed for material evidence of current and/or past use or 

storage of toxic or hazardous materials; including visible on-site ponds, landfills, or other 

disposal units; above ground or underground storage tanks (USTs) or other chemical 

storage containers; electrical transformers containing polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs); 

and, where field review occurred, visible soil discoloration. Surrounding properties were 

screened to evaluate any potential impacts to the Project Area or associated site 

restoration activities from a known or an indicated release of hazardous substance or 

petroleum products. Non-point sources were not considered in the evaluation, because 

the primary objective of the assessment was to identify potential point source release of 

hazardous substances or petroleum products, and no indication of non-point source 

releases was identified in the initial review of State and federal documentation. As 

described below, based on the results of the screening environmental assessment, no 

known hazardous materials or a history of hazardous material usage or contamination 

within the Project Area were identified (BSK, 2014). Documented hazardous material 

sites in the Project Vicinity are described below in the Environmental Setting. 

Materials Storage 

During the assessment no evidence of hazardous materials storage was identified within 

the Project Area including: 

 Underground Storage Tanks (USTs). 

 Aboveground Storage Tanks (ASTs). 

 Potential Polychlorinated Biphenyl (PCB)-containing equipment. 

Pits, Ponds, and Lagoons 

No readily identifiable hazardous storage pits, ponds, or lagoons associated with were 

noted during the Project Area reconnaissance, and no evidence was seen in historical 

photographs or topographic maps of the Project Area obtained through Environmental 

Data Resources, Inc. (EDR).  

Other Physical Evidence of Contamination 

Rural farms may contain underground fuel tanks associated with fueling farm vehicles 

and above ground tanks for storing agricultural products including pesticides and 

herbicides. Project Area reconnaissance identified a few locations that were visible 

features on the banks above, but well outside, the Project Area that may be storage 

tanks for agricultural refueling or chemical storage (BSK, 2014, pp. 3-4).  
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Agency Record Review  

BSK reviewed the following regulatory agencies websites to obtain reasonably 

ascertainable and practically reviewable documentation regarding environmental 

conditions present in the site area and nearby properties (BSK, 2014, p. 2).  

 

Databases reviewed include:  

 State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB), GeoTracker Website 

 Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC), EnviroStor Website and Record 

Search 

 

These databases did not list any locations in the Project Area subject to past or present 

environmental remediation related to hazards or hazardous substances. The databases 

identified several off-site properties outside of the Project Area as former Leaking 

Underground Storage Site (LUST) Cleanup Sites. All are located north of the Winters 

Putah Creek Nature Park Reach: 

 Lowrie Truck: 9 Main Street E, Winters CA. approximately 700 feet north of the 

Project Area 

 Barbos’a Auto Center, 400 Railroad Ave, Winters California, approximately 715 feet 

north of the Project Area 

 Winters Fire Department 10 Abbey Street, Winters , approximately 725 feet north of 

the Project Area 

 

All three sites underwent remediation and were issued no further action (NFA) letters, 

indicating that clean-up actions were complete (BSK, 2014, pp. 2-3).  

 

The Laboratory for Energy-Related Health Research (LEHR) site is located on Old Davis 

Road, Davis, approximately 355 feet north of the Project Area on approximately 

15 acres. The LEHR site is northeast of the eastern edge of the Interstate 80 (I-80) to Old 

Davis Road reach and directly north of the western end of the Old Davis Road to Mace 

reach. The LEHR site was placed on the federal Superfund list in May 1994. The 

University of California at Davis (UCD) disposed of University wastes in separate landfills 

and trenches from 1940s through the mid-1960s. For approximately 35 years, 

Department of Energy (DOE) conducted radiological studies on laboratory animals. 

Laboratory and animal wastes generated by those experiments were disposed of in 

trenches, pits, and septic systems. Initial remedial actions to address the contamination 

included the removal of “bioparts,” waste sludge and other radioactive materials and 
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containers. Approximately 8,500 cubic yards of contaminated soil and debris were 

removed by 2008. The DOE and UCD have entered into agreements with State and 

federal environmental agencies (DTSC, RWQCB, and U.S. Environmental Protection 

Agency [US EPA]) to address the contamination (BSK, 2014, pp. 3-4). The US EPA has 

determined that the LEHR site does not pose an immediate risk to people or the 

environment (US EPA, 2015).  

Other Environmental Hazards 

Pipelines and Pipes 

For discussion and analysis of potential Project impacts related to pipelines, see Section 

3.14, Utilities. 

Impacts on an Emergency Response Plan or Emergency Evacuation Plan 

For discussion and analysis of potential Project impacts on emergency access, see 

Section 3.12, Transportation/Traffic. 

Hazards from Mosquitos  

Mosquitos breed in ponds, wet meadows, and slow-moving creeks and ditches where 

ponding occurs due to obstructions, overflow of banks, excessive siltation and back-

eddies created from low water flow during the dry months. Mosquitos have been linked 

to both wildlife and human health risks associated with West Nile virus. Consequently 

modification of drainage ways (digging, and filling, etc.) is often necessary to allow free 

flow of water (Sacramento-Yolo Mosquito and Vector Control District – Mosquito 

Reduction Best Management Practices, 2008, p. 16).  

Illicit Methamphetamine Production 

Methamphetamine labs are dangerous sources of toxic chemicals in the State of 

California. These chemicals are typically flammable and explosive (Office of the Attorney 

General, 2014, p. 16). Furthermore, these chemicals have long-lasting effects within the 

facilities where they are created. There have been documented reports of 

methamphetamine production in both Yolo and Solano Counties. The closest 

documented occurrence to the Project Area occurred in Winters in 2001 (DTSC, 2011, 

p. 496). 

Illicit Marijuana Cultivation 

Illegal marijuana cultivation occurs throughout California and has been documented 

along Putah Creek near Winters. In 2013, Department of Fish and Wildlife officials 
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discovered an illegal marijuana cultivation consisting of 2,658 plants hidden in dense 

foliage near the banks of Putah Creek. Newspaper accounts of the event state only that 

the cultivation area was “west of Winters” and “near the banks of the creek,” and so it is 

unclear whether the cultivation area was within the Project Area (Woodland Daily 

Democrat, 2013; Davis Enterprise, 2013). Marijuana cultivation requires a variety of 

measures to maintain and preserve the plants. This creates the potential for growers to 

use harmful pesticides, rodenticides, and fertilizers (Office of the Attorney General, 

2014, p. 12). Improperly disposed chemicals are deposited in the area with the potential 

to enter rivers or forms of drinking water. For example, in the Putah Creek cultivation 

incident described above, law enforcement authorities discovered at the site an illegal 

pesticide, “Furnan” (Carbofuran) (Woodland Daily Democrat, 2013). 

Project Area Conditions by Reach 

NAWCA/Mariani, Duncan-Giovannoni 

No hazards or hazardous materials sites have been identified within or in the vicinity of 

these reaches.  

Winters Putah Creek Nature Park 

As discussed above, SWRCB and DTSC databases identify three off-site properties north 

of the Project Area in this reach as former LUST cleanup sites. All three sites underwent 

remediation and were issued no further action (NFA) letters, indicating that clean-up 

actions were complete (BSK, 2014, pp. 2-3).  

East of 505, Warren, Upper McNamara, Lower McNnamara, MacQuiddly (Lester), 

Russell Ranch, Stevenson Bridge, Glide Ranch, Nishikawa, Olmo-Hammond-UCD 

No hazards or hazardous materials sites have been identified within or in the vicinity of 

these reaches.  

I-80 to Old Davis Road, Old Davis Road to Mace 

Both of these reaches are in the vicinity of the former Laboratory of Energy-related 

Health Research (LEHR) (UC Davis, 1995, p. 48, Figure 2). The LEHR site is northeast of 

the eastern edge of the I-80 to Old Davis Road reach and directly north of the western 

end of the Old Davis Road to Mace reach. As discussed above, UCD and DOE disposed of 

laboratory and animal wastes, including from radiological studies, in trenches, pits, and 

septic systems. DOE and UCD have entered into agreements with State and federal 

environmental agencies (DTSC, RWQCB, and US EPA) and remediation of the site is 
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ongoing (BSK, 2014, pp. 3-4). The US EPA has determined that the LEHR site does not 

pose an immediate risk to people or the environment (US EPA, 2015).  

Mace to Road 106A, Road 106A to Yolo Bypass Wildlife Area 

No hazards or hazardous materials sites have been identified within or in the vicinity of 

these reaches.  

Regulatory Setting 

Definition of Hazardous Materials 

A material is considered hazardous if it appears on a list of hazardous materials 

prepared by a federal, State, or local agency, or if it has characteristics defined as 

hazardous by such an agency. A hazardous material is defined in the California Health 

and Safety Code and Title 22 of the California Code of Regulations (CCR) as: 

 

(A)ny material that, because of its quantity, concentration, or physical or chemical 

characteristics, poses a significant present or potential hazard to human health and 

safety or to the environment if released into the workplace or the environment. 

“Hazardous materials” include, but are not limited to, hazardous substances, 

hazardous waste, and any material that a handler or the administering agency has a 

reasonable basis for believing that it would be injurious to the health and safety of 

persons or harmful to the environment if released into the workplace or the 

environment (Health and Safety Code section 25501, subdivision (p) cited in 22 CCR 

Section 66260.10, “Hazardous Material”). 

 

Chemical and physical properties cause a substance to be considered hazardous, 

including the properties of toxicity, ignitability, corrosivity, and reactivity. These terms 

are defined in the CCR, Title 22, Sections 66261.20-66261.24. 

Federal Regulations 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

The US EPA is responsible for researching and setting national standards for a variety of 

environmental programs and in certain cases, it delegates responsibility to states and 

tribes for issuing permits and monitoring and enforcing compliance. 

 

Historically, US EPA the principal agency at the federal level enforcing standards for the 

generation, transport, and disposal of hazardous waste, acting under the authority of 
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the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). As of August 1, 1992, however, the 

US EPA authorized the DTSC to implement the State’s hazardous waste management 

program for the US EPA. The US EPA continues to enforce regulation of hazardous 

substances under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and 

Liability Act (CERCLA). 

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act 

CERCLA, commonly known as Superfund, was enacted by Congress on December 11, 

1980. This law created a tax on the chemical and petroleum industries and provided 

broad federal authority to respond directly to releases or threatened releases of 

hazardous substances that may endanger public health or the environment. CERCLA 

established prohibitions and requirements concerning closed and abandoned hazardous 

waste sites, provided for liability of persons responsible for releases of hazardous waste 

at these sites, and established a trust fund to provide for cleanup when no responsible 

party could be identified. 

 

The law authorizes two kinds of response actions: short-term removals, where actions 

may be taken to address releases or threatened releases requiring prompt response, 

and long-term remedial response actions. Long-term remedial response actions 

permanently and significantly reduce the dangers associated with releases or threats of 

releases of hazardous substances that are serious, but not immediately life threatening. 

These actions can be conducted only at sites listed on US EPA's National Priorities List 

(NPL). 

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 

The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), 42 U.S.C Sections 6901 et seq. 

(1976), gave US EPA the authority to control hazardous waste from the "cradle-to-

grave." This includes the generation, transportation, treatment, storage, and disposal of 

hazardous waste, as well a framework for the management of specific non-hazardous 

wastes. 

 

The1986 amendments to RCRA enabled US EPA to address environmental problems that 

could result from underground tanks storing petroleum and other hazardous 

substances. RCRA focuses only on active and future facilities and does not address 

abandoned or historical sites (see CERCLA). 

 

The Federal Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) are 1984 amendments to 

RCRA that required phasing out land disposal of hazardous waste. Some of the other 
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mandates of this law include increased US EPA enforcement authority, more stringent 

hazardous waste management standards, and a comprehensive underground storage 

tank program. 

Federal Toxic Substances Control Act 

The Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) authorizes the US EPA to secure information on 

all new and existing chemical substances and to control any of these substances 

determined to cause an unreasonable risk to public health or the environment. TSCA 

also includes requirements for the storage, use, and disposal of polychlorinated 

biphenyl (PCB)-containing materials. 

Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act 

The Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA), United States Code 

sections 136 et seq., provides federal control of pesticide distribution, sale, and use. US 

EPA was given authority under FIFRA not only to study the consequences of pesticide 

usage but also to require users (farmers, utility companies, and others) to register when 

purchasing pesticides. Through later amendments to the law, users also must take 

exams for certification as applicators of pesticides. All pesticides used in the U.S. must 

be registered (licensed) by the US EPA. Registration assures that pesticides will be 

properly labeled and will not cause unreasonable harm to the environment if used in 

accordance with specifications. 

State Regulations 

The California Environmental Protection Agency (Cal/EPA) and the SWRCB establish 

rules governing the use of hazardous materials and the management of hazardous 

waste. Within Cal/EPA, the DTSC has primary regulatory responsibility for the 

management of hazardous materials and the generation, transport, and disposal of 

hazardous waste. DTSC also delegates enforcement to local jurisdictions that enter into 

agreements with the agency. 

California Health and Safety Code 

Hazardous materials release response plans and inventory requirements are set forth in 

Chapter 6.95 of Division 20 of the California Health and Safety Code (Section 25500 et 

seq.). Response plans and inventories are implemented by local governments. In Solano 

County, this function is performed by the Solano County Department of Resource 

Management, Environmental Health Services Division (County of Solano, 2015a). In Yolo 

County, the Yolo County Environmental Health Services Division implements response 

plans and inventories (County of Yolo, 2015). 
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California Water Code 

California Water Code section 231 requires the California Department of Water 

Resources (DWR) to develop well standards to protect California’s groundwater quality. 

DWR published two bulletins that encompass the complete minimum requirements for 

constructing, altering, maintaining, and destroying water wells, monitoring wells, and 

cathodic protection wells. The standards in DWR Bulletin 74-81 (December 1981) and 

DWR Bulletin 74-90 (June 1991 supplement to 74-81) apply to all water well drillers in 

California and the local agencies that oversee them. 

Hazardous Waste Control Laws 

The California Hazardous Waste Control Law (HWCL) is the State's equivalent to RCRA 

and closely parallels RCRA by regulating the generation, storage, transportation, 

treatment, and disposal of hazardous waste in the State. The primary authority for 

enforcement of HWCL and RCRA lies with the DTSC, which has been authorized by the 

US EPA to administer all regulations issued under both statutes. 

Government Code Section 65962.5 (“Cortese List” Statute) 

Government Code section 65962.5 was originally enacted in 1985 and provides for 

identification of hazardous waste facilities and land designated as hazardous waste 

property. The list, or a site's presence on the list, affects the local permitting process as 

well as compliance with CEQA. While Government Code Section 65962.5 makes 

reference to the preparation of a “list,” technology has changed since the law’s 

enactment, and this information is now largely available on the Internet sites of the 

responsible State agencies. Parties requesting a copy of the Cortese “list” are now 

referred directly to the appropriate Internet web sites of the boards or departments 

that are referenced in the statute (Cal/EPA, 2007). 

Regional Regulations 

Yolo –Solano Air Quality Management District (YSAQMD) 

The Yolo-Solano Air Quality Management District protects human health and property 

from air pollution and was established in 1971 by a joint powers agreement between 

the Yolo and Solano County Boards of Supervisors. The District’s jurisdiction extends 

over all of Yolo County and the northeast portion of Solano County, from Vacaville on 

the west, to Rio Vista on the south (YSAQMD, 2015). Under District Rule 4002, the 

YSAQMD adopted regulations and policies implementing asbestos demolition and 

renovation requirements developed by the US EPA, known as the National Emission 

Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP). NESHAP requires that a thorough 
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inspection for asbestos-containing material be conducted before any regulated facility is 

demolished or renovated (CARB, 2013). 

Mosquito Vector Control Districts 

The two Mosquito Vector Control Districts that have jurisdiction over the Project Area 

include the Sacramento-Yolo Mosquito and Vector Control District (SYMVCD) and the 

Solano County Mosquito Abatement District (SCMAD). These agencies create and 

implement policies and strategies to control and prevent mosquitos in their respective 

jurisdictions.  

 

SCMAD requires that construction of new ditches must be undertaken to maintain 

adequate circulation of water (Solano County Mosquito Abatement District- Mosquito 

Prevention Criteria 2015a). SYMVCD established the following Best Management 

Practices (BMPs) to promote mosquito reduction: 

1. Prevent or eliminate unnecessary standing water that stands for more than 72-96 

hours during mosquito season which can start as early as March and extend through 

October depending on weather. 

2. Maintain access for District staff to monitor and treat mosquito breeding sources. 

3. Minimize emergent vegetation and surface debris on the water. 

4. Contact the District for technical guidance or assistance in implementing mosquito 

reduction BMPs. 

(SYMVCD, 2008, p. 16)  

 

Additionally, the California Department of Public Health (CDPH) and the Mosquito and 

Vector Control Association of California have developed recommended BMPs that may 

be voluntarily adopted by property owners and managers to manage this naturally 

occurring risk (CDPH, 2012, pp. iv, 4-6, 14-17). 

Local Regulations 

County Environmental Health Services Departments  

The Solano County Department of Resource Management, Environmental Health 

Services Division is the Certified Unified Program Agency (CUPA) for all cities and 

unincorporated areas within Solano County (County of Solano, 2015a). The 

corresponding Yolo County entity is Yolo County Environmental Health County (County 

of Yolo, 2015).  
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These agencies conduct site inspections of all hazardous materials programs (e.g., 

aboveground and underground tanks, hazardous waste treatment, hazardous waste 

generators, hazardous materials management plans, etc.). They also provide emergency 

response to chemical events to furnish substance identification; health and 

environmental risk assessment; air, soil, water, and waste sample collection; incident 

mitigation and cleanup feasibility options; and on-scene coordination for State 

Superfund incidents. The agencies provide the oversight, investigation, and remediation 

of unauthorized releases from underground tanks. 

Solano County General Plan 

The following the Solano County General Plan policies relate to hazardous materials and 

the proposed Project (County of Solano, 2008, pp. HS-51 to HS-52): 

 

Policy HS.P-26: Minimize the risks associated with transporting, storing, and using 

hazardous materials through methods that include careful land use planning and 

coordination with appropriate federal, State, or County agencies. 

 

Policy HS.P-27: Work to reduce the health risks associated with naturally occurring 

hazardous materials such as radon, asbestos, or mercury. 

 

Policy HS.P-28: Encourage the use of programs and products by businesses that will 

result in a reduction of hazardous waste and materials. 

 

Policy HS.P-29: Promote hazardous waste management strategies in this order of 

priority: source reduction, recycling and reuse, on-site treatment, off-site treatment, 

and residuals disposal. 

Yolo County General Plan 

The following the Yolo County General Plan policies relate to hazardous materials and 

the proposed Project (County of Yolo, 2009): 

 

Policy HS-4.1 Minimize exposure to the harmful effects of hazardous materials and 

waste. 

 

Policy HS-4.3 Encourage the reduction of solid and hazardous wastes generated in 

the county. 
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Solano County Code 

The following section from the Solano County Code is relevant to hazardous materials 

and the proposed Project (County of Solano, 2015b): 

Except as provided in Chapter 2.2, any use of land or buildings must meet the 

applicable performance standards listed below: 

All uses are prohibited from discharging liquid, solid, toxic, or hazardous wastes 

onto or into the ground and into streams, lakes, or rivers except as allowed by 

applicable local, State and federal laws and regulations. 

 

The handling and storage of hazardous materials, the discharge of hazardous 

materials into the air and water, and the disposal of hazardous waste in 

connection with all uses shall be in conformance with all applicable local, State, 

and federal regulations. 

3.7.2 Significance Criteria 

The following thresholds for measuring a project’s environmental impacts are based on 

CEQA Guidelines Appendix G standards of significance (OPR, 2013). For the purposes of 

this PEIR, impacts are considered significant if any of the following could result from 

implementation of the proposed Project: 

1. Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through reasonably 

foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the release of hazardous 

materials into the environment. 

2. Be located on a site that is included on a list of hazardous materials sites compiled 

pursuant to Government Code section 65962.5 and, as a result, would create a 

significant hazard to the public or the environment.  

3. Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving 

wildland fires, including where wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas or where 

residences are intermixed with wildlands. 

3.7.3 Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

Impacts and mitigation measures are described below both generally and by reach. 

Applicable impacts and mitigation measures for each reach are summarized in Table 

3.7-1, at the end of this section. 
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General Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

Impact 3.7-1: Hazards from Existing Contaminated Sites. 

The Project Area is not included on a list of hazardous materials sites pursuant to 

Government Code section 65962.5 (Cortese List) and a screening level environmental 

hazard assessment did not identify any on-site hazards or hazardous substances. Three 

former LUST Cleanup Sites are located near the Project Area, but all three sites 

underwent remediation and were issued no further action (NFA) letters, indicating that 

clean-up actions are complete (BSK, 2014, pp. 2-3). The LEHR Superfund site is located 

near the Project Area. The responsible parties for this site, DOE and UCD, have entered 

into agreements with State and federal environmental agencies and remediation of the 

site is ongoing (BSK, 2014, pp. 3-4). The US EPA has determined that the LEHR site does 

not pose an immediate risk to people or the environment (US EPA, 2015). Project 

activities would have no effect on these off-site areas and would not increase potential 

environmental hazards potentially associated with these sites. 

 

If soil or groundwater contamination were encountered in the Project Area during the 

course of construction, project workers could be affected, and, if contaminated soil 

were placed in the streambed, water quality impacts may occur. This potentially 

significant impact would be mitigated to a less-than-significant level through 

implementation of the following mitigation measure. 

Mitigation 3.7-1: Procedures if Hazardous Materials Discovered. 

If evidence of hazardous materials is discovered during Project activities, the Applicant 

shall notify the appropriate County Environmental Health Services. The Applicant shall 

test and analyze the materials following proper protocols to determine the presence of 

hazardous substances prior to making arrangements for off-site reuse/recycling or 

disposal. Testing shall be performed according to one of the following methods: 

1. The method recommended by the County Environmental Health Services in the 

county in which the materials are located. 

2. If the County Environmental Health Services does not specify a method, then the 

potentially hazardous material shall be tested as follows: 

a. Conduct representative sampling of the material in accordance with procedures 

specified in Section One of “Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste, 

Physical/Chemical Methods” SW-846, 3rd Edition, US EPA (US EPA, 2014; US EPA, 

2013). 
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b. Arrange for testing of the material by a laboratory following the analytical 

procedures outlined in CCR Title 22, Division 4.5. The laboratory performing the 

testing shall be certified to perform the specific waste analysis by the State of 

California Department of Environmental Health. 

c. Deliver samples to the testing laboratory with a "Chain of Custody" type 

document which indicates the sample type, date and time sample was taken, 

sample size, source of the waste, quantity of the waste, the type of sample 

container, place and address of collection, and the name and signature of 

collector. 

3. If testing indicates the presence of contamination, then the contaminated materials 

shall be excavated and disposed of in a permitted off-site disposal facility prior to 

completion of construction. 

Impact 3.7-2: Contamination from Construction Equipment. 

The use of construction vehicles and equipment, such as trucks and excavators, could 

result in minor contamination releases from gasoline, oil, antifreeze, grease, or other 

equipment fluid drips or leaks within the Project Area. Implementation of Mitigation 

Measure 3.2-2 (Section 3.2, Water Quality) would reduce potential Project impacts 

related to hazardous materials release to less than significant.  

Impact 3.7-3:  Hazards from Misapplication of Herbicides 

As is analyzed in Section 3.2, Water Quality, misapplication of herbicides during 

activities to reduce invasive species and weeds could result in potential human health 

impacts. However, as detailed in Impact 3.2-4, proper application of the limited 

quantities of these herbicides as proposed by the Project would result in less-than-

significant human health risks. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 would 

reduce this potential impact to less than significant. 

Impact 3.7-4: Fire Hazards.  

Proposed Project construction and maintenance activities would not expose people or 

structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving wildland fires. In the long 

term, reduction of invasive riparian vegetation (such as Arundo and tamarisk) along the 

creek channel would reduce the risk of fire. Nonetheless, because construction and 

maintenance activities would be conducted using power equipment and vehicles, a 

potential exists for an accidental ignition of a wildland fire. Implementation of 

Mitigation Measure 3.7-2 would reduce this impact to less than significant by requiring 
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on-site fire suppression equipment and spark arrestors on all equipment with internal 

combustion engines and restricting activities on high fire danger days.  

Mitigation Measure 3.7-2: Fire Prevention Measures. 

1. All earthmoving and portable equipment with internal combustion engines shall be 

equipped with spark arrestors. 

2. Work crews shall have appropriate fire suppression equipment available at the work 

site. 

3. On days when the fire danger is high and a burn permit is required (as issued by the 

Yolo-Solano Air Quality Management District), flammable materials, including 

flammable vegetation slash, shall be kept at least 10 feet away from any equipment 

that could produce a spark, fire, or flame. 

Site-Specific Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

NAWCA/Mariani 

Hazardous Materials  

No hazards or hazardous materials sites have been identified within or in the vicinity of 

this reach. However, if hazardous materials were discovered in this reach during the 

course of construction, a potentially significant impact could arise. This impact would be 

mitigated to a less-than-significant level through implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.7-1. Mitigation Measure 3.2-2 (Section 3.2, Water Quality) would reduce potential 

risks related to construction vehicle and equipment fluid drips, spills, or leaks to a less-

than-significant level. 

 

As is analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, misapplication of herbicides during 

activities to reduce invasive species and weeds could result in potential environmental 

impact. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 would reduce this potential 

impact to less than significant. 

Fire Hazard  

There are no additional potential impacts of proposed Project activities in this reach 

besides those analyzed in Impact 3.7-4 above. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.7-2 would reduce this potential impact to less than significant.  
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Duncan-Giovannoni 

Hazardous Materials  

No hazards or hazardous materials sites have been identified within or in the vicinity of 

this reach. However, if hazardous materials were discovered in this reach during the 

course of construction, a potentially significant impact could arise. This impact would be 

mitigated to a less-than-significant level through implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.7-1. Mitigation Measure 3.2-2 would reduce potential risks related to construction 

vehicle and equipment fluid drips, spills, or leaks to a less-than-significant level. 

 

As is analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, misapplication of herbicides during 

activities to reduce invasive species and weeds could result in potential environmental 

impact. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 would reduce this potential 

impact to less than significant. 

Fire Hazard  

There are no additional potential impacts of proposed Project activities in this reach 

besides those analyzed in Impact 3.7-4 above. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.7-2 would reduce this potential impact to less than significant.  

Winters Putah Creek Nature Park 

Because restoration activities have already been completed for this reach, proposed 

Project activities would only involve maintenance. Thus, there is no impact in this reach 

related to hazardous materials being discovered in this reach during the course of 

construction. Mitigation Measure 3.2-2 (Section 3.2, Water Quality) would reduce 

potential risks related to construction vehicle and equipment fluid drips or leaks to a 

less-than-significant level. 

 

As is analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, misapplication of herbicides during 

activities to reduce invasive species and weeds could result in potential environmental 

impact. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 would reduce this potential 

impact to less than significant. 

East of 505 

Hazardous Materials  

No hazards or hazardous materials sites have been identified within or in the vicinity of 

this reach. However, if hazardous materials were discovered in this reach during the 
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course of construction, a potentially significant impact could arise. This impact would be 

mitigated to a less-than-significant level through implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.7-1. Mitigation Measure 3.2-2 (Section 3.2, Water Quality) would reduce potential 

risks related to construction vehicle and equipment fluid drips, spills, or leaks to a less-

than-significant level. 

 

As is analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, misapplication of herbicides during 

activities to reduce invasive species and weeds could result in potential environmental 

impact. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 would reduce this potential 

impact to less than significant. 

Fire Hazard  

There are no additional potential impacts of proposed Project activities in this reach 

besides those analyzed in Impacts 3.7-4 above. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.7-2 would reduce this potential impact to less than significant.  

Warren 

Hazardous Materials  

No hazards or hazardous materials sites have been identified within or in the vicinity of 

this reach. However, if hazardous materials were discovered in this reach during the 

course of construction, a potentially significant impact could arise. This impact would be 

mitigated to a less-than-significant level through implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.7-1. Mitigation Measure 3.2-2 (Section 3.2, Water Quality) would reduce potential 

risks related to construction vehicle and equipment fluid drips, spills, or leaks to a less-

than-significant level. 

 

As is analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, misapplication of herbicides during 

activities to reduce invasive species and weeds could result in potential environmental 

impact. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 would reduce this potential 

impact to less than significant. 

Fire Hazard  

There are no additional potential impacts of proposed Project activities in this reach 

besides those analyzed in Impacts 3.7-4 above. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.7-2 would reduce this potential impact to less than significant.  
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Upper McNamara 

Hazardous Materials  

No hazards or hazardous materials sites have been identified within or in the vicinity of 

this reach. However, if hazardous materials were discovered in this reach during the 

course of construction, a potentially significant impact could arise. This impact would be 

mitigated to a less-than-significant level through implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.7-1. Mitigation Measure 3.2-2 (Section 3.2, Water Quality) would reduce potential 

risks related to construction vehicle and equipment fluid drips, spills, or leaks to a less-

than-significant level. 

 

As is analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, misapplication of herbicides during 

activities to reduce invasive species and weeds could result in potential environmental 

impact. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 would reduce this potential 

impact to less than significant. 

Fire Hazard  

There are no additional potential impacts of proposed Project activities in this reach 

besides those analyzed in Impacts 3.7-4 above. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.7-2 would reduce this potential impact to less than significant.  

Lower McNamara 

Hazardous Materials  

No hazards or hazardous materials sites have been identified within or in the vicinity of 

this reach. However, if hazardous materials were discovered in this reach during the 

course of construction, a potentially significant impact could arise. This impact would be 

mitigated to a less-than-significant level through implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.7-1. Mitigation Measure 3.2-2 (Section 3.2, Water Quality) would reduce potential 

risks related to construction vehicle and equipment fluid drips, spills, or leaks to a less-

than-significant level. 

 

As is analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, misapplication of herbicides during 

activities to reduce invasive species and weeds could result in potential environmental 

impact. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 would reduce this potential 

impact to less than significant. 
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Fire Hazard  

There are no additional potential impacts of proposed Project activities in this reach 

besides those analyzed in Impacts 3.7-4 above. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.7-2 would reduce this potential impact to less than significant.  

MacQuiddy (Lester) 

Hazardous Materials  

No hazards or hazardous materials sites have been identified within or in the vicinity of 

this reach. However, if hazardous materials were discovered in this reach during the 

course of construction, a potentially significant impact could arise. This impact would be 

mitigated to a less-than-significant level through implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.7-1. Mitigation Measure 3.2-2 (Section 3.2, Water Quality) would reduce potential 

risks related to construction vehicle and equipment fluid drips, spills, or leaks to a less-

than-significant level. 

 

As is analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, misapplication of herbicides during 

activities to reduce invasive species and weeds could result in potential environmental 

impact. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 would reduce this potential 

impact to less than significant. 

Fire Hazard  

There are no additional potential impacts of proposed Project activities in this reach 

besides those analyzed in Impacts 3.7-4 above. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.7-2 would reduce this potential impact to less than significant.  

Russell Ranch 

Hazardous Materials  

No hazards or hazardous materials sites have been identified within or in the vicinity of 

this reach. However, if hazardous materials were discovered in this reach during the 

course of construction, a potentially significant impact could arise. This impact would be 

mitigated to a less-than-significant level through implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.7-1. Mitigation Measure 3.2-2 (Section 3.2, Water Quality) would reduce potential 

risks related to construction vehicle and equipment fluid drips, spills, or leaks to a less-

than-significant level. 
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As is analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, misapplication of herbicides during 

activities to reduce invasive species and weeds could result in potential environmental 

impact. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 would reduce this potential 

impact to less than significant. 

Fire Hazard  

There are no additional potential impacts of proposed Project activities in this reach 

besides those analyzed in Impacts 3.7-4 above. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.7-2 would reduce this potential impact to less than significant.  

Stevenson Bridge 

Hazardous Materials  

No hazards or hazardous materials sites have been identified within or in the vicinity of 

this reach. However, if hazardous materials were discovered in this reach during the 

course of construction, a potentially significant impact could arise. This impact would be 

mitigated to a less-than-significant level through implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.7-1. Mitigation Measure 3.2-2 (Section 3.2, Water Quality) would reduce potential 

risks related to construction vehicle and equipment fluid drips, spills, or leaks to a less-

than-significant level. 

 

As is analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, misapplication of herbicides during 

activities to reduce invasive species and weeds could result in potential environmental 

impact. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 would reduce this potential 

impact to less than significant. 

Fire Hazard  

There are no additional potential impacts of proposed Project activities in this reach 

besides those analyzed in Impacts 3.7-4 above. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.7-2 would reduce this potential impact to less than significant.  

Glide Ranch 

Hazardous Materials  

No hazards or hazardous materials sites have been identified within or in the vicinity of 

this reach. However, if hazardous materials were discovered in this reach during the 

course of construction, a potentially significant impact could arise. This impact would be 

mitigated to a less-than-significant level through implementation of Mitigation Measure 
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3.7-1. Mitigation Measure 3.2-2 (Section 3.2, Water Quality) would reduce potential 

risks related to construction vehicle and equipment fluid drips, spills, or leaks to a less-

than-significant level. 

 

As is analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, misapplication of herbicides during 

activities to reduce invasive species and weeds could result in potential environmental 

impact. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 would reduce this potential 

impact to less than significant. 

Fire Hazard  

There are no additional potential impacts of proposed Project activities in this reach 

besides those analyzed in Impacts 3.7-4 above. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.7-2 would reduce this potential impact to less than significant.  

Nishikawa 

Hazardous Materials  

No hazards or hazardous materials sites have been identified within or in the vicinity of 

this reach. However, if hazardous materials were discovered in this reach during the 

course of construction, a potentially significant impact could arise. This impact would be 

mitigated to a less-than-significant level through implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.7-1. Mitigation Measure 3.2-2 (Section 3.2, Water Quality) would reduce potential 

risks related to construction vehicle and equipment fluid drips, spills, or leaks to a less-

than-significant level. 

 

As is analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, misapplication of herbicides during 

activities to reduce invasive species and weeds could result in potential environmental 

impact. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 would reduce this potential 

impact to less than significant. 

Fire Hazard  

There are no additional potential impacts of proposed Project activities in this reach 

besides those analyzed in Impacts 3.7-4 above. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.7-2 would reduce this potential impact to less than significant.  
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Olmo-Hammond-UCD 

Hazardous Materials  

No hazards or hazardous materials sites have been identified within or in the vicinity of 

this reach. However, if hazardous materials were discovered in this reach during the 

course of construction, a potentially significant impact could arise. This impact would be 

mitigated to a less-than-significant level through implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.7-1. Mitigation Measure 3.2-2 (Section 3.2, Water Quality) would reduce potential 

risks related to construction vehicle and equipment fluid drips, spills, or leaks to a less-

than-significant level. 

 

As is analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, misapplication of herbicides during 

activities to reduce invasive species and weeds could result in potential environmental 

impact. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 would reduce this potential 

impact to less than significant. 

Fire Hazard  

There are no additional potential impacts of proposed Project activities in this reach 

besides those analyzed in Impacts 3.7-4 above. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.7-2 would reduce this potential impact to less than significant.  

I-80 to Old Davis Road 

Hazardous Materials  

No hazards or hazardous materials sites have been identified within or in the vicinity of 

this reach. However, if hazardous materials were discovered in this reach during the 

course of construction, a potentially significant impact could arise. This impact would be 

mitigated to a less-than-significant level through implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.7-1. Mitigation Measure 3.2-2 (Section 3.2, Water Quality) would reduce potential 

risks related to construction vehicle and equipment fluid drips, spills, or leaks to a less-

than-significant level. 

 

As is analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, misapplication of herbicides during 

activities to reduce invasive species and weeds could result in potential environmental 

impact. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 would reduce this potential 

impact to less than significant. 
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Fire Hazard  

There are no additional potential impacts of proposed Project activities in this reach 

besides those analyzed in Impacts 3.7-4 above. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.7-2 would reduce this potential impact to less than significant.  

Old Davis Road to Mace 

Hazardous Materials  

No hazards or hazardous materials sites have been identified within or in the vicinity of 

this reach. However, if hazardous materials were discovered in this reach during the 

course of construction, a potentially significant impact could arise. This impact would be 

mitigated to a less-than-significant level through implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.7-1. Mitigation Measure 3.2-2 (Section 3.2, Water Quality) would reduce potential 

risks related to construction vehicle and equipment fluid drips, spills, or leaks to a less-

than-significant level. 

 

As is analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, misapplication of herbicides during 

activities to reduce invasive species and weeds could result in potential environmental 

impact. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 would reduce this potential 

impact to less than significant. 

Fire Hazard  

There are no additional potential impacts of proposed Project activities in this reach 

besides those analyzed in Impacts 3.7-4 above. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.7-2 would reduce this potential impact to less than significant. 

Mace to Road 106A 

Hazardous Materials  

No hazards or hazardous materials sites have been identified within or in the vicinity of 

this reach. However, if hazardous materials were discovered in this reach during the 

course of construction, a potentially significant impact could arise. This impact would be 

mitigated to a less-than-significant level through implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.7-1. Mitigation Measure 3.2-2 (Section 3.2, Water Quality) would reduce potential 

risks related to construction vehicle and equipment fluid drips, spills, or leaks to a less-

than-significant level. 
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As is analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, misapplication of herbicides during 

activities to reduce invasive species and weeds could result in potential environmental 

impact. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 would reduce this potential 

impact to less than significant. 

Fire Hazard  

There are no additional potential impacts of proposed Project activities in this reach 

besides those analyzed in Impact 3.7-4 above. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.7-2 would reduce this potential impact to less than significant.  

Road 106A to Yolo Bypass Wildlife Area 

Hazardous Materials  

No hazards or hazardous materials sites have been identified within or in the vicinity of 

this reach. However, if hazardous materials were discovered in this reach during the 

course of construction, a potentially significant impact could arise. This impact would be 

mitigated to a less-than-significant level through implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.7-1. Mitigation Measure 3.2-2 (Section 3.2, Water Quality) would reduce potential 

risks related to construction vehicle and equipment fluid drips, spills, or leaks to a less-

than-significant level. 

 

As is analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, misapplication of herbicides during 

activities to reduce invasive species and weeds could result in potential environmental 

impact. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-12 would reduce this potential 

impact to less than significant. 

Fire Hazard  

There are no additional potential impacts of proposed Project activities in this reach 

besides those analyzed in Impacts 3.7-4 above. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 

3.7-2 would reduce this potential impact to less than significant.  
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Table 3.7-1 Summary of Hazard Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

Site 

Impact 3.7-1 
Hazardous 
Materials 

Impact 3.7-2 
Construction 
Equipment 

Impact 3.7-3 
Herbicides 

Hazards 
Impact 3.7-3 
Fire Hazards 

Applicable  
Mitigation  
Measures 

NAWCA/Mariani SM SM SM SM 
MM 3.2-2, 3.4-12, 

3.7-1, 3.7-2 

Duncan-Giovannoni SM SM SM SM 
MM 3.2-2, 3.4-12, 

3.7-1, 3.7-2 
Winters Putah Creek 
Nature Park 

SM SM SM SM 
MM 3.2-2, 3.4-12, 

3.7-1, 3.7-2 

East of 505 SM SM SM SM 
MM 3.2-2, 3.4-12, 

3.7-1, 3.7-2 

Warren  SM SM SM SM 
MM 3.2-2, 3.4-12, 

3.7-1, 3.7-2 

Upper McNamara  SM SM SM SM 
MM 3.2-2, 3.4-12, 

3.7-1, 3.7-2 

Lower McNamara  SM SM SM SM 
MM 3.2-2, 3.4-12, 

3.7-1, 3.7-2 

MacQuiddy (Lester) SM SM SM SM 
MM 3.2-2, 3.4-12, 

3.7-1, 3.7-2 

Russell Ranch SM SM SM SM 
MM 3.2-2, 3.4-12, 

3.7-1, 3.7-2 

Stevenson Bridge SM SM SM SM 
MM 3.2-2, 3.4-12, 

3.7-1, 3.7-2 

Glide Ranch SM SM SM SM 
MM 3.2-2, 3.4-12, 

3.7-1, 3.7-2 

Nishikawa SM SM SM SM 
MM 3.2-2, 3.4-12, 

3.7-1, 3.7-2 

Olmo-Hammond- 
UCD 

SM SM SM SM 
MM 3.2-2, 3.4-12, 

3.7-1, 3.7-2 

I-80 to Old Davis Road SM SM SM SM 
MM 3.2-2, 3.4-12, 

3.7-1, 3.7-2 

Old Davis Road  
to Mace 

SM SM SM SM 
MM 3.2-2, 3.4-12, 

3.7-1, 3.7-2 

Mace to Road 106A  SM SM SM SM 
MM 3.2-2, 3.4-12, 

3.7-1, 3.7-2 

Road 106A to YBWA SM SM SM SM 
MM 3.2-2, 3.4-12, 

3.7-1, 3.7-2 
NI = no impact, LS = LTS = Less than Significant Impact, SM = Significant but mitigatable to less than significant with 
measures identified in this section, and SU = Significant and Unavoidable, even after mitigation. 
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3.8 LAND USE 

This section describes the existing land uses in the project area, including urban 

(including population and housing), institutional (i.e., University of California, Davis (UC 

Davis), and agricultural uses. Applicable State and local land use policies are 

summarized. It then assesses the potential effects of the proposed project restoration 

activities (both construction and post-construction) on these land uses. Mitigation 

measures are identified as applicable.  

 

Because the project wound neither displace nor create housing or population, there is 

no possibility that an adverse impact could occur and those issues are not addressed 

further in this chapter. 

3.8.1 Setting 

Environmental Setting 

General Setting 

Existing Land Uses 

Land use patterns in the Central Valley over the past 200 years began with the 

establishment of homesteads, and farming and grazing enterprises that converted 

native habitats to developed rural uses. More recent urban development has 

constrained historic rural uses and resulted in additional losses of native habitats, 

including riparian habitat along creeks and rivers. This regional trend is reflected in 

changes in land uses along Putah Creek. 

 

The Project alignment passes through parts of Yolo and Solano Counties (and frequently 

forms the boundary between the two counties), as well as the City of Winters. The 

Project extends from below the Putah Diversion Dam to the western boundary of the 

Yolo Bypass Wildlife Area. Land uses along the Project alignment are generally 

agricultural, with the exception of where the creek passes through the City of Winters, 

portions of the University of California, Davis, and occasional isolated residential and 

industrial areas. The creek is incised in a small canyon along much of the Project 

alignment, and the land use in the channel area where most project activities would 

occur is primarily undeveloped, non-agricultural open space. A number of roads and 

bridges either cross or parallel the creek, on the level areas on either side of the creek 
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canyon. Publicly accessible trails and other recreational areas abut the creek in several 

areas. Specific land uses along each Project reach are described below. 

 

The following list characterizes current land ownership, land use, and resource 

management conditions along Putah Creek (EDAW, 2005): 

 Riparian habitat. Less than 2,000 acres of riparian corridor presently exists along 

lower Putah Creek and Pleasants Creek, representing less than 0.2 percent of the 

total acreage (1,182,336 acres) of Solano and Yolo counties. 

 Adjacent agricultural and native vegetation lands. The vast majority, about 

70 percent, of lands adjacent to (i.e., bordering) the riparian corridors of lower 

Putah, Pleasants, and Dry creeks are agricultural lands, nearly all of which are 

designated as Prime Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance, or Farmland of 

Local Importance. 

 Urban development. Urban development accounts for approximately 4 percent of 

the land adjacent to the riparian corridors and consists primarily of low-density 

residential development, commercial, and light industrial uses. The majority of 

developed land occurs on the north side of Putah Creek, in Yolo County. The 

majority of urban development adjacent to the riparian corridor occurs in the City of 

Winters. 

 Private and public ownership. GIS analysis shows that most (78 percent) of the land 

within and adjacent to the lower Putah Creek and Pleasants Creek riparian corridors 

is privately owned. Public lands account for about 21.2 percent of the corridor and 

adjacent parcels.  

 Public access/recreation. Public access is available on publicly owned lands in and 

near lower Putah Creek in or near the Project alignment. These include (from west 

to east): 

 Lake Solano County Park, 

 Winters Putah Creek Nature Park, 

 Stevensons Bridge, 

 UC Davis Putah Creek Riparian Reserve, and 

 Davis South Fork Preserve. 

 

Recreational land uses are not addressed further in this section, but are addressed in 

detail in Section 3.10, Recreation. 
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Project Site Conditions 

NAWCA/Mariani 

Land uses along this reach include a broad swath of creekside open space/habitat (not 

publicly accessible), surrounded by orchards and natural habitats, some of which have 

been previously restored. Several houses and farm buildings lie just outside of the 

alignment on the southwest side of the alignment. Public access to the creek is available 

from farm roads off of Putah Creek Road, which runs east/west, south of this alignment.  

Duncan-Giovannoni 

Land uses along this reach include a relatively broad (300 to 500 feet) swath of 

creekside open space/habitat (not publicly accessible), surrounded by orchards. Several 

houses and farm buildings lie just outside of the alignment on the south and west sides 

of the alignment. Residential areas of the City of Winters lie about 800 feet north of the 

eastern portion of the alignment. An industrial/storage area lies just southeast of the 

alignment. Public access to the creek is available from Putah Creek Road, which parallels 

the southeast edge of this alignment.  

Winters Putah Creek Nature Park 

This reach is bordered on the east by a mix of urban uses in the City of Winters, 

including residential, commercial, and recreational land uses. The creek flows through 

the Winters Putah Creek Nature Park in this reach. 

East of 505 

Land uses along this reach are comprised of a 200- to 250-foot swath of open 

space/habitat (not publicly accessible), surrounded by orchards. An industrial storage 

and processing facility lies immediately north of the western side of the alignment. The 

El Rio Vista residential development lies around 1,000 feet northeast of the eastern side 

of this site and the northwest side of the Warren site. Public access to the creek is 

available from Putah Creek Road, which parallels the southeast edge of this alignment. 

Warren 

Land uses along this reach are comprised of around 250-foot swath of creekside open 

space/habitat (not publicly accessible), surrounded by orchards. The El Rio Vista 

residential development lies around 1,000 feet northeast of the eastern side of the 

northwest side of the Warren site. There are two large houses that lie 300 to 500 feet to 
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the southeast of the eastern end of Warren site. There is no public access to the creek in 

this reach.  

Upper McNamara 

Land uses along this reach are comprised of a 250- to 300-foot swath of open 

space/habitat, surrounded by orchards. A pair of large electrical transmission lines 

traverse the center of this reach.  

Lower McNamara 

Land uses along this reach are comprised of a 250-foot swath of open space/habitat (not 

publicly accessible), surrounded by orchards. There is an electrical transmission line 

crossing the eastern end of this reach. There is no public access to the creek in this 

reach.  

MacQuiddy (Lester) 

Land uses along this reach are comprised of a 350-foot swath of open space/habitat (not 

publicly accessible), surrounded by orchards. There is a residence located approximately 

50 feet east from the southeast corner of the reach. Farm structures are just south of 

the eastern portion of the reach. There is no public access to the creek in this reach.  

Russell Ranch 

Land uses along this reach are comprised of a 300-foot swath of open space/habitat 

within the project reach and the north there is a 500-foot strip of nonagricultural open 

space, surrounded by field crops and orchards. There is one set of agricultural buildings 

and storage immediately adjacent to the south side of this reach at Martinez Lane. 

There is no public access to the creek in this reach. 

Stevenson Bridge 

Land uses along this reach are comprised of a 250-foot swath of open space/habitat 

within the project reach, surrounded by orchards to the south and a mixture of rural 

residential and associated out buildings to the northwest of Stevenson Bridge. To the 

east of Stevenson Bridge, the open space area widens to about 550 feet. Field crops lie 

to the north of the portion of the alignment that is to the east of Road 95-A. There is 

heavy informal recreational use of the east side of the bridge (see Section 3.10, 

Recreation).  
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Glide Ranch 

Land uses along this reach are comprised of a 400- to 600-foot swath of open 

space/habitat within the project reach, surrounded primarily by field crops. Several rural 

residential complexes lie immediately to the south of this alignment.  

Nishikawa 

Land uses along this reach are comprised of a 400- to 600-foot swath of open 

space/habitat within the project reach, surrounded on the south by field crops and on 

the north by a wastewater pond and treatment facility. There is public access to the 

north side of the creek from Pedrick Road/Lincoln Highway.  

Olmo-Hammond-UCD 

Land uses along this reach are comprised of a 300- to 500-foot swath of open 

space/habitat within the project reach, surrounded by a variety of agricultural uses 

including some agricultural buildings. Additionally, UCD facilities including an airport and 

animal/ research facilities are located 1,000 to 1,500 feet north of this reach. The south 

side of the creek is part of UC’s Putah Creek Riparian Preserve, and includes recreational 

facilities (see Section3.10, Recreation). 

I-80 to Old David Road  

Land uses along this reach are comprised of a 400- to 700-foot swath of open 

space/habitat within the project reach, surrounded by a mixture of agricultural uses. 

University facilities are located just north of the eastern portion of this alignment, near 

Old Davis Road. The south side of the creek in this reach is part of the UC Putah Creek 

Riparian Preserve.  

Old Davis Road to Mace 

Land uses along this reach are comprised of a 300- to 900-foot-wide area of open space/ 

habitat, surrounded by agricultural uses with the exception of UCD research facilities 

immediately north of the westernmost portion of this reach. There is substantial access 

for pedestrians and drivers to this site from UC Davis, which is to the north of Putah 

Creek.  

Mace to Road 106A 

Land uses along this reach are comprised of a 200- to 700-foot span with the exception 

of the eastern-most portion that widens to around 1,700 feet. The land uses are 
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comprised of open space/habitat, surrounded by orchards and field crops including rice. 

There is public access to the creek from Road 106A and 5th Street runs along the creek 

on the south end for the lower third of the alignment. The City of Davis South Fork 

Preserve is located in this reach, just south of Mace Road.  

Road 106A to Yolo Bypass Wildlife Aea 

Land uses along this reach are comprised of a 150- to 300-foot span surrounded entirely 

by field crops.  

Regulatory Setting 

Federal Regulations  

There are no federal land use regulations applicable to this stretch of Putah Creek. 

Federal regulations regarding biological resources, water quality, and air quality are 

addressed in those sections of this EIR. 

State Regulations  

Land Use 

The only State land use regulations applicable to this stretch of Putah Creek are 

associated with the UC Davis 2003 Long Range Development Plan (UC Davis, 2003). With 

respect to the area of Putah Creek adjacent to the University, the Plan states: 

 Maintain and expand low-density academic, support, and research park uses along 

the Hopkins Road corridor. Include an open space setback along the west side of 

Hopkins Road for an off-street bike path and landscaped area to connect points 

north to the Putah Creek Riparian Reserve (UC Davis, 2003, p. 44). 

 Continue to use lands between the Research Park and Putah Creek for agricultural 

field research (UC Davis, 2003, p. 46). 

 Utilize Russell Ranch as a location for a variety of long-term uses to keep the Ranch 

predominantly as open space and agricultural land. Locate agricultural and 

environmental field uses with needs for long-term research or site development, 

stability of surrounding land uses, and freedom from development pressure, on 

lands south of Road 32. These include (UC Davis, 2003, p. 48): 

 Lands dedicated to the Putah Creek Riparian Reserve. 

 Habitat mitigation and restoration areas. 

 Long-Term Research on Agricultural Systems (LTRAS). 
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 The Land, Air, and Water Resources Department (LAWR), for long-term 

climatological and meteorological research. 

 Mitigation land identified for long-term preservation in agricultural use. 

Agriculture 

Williamson Act 

The California Land Conservation Act of 1965 (referred to as the Williamson Act) allows 

local governments to enter contracts with private property owners to protect land for 

agricultural and open space purposes. This voluntary program offers tax breaks by 

assessing lands based on actual use (agricultural or open space) as opposed to their 

potential full market value, creating a financial incentive to maintain farmland and open 

space, as opposed to allowing conversion to other uses. The Williamson Act program 

uses rolling 10-year contracts that renew annually until either party files a “notice of 

non-renewal.” If an owner decides to opt out, the land is still protected for 10 years 

while the tax liability increases in annual increments up to its full market value. Much of 

the land adjacent to the Project alignment is under Williamson Act contract. 

Local Regulations 

General Plan Land Use Designations  

The Project alignment of Putah Creek forms the boundary between Yolo and Solano 

Counties for much of its reach. It also flows through lands owned by University of 

California, Davis, as well as the City of Winters. 

Solano County 

The Solano County General Plan Land Use Element Figure LU-1, Land Use Diagram 

(Solano County, 2008) shows the Solano County portion of the NACWA reach as Rural 

Residential, and the downstream reaches Agriculture, some of which include an 

Agricultural Reserve overlay.  

 

The Rural Residential designation provides for single-family residences on 2.5- to 

10-acre parcels. Clustering is permitted.  

 

The Agriculture designation provides areas for the practice of agriculture as the primary 

use, including areas that contribute significantly to the local agricultural economy, and 

allows for secondary uses that support the economic viability of agriculture. Agricultural 
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land use designations protect these areas from intrusion by nonagricultural uses and 

other uses that do not directly support the economic viability of agriculture. 

Yolo County 

Most of the Yolo County reaches of the Project alignment are designated Agriculture in 

the Yolo County General Plan. However, the Russell Ranch, Nishikawa, Olmo-Hammond-

UCD, and I-80 to Old Davis Road reaches are designated for Public/Quasi-Public use 

(Yolo County General Plan Land Use Map, 2009).  

 

The Agriculture (AG) land use designation includes the full range of cultivated 

agriculture, such as row crops, orchards, vineyards, dryland farming, livestock grazing, 

forest products, horticulture, floriculture, apiaries, confined animal facilities and 

equestrian facilities. It also includes agricultural industrial uses (e.g., agricultural 

research, processing and storage; supply; service; crop dusting; agricultural chemical 

and equipment sales; surface mining; etc.) as well as agricultural commercial uses (e.g., 

roadside stands, “Yolo Stores,” wineries, farm-based tourism (e.g., u-pick, dude ranches, 

lodging), horseshows, rodeos, crop-based seasonal events, ancillary restaurants and/or 

stores) serving rural areas. Agriculture also includes farmworker housing, surface 

mining, and incidental habitat.  

 

Public and Quasi-Public (PQ) includes public/governmental offices, places of worship, 

schools, libraries, and other community and/or civic uses. It also includes public airports, 

including related visitor services, and infrastructure including wastewater treatment 

facilities, municipal wells, landfills, and stormwater detention basins. It may include 

agricultural buffer areas.  

 

The Countywide General Plan Conservation and Open Space Element (Figure CO-2) 

shows trail linkages along Putah Creek between existing access sites in the cities of 

Winters and Davis, and extension of an existing bicycle trail west of Davis. 

General Plan Policies and Other Applicable Land Use Regulations 

Solano County General Plan  Resources Chapter 

The Resources chapter of the Solano County General Plan functions as the plan’s Open 

Space Element. The purpose of the Resources Chapter is to identify the goals, policies, 

and implementation measures that will be used by the County in day-to-day decision 

making to protect natural, cultural, and open space resources. The chapter focuses on 
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conserving, preserving, and enhancing these resources to ensure a high quality of life for 

current and future county residents. The Open Space Element is used to manage all 

open space areas, including undeveloped wilderness lands and outdoor recreation uses. 

The California Government Code defines that open space should be preserved for the 

preservation of natural resources, managed production of resources, recreation, and 

public health and safety. 

 

The following policies of the Resources chapter are applicable to the Project site: 

 

Policy RS.G-1: Manage and preserve the diverse land, water, and air resources of the 

county for the use and enrichment of the lives of present and future generations.  

 

Policy RS.G-2: Ensure continued presence and viability of the county’s various 

natural resources.  

 

Policy RS.G-3: Repair environmental degradation that has occurred, and seek an 

optimum balance between the economic and social benefits of the county's natural 

resources.  

 

Policy RS.G-4: Preserve, conserve, and enhance valuable open space lands that 

provide wildlife habitat; conserve natural and visual resources; convey cultural 

identity; and improve public safety.  

 

Policy RS.G-10: Foster sound management of the land and water resources in Solano 

County's watersheds to minimize erosion and protect water quality using best 

management practices and protect downstream waterways and wetlands 

Agriculture 

The goals and policies of the General Plan Agricultural Element are intended to provide 

a framework for achieving the agricultural vision. Applicable policies include: 

 

Policy AG.P-25: Facilitate partnerships between agricultural operations and habitat 

conservation efforts to create mutually beneficial outcomes. Although such 

partnerships are to be encouraged throughout the county, additional emphasis 

should be focused in locations where the Resource Conservation Overlay and 

Agricultural Reserve Overlay coincide.  
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Policy AG.P-35: Lands within the Agriculture designations may be redesignated to 

Watershed or Marsh. 

Right-to-Farm Ordinance 

Chapter 2.2 of the Solano County Code protects farm operations from nuisance 

complaints associated with residential uses located next to active agricultural 

operations. These complaints often cause farm operators to cease or curtail operations. 

They may also deter others from investing in farm-related improvements that would 

support the county’s agriculture economy. This “right-to-farm ordinance”, as it is 

commonly known, guarantees the right to continue agricultural operations, including, 

but not limited to, cultivating and tilling the soil, burning agricultural byproducts, 

irrigating, raising crops and/or livestock, and applying approved chemicals in a proper 

manner to fields and farmland. This ordinance limits the circumstances under which 

agriculture may be considered a nuisance. To prevent future conflicts, notice of this 

ordinance is given to purchasers of real property in the county. 

 

Yolo County 

The 2030 County of Yolo Countywide General Plan (Yolo County, 2009) Agriculture and 

Economic Development Element includes the following goals and policies applicable to 

the proposed Project: 

 

Policy AG-2.8 Facilitate partnerships between agricultural operations and habitat 

conservation efforts to create mutually beneficial outcomes.  

 

Policy AG-2.9 Support the use of effective mechanisms to protect farmers potentially 

impacted by adjoining habitat enhancement programs, such as “safe harbor” 

programs and providing buffers within the habitat area.  

 

Policy AG-2.10 Encourage habitat protection and management that does not 

preclude or unreasonably restrict on-site agricultural production.  

 

3.8.2 Significance Criteria 

Land Use 

Criteria for determining significant impacts are based upon the CEQA Guidelines 

(Appendix G) and professional judgment. These guidelines state that a project would 

have a potentially significant impact on land use and planning if it would: 
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1. Physically divide an established community. 

2. Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an agency with 

jurisdiction over the project (including, but not limited to the general plan, specific 

plan, local coastal program, or zoning ordinance) adopted for the purpose of 

avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect. 

3. Conflict with any applicable habitat conservation plan or natural community 

conservation plan. This criterion is addressed in the biological resources sections and 

therefore is not evaluated in this section. 

 

In addition, the following criterion is used to determine significant impacts on land use 

and planning if it would: 

4. Cause a substantial conflict with adjacent or nearby land uses. 

Agriculture 

Criteria for determining significant impacts are based upon the CEQA Guidelines 

(Appendix G) and professional judgment. These guidelines state that a project would 

have a potentially significant impact on agricultural resources if it would: 

1. Convert a substantial amount of Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of 

Statewide Importance (Important Farmland), as shown on the maps for the 

Farmland Mapping & Monitoring Program (FMMP) by the California Resources 

Agency, to non-agricultural use. 

2. Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use, or with a Williamson Act contract. 

3. Involve other changes in the existing environment that, due to their location or 

nature, could result in the conversion of farmland to non-agricultural uses. 

 

The CEQA statute (Public Resources Code [PRC] Section 21060.1[a]) defines Agricultural 

Land as “prime farmland, farmland of statewide importance, or unique farmland, as 

defined by the USDA land inventory and monitoring criteria as modified for California.” 

3.8.3 Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

Impacts and mitigation measures are described below both generally and by reach. 

Applicable impacts and mitigation measures for each reach are summarized in Table 

3.8-1, at the end of this section. 
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General Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

Impact 3.8-1: Potential Construction Conflicts with Adjacent Non-Agricultural Land 

Uses. 

The project effects would be limited to areas within the reaches proposed for 

restoration. Therefore existing residential, industrial, and university land uses adjacent 

to and near the restoration sites would not be affected by the Project. Potential short-

term conflicts with adjacent land uses from construction noise, dust, and traffic are 

addressed in those chapters of this EIR. Therefore no mitigation is required. 

Impact 3.8-2: Potential Conflicts with Adjacent Agricultural Land Uses. 

As described in the Setting section, above, the vast majority of the land adjacent to the 

Project site is in active agricultural use. Construction of the Project could potentially 

result in conflicts with adjacent agricultural operations from construction vehicles using 

farm roads, and storage of soils and construction materials and equipment. Post-

restoration, boaters and hikers in the restored creek channel may find their way onto 

adjacent agricultural lands due to increased access afforded by removal of existing 

dense non-native vegetation along the creek banks.  

Mitigation Measure 3.8-1: Coordinate with Adjacent Landowners and Implement Access 

Restrictions. 

The following measures shall be implemented to reduce impacts of restoration on 

adjacent agricultural lands: 

 The Project sponsor shall coordinate with adjacent landowners providing access 

and/or storage areas for project construction activities and materials. Access and 

construction work area plans acceptable to all parties shall be developed prior to the 

start of any construction abutting potentially affected lands.  

 In locations where post-construction access to private agricultural lands by the 

public may be facilitated by restoration efforts, the Project shall provide warning 

signage (i.e., Private Property – No Trespassing) and wildlife-friendly fencing along 

the creek as needed.  
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Site-Specific Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

NAWCA/Mariani 

Land Use 

Project development in this reach would not change or otherwise adversely affect long-

term existing or planned land uses of the site or adjacent properties. 

General Plan/Policy Compliance 

The Project would be consistent with applicable Solano and Yolo General Plan land use 

designations and policies as it would not reduce recreational access or interfere with 

agricultural activities (after mitigation).  

Agriculture 

Construction and maintenance of this reach would involve access through orchard 

properties, however all of the work would be located within the open space/ 

riparian/creekside areas. Construction access and activities could interfere with 

agricultural activities if not coordinated. Long-term unpermitted access also could 

potentially interfere with agricultural activities. These impacts would be reduced to a 

less-than-significant level by implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-1. 

Duncan-Giovannoni 

Land Use 

Project development in this reach would not change or otherwise adversely affect long-

term existing or planned land uses of the site or adjacent properties.  

General Plan/Policy Compliance 

The Project would be consistent with applicable Solano and Yolo General Plan land use 

designations and policies as it would not reduce recreational access or interfere with 

agricultural activities (after mitigation). As described in the Setting section, public access 

to the creek is available from Putah Creek Road, which parallels the southeast edge of 

this alignment. 

Agriculture 

Construction and maintenance of this reach would involve access through orchard 

properties, however, all of the work would be located within the open space/ 
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riparian/creekside areas. Construction access and activities could interfere with 

agricultural activities if not coordinated. Long-term unpermitted access also could 

potentially interfere with agricultural activities. These impacts would be reduced to a 

less-than-significant level by implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-1, above. 

Winters Putah Creek Nature Park 

Maintenance activities proposed by the Project would not adversely affect land uses in 

this reach. Most improvements in this reach have already occurred with the 

implementation of the Winters Putah Creek Nature Park project, so Project changes 

would be minimal. 

East of 505  

Land Use/Population and Housing 

Project development in this reach would not change or otherwise adversely affect long-

term existing or planned land uses of the site or adjacent properties. There are no 

residences on the alignment.  

General Plan/Policy Compliance 

The Project would be consistent with applicable Solano and Yolo General Plan land use 

designations and policies as it would not reduce recreational access or interfere with 

agricultural activities (after mitigation). As noted in the Setting, public access to the site 

is available from Putah Creek Road. 

Agriculture 

Construction and maintenance of this reach would involve access through orchard 

properties, however, all of the work would be located within the open 

space/riparian/creekside areas. Construction access and activities could interfere with 

agricultural activities if not coordinated. Long-term unpermitted access also could 

potentially interfere with agricultural activities. These impacts would be reduced to a 

less-than-significant level by implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-1, above. 

Warren 

Land Use/Population and Housing 

Project development in this reach would not change or otherwise adversely affect long-

term existing or planned land uses of the site or adjacent properties. There are two 
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large residences southeast of the site but no impacts to population or housing would 

occur from the Project. 

General Plan/Policy Compliance 

The Project would be consistent with applicable Solano and Yolo General Plan land use 

designations and policies as it would not reduce recreational access or interfere with 

agricultural activities (after mitigation). There is no public access to this reach. 

Agriculture 

Construction and maintenance of this reach would involve access through orchard 

properties, however, all of the work would be located within the open space/ 

riparian/creekside areas. Construction access and activities could interfere with 

agricultural activities if not coordinated. Long-term unpermitted access also could 

potentially interfere with agricultural activities. These impacts would be reduced to a 

less-than-significant level by implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-1, above. 

Upper McNamara  

Land Use/Population and Housing 

Project development in this reach would not change or otherwise adversely affect long-

term existing or planned land uses of the site or adjacent properties. There are no 

residences on this reach.  

General Plan/Policy Compliance 

The Project would be consistent with applicable Solano and Yolo General Plan land use 

designations and policies as it would not reduce recreational access or interfere with 

agricultural activities (after mitigation). As described in the Setting, there is informal 

public access to the site via Putah Creek Road along the western half of the Upper 

McNamara reach. 

Agriculture 

Construction and maintenance of this reach would involve access through orchard 

properties, however, all of the work would be located within the open 

space/riparian/creekside areas. Construction access and activities could interfere with 

agricultural activities if not coordinated. Long-term unpermitted access also could 

potentially interfere with agricultural activities. These impacts would be reduced to a 

less-than-significant level by implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-1, above. 
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Lower McNamara  

Land Use/Population and Housing 

Project development in this reach would not change or otherwise adversely affect long-

term existing or planned land uses of the site or adjacent properties. There are no 

residences on this site.  

General Plan/Policy Compliance 

The Project would be consistent with applicable Solano and Yolo General Plan land use 

designations and policies as it would not reduce recreational access or interfere with 

agricultural activities (after mitigation). There is no public access to the creek in this 

reach. 

Agriculture 

Construction and maintenance of this reach would involve access through orchard 

properties, however, all of the work would be located within the open 

space/riparian/creekside areas. Construction access and activities could interfere with 

agricultural activities if not coordinated. Long-term unpermitted access also could 

potentially interfere with agricultural activities. These impacts would be reduced to a 

less-than-significant level by implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-1, above. 

MacQuiddy (Lester) 

Land Use/Population and Housing 

Project development in this reach would not change or otherwise adversely affect long-

term existing or planned land uses of the site or adjacent properties. There is one 

residence approximately 50 feet from the site as well as farm structures to the 

southeast of the site. These structures are located beyond the site and no impacts to 

population or housing would occur. 

General Plan/Policy Compliance 

The Project would be consistent with applicable Solano and Yolo General Plan land use 

designations and policies as it would not reduce recreational access or interfere with 

agricultural activities (after mitigation). There is no public access to this site. 
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Agriculture 

Construction and maintenance of this reach would involve access through orchard 

properties, however, all of the work would be located within the open 

space/riparian/creekside areas. Construction access and activities could interfere with 

agricultural activities if not coordinated. Long-term unpermitted access also could 

potentially interfere with agricultural activities. These impacts would be reduced to a 

less-than-significant level by implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-1, above. 

Russell Ranch 

Land Use/Population and Housing 

Project development in this reach would not change or otherwise adversely affect long-

term existing or planned land uses of the site or adjacent properties. There are no 

residences on this site.  

General Plan/Policy Compliance 

The Project would be consistent with applicable Solano and Yolo General Plan land use 

designations and policies as it would not reduce recreational access or interfere with 

agricultural activities (after mitigation). There is no public access to this site. 

Agriculture 

Construction and maintenance of this reach would involve access through orchard 

properties, however, all of the work would be located within the open 

space/riparian/creekside areas. Construction access and activities could interfere with 

agricultural activities if not coordinated. Long-term unpermitted access also could 

potentially interfere with agricultural activities. These impacts would be reduced to a 

less-than-significant level by implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-1, above. 

Stevenson Bridge  

Land Use/Population and Housing 

Project development in this reach would not change or otherwise adversely affect long-

term existing or planned land uses of the site or adjacent properties. As discussed in the 

Setting, a mixture of rural residential and associated out buildings lie northwest of the 

bridge.  
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General Plan/Policy Compliance 

The Project would be consistent with applicable Solano and Yolo General Plan land use 

designations and policies as it would not reduce recreational access or interfere with 

agricultural activities (after mitigation).  

Agriculture 

Construction and maintenance of this reach would involve access through orchard 

properties, however, all of the work would be located within the open 

space/riparian/creekside areas. Construction access and activities could interfere with 

agricultural activities if not coordinated. Long-term unpermitted access also could 

potentially interfere with agricultural activities. These impacts would be reduced to a 

less-than-significant level by implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-1, above. 

Glide Ranch 

Land Use/Population and Housing 

Project development in this reach would not change or otherwise adversely affect long-

term existing or planned land uses of the site or adjacent properties. Several rural 

residence compounds lie just south of this reach.  

General Plan/Policy Compliance 

The Project would be consistent with applicable Solano and Yolo General Plan land use 

designations and policies as it would not reduce recreational access or interfere with 

agricultural activities (after mitigation). Levee Road provides public access to this reach. 

Agriculture 

Construction and maintenance of this reach would involve access through orchard 

properties, however, all of the work would be located within the open 

space/riparian/creekside areas. Construction access and activities could interfere with 

agricultural activities if not coordinated. Long-term unpermitted access also could 

potentially interfere with agricultural activities. These impacts would be reduced to a 

less-than-significant level by implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-1, above. 
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Nishikawa 

Land Use/Population and Housing 

Project development in this reach would not change or otherwise adversely affect long-

term existing or planned land uses of the site or adjacent properties. There are no 

residences on or adjacent to the site.  

General Plan/Policy Compliance 

The Project would be consistent with applicable Solano and Yolo General Plan land use 

designations and policies as it would not reduce recreational access or interfere with 

agricultural activities (after mitigation). The north side of the creek on this site is publicly 

accessible by Pedrick Road/Lincoln Highway and a walking path provides recreational 

access as well.  

Agriculture 

Construction and maintenance of this reach would involve access through orchard 

properties, however, all of the work would be located within the open 

space/riparian/creekside areas. Construction access and activities could interfere with 

agricultural activities if not coordinated. Long-term unpermitted access also could 

potentially interfere with agricultural activities. These impacts would be reduced to a 

less-than-significant level by implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-1, above. 

Olmo-Hammond-UCD 

Land Use/Population and Housing 

Project development in this reach would not change or otherwise adversely affect long-

term existing or planned land uses of the site or adjacent properties. There are no 

residences on this site.  

General Plan/Policy Compliance 

The Project would be consistent with applicable Solano and Yolo General Plan land use 

designations and policies as it would not reduce recreational access or interfere with 

agricultural activities (after mitigation). Add statement re including trail linkages. 
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Agriculture 

Agricultural land uses on the south side of the creek may be affected during 

construction if work is done from that side of the channel. Implementation of Mitigation 

Measure 3.8-1 would reduce this impact to less than significant. 

I-80 to Old Davis Road 

Land Use/Population and Housing 

Project development in this reach would not change or otherwise adversely affect long-

term existing or planned land uses of the site or adjacent properties. There are no 

residences on this site.  

General Plan/Policy Compliance 

The Project would be consistent with applicable Solano and Yolo General Plan land use 

designations and policies as it would not reduce recreational access or interfere with 

agricultural activities (after mitigation). As described in the Setting, this site is publicly 

accessible by Highway 80 and Old Davis Road, as well as the Putah Creek Riparian 

Preservation Trail. 

Agriculture 

Construction and maintenance of this reach would involve access through orchard 

properties, however, all of the work would be located within the open 

space/riparian/creekside areas. Construction access and activities could interfere with 

agricultural activities if not coordinated. Long-term unpermitted access also could 

potentially interfere with agricultural activities. These impacts would be reduced to a 

less-than-significant level by implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-1, above. 

Old Davis Road to Mace 

Land Use/Population and Housing 

Project development in this reach would not change or otherwise adversely affect long-

term existing or planned land uses of the site or adjacent properties.  

General Plan/Policy Compliance 

The Project would be consistent with applicable Solano and Yolo General Plan land use 

designations and policies as it would not reduce recreational access or interfere with 

agricultural activities (after mitigation). Add statement re including trail linkages 
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Agriculture 

Agricultural land uses on the south side of the creek may be affected during 

construction if work is done from that side of the channel. Implementation of Mitigation 

Measure 3.8-1 would reduce this impact to less than significant. 

Mace to Road 106A 

Land Use/Population and Housing 

Project development in this reach would not change or otherwise adversely affect long-

term existing or planned land uses of the site or adjacent properties. There are no 

residences on this site.  

General Plan/Policy Compliance 

The Project would be consistent with applicable Solano and Yolo General Plan land use 

designations and policies as it would not reduce recreational access or interfere with 

agricultural activities (after mitigation). As described in the Setting section, there is 

public access to this site via Road 106A and 5th Street. 

Agriculture 

Construction and maintenance of this reach would involve access through orchard 

properties, however all of the work would be located within the open 

space/riparian/creekside areas. Construction access and activities could interfere with 

agricultural activities if not coordinated. Long-term unpermitted access also could 

potentially interfere with agricultural activities. These impacts would be reduced to a 

less-than-significant level by implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-1, above. 

Road 106A to Yolo Bypass Wildlife Area 

Land Use/Population and Housing 

Project development in this reach would not change or otherwise adversely affect long-

term existing or planned land uses of the site or adjacent properties. 

General Plan/Policy Compliance 

The Project would be consistent with applicable Solano and Yolo General Plan land use 

designations and policies as it would not reduce recreational access or interfere with 

agricultural activities (after mitigation). As described in the Setting, there is limited 

public access to this site via Road 106A and farm roads. 
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Agriculture 

Construction and maintenance of this reach would involve access through orchard 

properties, however all of the work would be located within the open 

space/riparian/creekside areas. Construction access and activities could interfere with 

agricultural activities if not coordinated. Long-term unpermitted access also could 

potentially interfere with agricultural activities. These impacts would be reduced to a 

less-than-significant level by implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-1, above. 
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Table 3.8-1 Summary of Land Use and Agriculture Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

Sites 

Impact 3.8-1  
Potential Construction 
Conflicts with Adjacent 

Non-Agricultural  
Land Uses 

Impact 3.8-2   
Potential Conflicts 

with Adjacent 
Agricultural  
Land Uses 

Applicable 
Mitigation 
Measures 

NAWCA/Mariani NI SM MM 3.8-1 

Duncan-Giovannoni NI SM MM 3.8-1 

Winters Putah Creek Nature Park NI SM MM 3.8-1 

East of 505 NI SM MM 3.8-1 

Warren  NI SM MM 3.8-1 

Upper McNamara  NI SM MM 3.8-1 

Lower McNamara  NI SM MM 3.8-1 

MacQuiddy (Lester) NI SM MM 3.8-1 

Russell Ranch NI SM MM 3.8-1 

Stevenson Bridge NI SM MM 3.8-1 

Glide Ranch NI SM MM 3.8-1 

Nishikawa NI SM MM 3.8-1 

Olmo-Hammond-UCD  I SM MM 3.8-1 

I-80 to Old Davis Road NI SM MM 3.8-1 

Old Davis Road to Mace NI SM MM 3.8-1 

Mace to Road 106A  NI SM MM 3.8-2 

Road 106A to YBWA NI SM MM 3.8-2 

NI = no impact, LS = LTS = Less than Significant Impact, SM = Significant but mitigatable to less than significant with 
measures identified in this section, and SU = Significant and Unavoidable, even after mitigation. 
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3.9 AESTHETICS 

This section generally describes the existing visual quality of the creek and publicly 

accessible viewpoints. It then evaluates the short-term (construction) and long-term 

(post restoration) impacts of the restoration projects on public views. Mitigation 

measures are identified as appropriate. 

3.9.1 Setting 

Environmental Setting 

General Setting 

Methods 

Field visits were conducted in June 2014 with the Streamkeeper to selected sites 

characteristic of the proposed restoration areas. These included visually accessible 

locations along lower Putah Creek, from the Putah South Canal Diversion Dam to the Los 

Rios Check Dam on the west side of the Yolo Bypass. These locations were visually 

assessed from public roads where road and parking access were available along the 

riparian corridor. In addition, for the Duncan-Giovannoni site, private orchard roads 

were used to access the creek. Google Earth satellite imagery was used to supplement 

these visits for sites that were not visually accessible. 

General Visual Character  

Agricultural landscapes, the Sacramento–San Joaquin Delta (Delta) and marshlands, and 

oak- and grass-covered hills are the primary aesthetic resources in the Project Area. 

Prominent scenic resources include marshlands and Delta waters located to the south, 

the Coast Range extending in a north-south direction west of the Project Area, and 

expanses of agricultural lands located on either side of the creek in most areas.  

 

Agricultural lands account for more land than any other land use, which, in turn, defines 

much of the county’s visual character, supports wildlife habitats and migration 

corridors, provides open space and recreational amenities for residents and visitors, and 

acts as a separator defining the County’s cities.  

 

The visual quality of the Upper Reach of the Lower Putah Creek does not vary much 

along different viewing locations. The typical view is comprised of a narrow row of tall 

trees on both sides of the creek banks, which lead down to either a still or slowly 

moving pool, or to a flowing stream. On either side of the creek further from the tops of 
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the banks are views of flat agricultural land (orchards and field crops) interspersed with 

farm complexes and residences. The views from areas near the University of California 

Davis, and the City of Winters are more diverse with a greater mix of buildings and 

infrastructure from residences, the university, and commercial activity. Typically, the 

visual character of the creek encompasses the following. 

 The creek is seen as a channel cut down into steep banks (see Figure 3.9-1). 

 Riparian vegetation including native and non-native trees, shrubs, and various 

grasses growing in a narrow strip on both sides of the creek. Some views have dense 

strands of native and non-native vegetation down to the creek channel, whereas 

other sections are steeper banks with eroding slopes (see Section 3.4, Biological 

Resources, for details) (see Figure 3.9-2). 

 Within the channels, either a narrow stream or a wider pool fills the entire channel 

from bank to bank (see Figures 3.9-3 and 3.9-4). 

 Large pools with heavy vegetation around them have formed where gravel mining 

has deepened and widened the creek, or where diversions have backed up creek 

waters (see Figure 3.9-5). 

 In a few locations, roads and bridges cross the creek, providing visual access to the 

channel area (see Figure 3.9-6). 

 In a few locations, parks or public open space and trails have been constructed 

alongside the creek (see Figures 3.9-7 and 3.9-8). 

 Along most of the study area agricultural fields and orchards abutting the narrow 

riparian band (see Figure 3.9-9). 

 In a few locations, housing has been built near the channel. 

 The creek also passes through or near urbanized portions of the University of 

California Davis campus and the City of Winters, where public views are afforded 

and where urban development encroaches into creek views. 

Visual Access 

The majority of the Upper Reach of Lower Putah Creek is only visible to farmers and 

local residents where the creek channel abuts their property, and is not visible to the 

public unless they canoe the creek (see Section 3.8, Land Use). These private views are 

seen from private ranch roads and fields. 
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Figure 3.9-1 View of Putah Creek Showing Steepened Banks 
 

 

Figure 3.9-2 View of Putah Creek Showing Dense Riparian Vegetation 
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Figure 3.9-3 View of Narrow, Flowing Area Putah Creek Stream 
 

Figure 3.9-4 View of Wide Pool Area of Putah Creek (Backed Up By Agricultural 
Diversion Dam) 
  




